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MEN IN

THE NEXT GREAT INDUSTRY
Pr HE idea

of electricians, radio service men and other mechanically inclined
men, servicing Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Units is self -evident and
the thought has occurred to some untold thousands ever since air condition.
ing equipment has been installed in public auditoriums, theatres, studios, department stores, office buildings and manufacturing plants. The tremendously broad
possibilities in this new industry are bound to give employment and success to
men far- sighted enough to see its advancement and development. We quote an

OFFICIAL

excerpt from Mr. Hugo Gernsback's editorial which appeared in the September,
1933 issue of Everyday Science and Mechanics:

AIR CONDITIONING

"I advise young and progressive men to go into the airconditioning business during the next few years; because,
this, without a doubt, is the coming industry in this country. Thousands of small firms will spring up, undertaking
to air -condition private houses, small business offices,
factories, etc. We are not going to tear down every
building in the United States immediately. It will be a
gradual growth; yet small installation firms will air -condition small houses, and even single offices in small
buildings."

SERVICE

MANUAL

PRE-

PUBLICATION

f

This is only partial proof of the certain success of this new field. Further
assurance is that engineering schools have already added many important courses
on air conditioning to their regular curriculum. Architects and building contractors are giving considerable thought to installation of this equipment in
structures which are now being planned and built. The beginning of this busi._ass
will probably be similar to the auto and radio industry, but in few short years
it will surpass these two great fields.

OFFER

$4.00

Official Air Conditioning Service Manual
352 Pages

Over 6011 illustrations
9" x 12" in Size
Flexible, Loose Leaf
Leatherette Cover

4-
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MA IL COUPON TODAY!
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS
Dept. RC-434
96.98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of Two Dollars for
which you are to send me One Copy of the OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL, postage prepaid, as soon as it comes
off the press. I am to pay the additional Two Dollars to postman when
it is delivered. It is understood that the regular price of the book will
be FIVE DOLLARS when it comes off the press, and I am now paying
only a pre -publication price of Four Dollars.

Contents in Brief
History of Air Conditioning; Fundamental Laws; Methods of Refrigeration;
Ejector System of Refrigeration; Compression System of Refrigeration; Refrigerants; Lubricating Oils; Liquid Throttle Devices; Servicing Expansion and
Float Valves; Servicing Refrigerating Systems; Control Devices; Thermodynamics
of Air Conditioning; Weather in the United States; The Field of Air Condition.
ing; Insulating Materials Heat Transmission Through Walls; Complete Air
Conditioning Systems; Estimating Requirements for the Home. Small Store,
Restaurant; Layout of Duct Systems; S:arting Up a System; Operating and
Servicing Air Conditioning Systems; Air Filtration, Ventilating and Noise Eliminating Devices; Portable Electric Humidifiers and Room Coolers; Automatic
Humidifiers; Air Conditioning Units for Radiator Systems and Warm Air
Systems; Central Conditioning Units, etc.

Name

AdAreu
City
___...
State
.(Send remittance in fs n of check, money order or unused U.S. Postage
Stamps. Register letter if it contains stamps or currency./
_

t-

The OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL is being
edited by L. K. Wright, who is an expert and a leading authority on air condi.
tioning and refrigeration. He is a member of the American Society of Refrig.
erating Engineers, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, National Association of Practical Refrigerating Engineers; also author of the OFFICIAL
REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL and other volumes.
In this Air Conditioning Service Manual nearly every page will be illus.
trated; every modem installation and individual part carefully explained;
diagrams furnished of all known equipment; special care given to the servicing
and installation end. The tools needed will be illustrated and explained; there
will be plenty of charts and page after page of service data.
Remember there is a big opportunity in this new field and plenty of money
to be made in the servicing end. There are thousands of firms selling installations
and parts every day and this equipment must be cared for frequently. Eventually
air conditioning systems will be as common as radios and refrigerators in homes.
offices and industrial plants. Why not start now -increase your earnings with a
full- or spare -time service business.
You have the opportunity to get your copy of the OFFICIAL AIR
CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL today
a saving of ONE DOLLAR.
When the book comes off press, which will be March 15th. the price will be
$5.00 a copy. YOUR ORDER TODAY BRINGS YO_1 A COPY FOR $4.00,
POSTAGE PREPAID. This is our usual courtesy, pre -publication offer which
enables us to determine the approximate print order for the first press run.
Send us the coupon today, together with a deposit of $2.00. When the book
reaches you, you pay the other $2.00.
Here are some of the chapter heads of the AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE MANUAL:

I
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GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC.
96 -98 Park Place

New York, N. Y.
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LEARN RADIO N 10 WEEKS!
PAYFORfIEßYOUGRRDNUATE

I am making an offer that no other school has dared to do.
I'll take you bere in my shops and give you this training
and you pay your tuition after you have graduated.
Two months after you complete my course you make your
first payment, and then you have ten months to complete
your payments. There are no strings to this offer. I know
lot of honest fellows haven't got a lot of money these
nays, but still want to prepare themselves for a real job so
they won't have to worry about hard times or lay offs.
I've got enough confidence in these fellows and in my
training to give them the training they need and pay me
back after they have their training.
If you who read this advertisement are really interested
in your future here is the chance of a life time. Mail the
coupon today and I'll give you all the facts.

at Coyne. Here you see
fellows working on real Radios-not reading about them from
books or lessons. This is THE way to prepare for the big money field of Radio!
A scene in the big, busy Radio Shops

TELEVISION ana TALKING PICTURES
Television is already here Soon there'll be a demand for TIIOUSANDS of TELEVISION
(EXPERTS! The man who learns Television now can have a great future in this great new
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE
and learn Television on the very latest, newest Television equipment. Talking Picture and
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new
Radio field just beginning to grow! Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn
Radio Sound Work at Coyne on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.
!

PREPARE NOW and be

ready for Radio's many
opportunities
-lay-

offs -unemployment Don't be tied down to
Forget pay -cuts
an untrained man's future. You NEED TRAINING IN A FAST GROWING MONEY -MAKING TRADE. Here's your chance of a
lifetime to get it! Hundreds of opportunities now open in Radio.
My sensational offer, explained below, makes it possible for you
!

to START AT ONCE!
The right way to learn Radio is the Coyne way -not by books,
but by actual, practical work on actual Radio, Television and
Sound equipment. Here at Coyne you'll service and operate scores
of modern Radio receivers, huge Broadcasting equipment, late type
Television apparatus, Talking Picture machines, Code transmitters
and receivers, etc. In 10 weeks you can step into a REAL JOB,
leading to a salary of $50 a week and UP!

ALL PRACTICAL WORK

At COYNE in Chicago

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. Yon build radio sets,
install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcasting equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets and actually transmit your own Television programs over our modem Television equipment. You work on real Talking Picture

machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless Operating on
actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't waste time on useless
10
theory. We give you the practical training you'll need

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING

You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don't let lack
of money stop you. Many of our students make all or a good part
of their living expenses while going to school and if you should
need this help just write to nie. Coyne is 33 years old. Coyne
Trainingistested -proven beyond all doubt. You can find out everything absolutely free. Just mail coupon for my big free book!
H. C. LEWIS, Pres. RADIO DIVISION Founded 1899

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St., Dept.44.SI1 Chicago, Ill.

Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts
H. C. LEWIS,

for

APRIL,

1934

.

President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 44.8H Chicago., Ill.

Dear Mr. Lewis: Send me your big FREE Book; details of
your FREE Employment Service ; and tell me all about your
special offer of allowing me to pay for training on easy monthly
terms after graduation.
Name
Address
City
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POLYTONE-A NEW ELECTRONIC ORGAN.

Here is a
new electronic instrument which can imitate the effects
produced on large pipe organs -and it does not have a
single pipe in its makeup. Electronic instruments are
attracting much attention both in music and radio circles.
This one will no doubt achieve considerable fame.
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RADIO -CRAFT is published monthly, on the filth of the month preceding
that of date: its subscription price is $2.50 per year.
(In Canada and
foreign countries, $3.00 a year to cover additional postge.)
Entered at
the post office at Mt. Morris, Ill., as second -class matter under the act of
March 3, 1879.
Teat and illustrations of this magazine are copyright and must not be
reproduced without permission of the copyright owners. We are also agent*
for WONDER STORIES and EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS. Subscription to these magazines may be taken in combination with RADIO CRAFT at reduced Club rates. Write for information.
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RADIO SERVICE DATA SHEETS:
No. III -RCA -Model 261, 10 Tube Superheterodyne
No. I12- Emerson "Auto- Dynamic," 5 Tube Superheterodyne
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Information Burea4

MUSIC IN THIRD DIMENSION. The radio fan and P.A.
worker who thinks that the present day receivers and
P.A. installations supply the ultimate in fidelity have a
shock awaiting them when they first hear the latest in
sound reproduction. With the advancements made in
"auditory perspective," present day theatre equipment is
almost compared to the tin -horn phonograph of 1920.

593

A Combination P.A. Amplifier and Broadcast Tuner
L. J.

CHOOSING YOUR RADIO SET. Now that the depression
is past and people are looking about for something to
spend money on, radio sets are receiving their share of
attention. In this article, a careful analysis of the latest
"gadgets" found in radio receivers is supplied. From this
analysis, you will gain all the information needed to profit
by the latest Improvements.

HUGO GERNSBACK, President

I. S. MANHEIMER, Secretary
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l'Il trainYou Quickly for
Radio's GOOD spare time
and full time Jobs
Mail Coupon

for FREE
Information
Broadcasting Stations employ mabagers
engineers, operators, installation and
maintenance men for jobs paying up to
$5,000 a year.

Why slave your life away in a no- future
job? Why skimp, why scrape, trying to
pay your bills? I'll train you quickly
for the live -wire field -the field with a

Here's Proof

-

future -RADIO. $40, $60, $75 a week
that's what many Radio Experts make.
$5, $10, $15 a week extra money -that's
what many of my students make in their
spare time shortly after enrolling. My

"Made

Moome

free book tells you about Radio's spare -time and full -time opportunities -about my tested training -about my students and
graduates -what they are doing and making. Get this book.
Be a Radio Expert- The Radio field is big enough to absorb
many more properly trained men.

have made over $6.00,) In

little

a

-tt'M.

over two years."

SPA ItT It' ENT.
Starts Radio Service, 93 Broadway,

Newark, N. J.

Many Radio Experts Make
$4O, S60, S75 a Week

"Made 417 In One Night"

Spare -time and full -time Radio Servicing. Operating Broadcast. Aircraft
Radio. Commercial Land. Ship and Television stations, a Radio service
business of your own. I'll train you for these and other good jobs in
the manufacture, sale and service of Radio and Television apparatus.
My FREE book tells you about the many money- making opportunities
in Radio.

Who says there':

You don't have to leave home and spend $500 to $1.000 to study Radio.
l'II train you quickly and inexpensively right in your own home and in
your spare time fur n good Radio job. You don't need a high school or
college education. Many of my successful graduates didn't even finish
grade school. My amazingly practical 50 -50 method of training-half with
lessons. half with Radio equipment -gives you broad practical experience
-makes learning at home en,y. Insrinating, practical and rapid.

"Although doing spare
time Radio work only. I

huer meraged about $',n°
a year extra in addition
to my
regular inronre.
ork
Full time Radin
would net me many times
EDW.
that
amount."
Slough
B. FAWCETT,
Rd., Ladner, B. C., Can-

-

ada.

Your money back if not satisfied

"Good Position,óood Pay"
"I am Chief Operator at

so sure you will be satisfied with my training that I agree in writing
to refund every penny of your money if you are not entirely satisfied
with my Lessons and Instruction Service when you finish.

Itadio Station tt'SMK.
This Is a good po,itinn
with good pay. I have

Find out what Radio offers you

advanced In Radio right
along.
I recommend
N. R. 1. to anyone
to he
who wants
successful In Ha.1(111N
dio."

Mail the coupon. My 64 -page book will be sent fr., to any
ambitious fellow over 15 years of age. It tells about Radio
l'pertunities- explains the eighteen star features of my Course-sh,
tters
of what others are doing and making. There is no obligation. _. it the
coupon in an envelope or paste it on a lc post card.
,

IS'on+e Other Job s
N.R.I. Trains.èA4éñ Fö''
.r

3

Itroxer

hills.

C.

SAMPLE LESSON FREE

Mail the coupon today. and in addition to my

big free book, "Rich Rewards in Radio." I'll
send you my text, "Short Wave Receivers and

Transmitters" Only my students could get
this book in the past. Here's up -to-date
information on the latest phase of Radio.
30 pages packed with fascinating details
of this
important new development.

Learn about the new Detector Circuit,
Short Wave Coils and Condensers,'
qé
Audio Amplifier, Short Wave SuP,i' a,y;.¢s'
o¡f e
perheterodyne, etc. Also comaD``o
plete construction details for
0
practical circuits. Mail the
6o a
S<,s$
coupon at once. Act now
aNO
--and receive the late

0

technical information
on this fascinating
subject.

0tt`4`ó

!t': oCp4
y1
'{s`ss'

D
ei

for

-

Apts.. Southern
Dayton. Ohio.

Book Explains Short Wave Receivers and Transmitters

Broadcast Engineer.
Operator in Broadcast Station.
Aircraft Radio Operator.
Operator of Airway Beacons.
Government Radio Operator.
Ship Operator.
Serviceman on Loud Speaker Systems.
Installation Engineer on Loud Speaker
Systems.
Sales Manager for Retail Stores.
Service Manager for Retail Stores.
Auto Radio Installation and Serviceman.
Television Broadcast Operator.
Television Engineer.
Set Servicing Expert.

RADIO -CRAFT

HAJDI -K, JR..

J. E. SMITH, President

National Radio Institute, Dept. 4DX, Washington, D.

de.

made

"Sae a Tear in Spare Time"

,

Television, the coming field of great opportunities, is covered in my Course.

a

Mine. Ont.. Canada.

My book shows how my speck.:
,
material, plans.
ideas. and my nineteen years' esiile
laiannt, n. n for Radio careers
have helped many students make 200 to $1.000 a year quickly in their
spare time. My Course is famous as "the one that paya for itself."

Act today.

a

Last week 515. I had
tough struggle at first
but you fellows helped
me back in the rare and
kept
toe
going.-MAKI, Creighton
J.

WILLIAM

Many make $5, $1O, $15 a week extra
in spare time almost at once

I'm

tin

money
Radio
than ever before. I am
busy day and night.
Last night I made $17.
more
ore

Save -Learn at home in your spare time

Set servicing has paid many N. R. I. men
$200 to $1,000 a year for their spare time.
Full-time men make as much as $40, $60,
$75 a week.

to a Tears"

"Soon after the depreslion started, I found myself without a job. but I
itas sell proteetrd with
N. R. L training.
I
swung right to full -t InS
Radio servicing and I

APRIL,

1934
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0 eaft Library Series corers accurately
erery branch of Radio-and thoroughly. too
The

Presented an this page are the new books of
the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY -the most complete and authentic set of volumes treating individually, important divisions of radio. Each book
has been desiFned to give radio men the opportunity to specialize in one or more of the popular
branches of the industry. The material contained

TO THE RIGHT
WILL BE FOUND
A SHORT RESUME

Book No.

OF EACH BOOK

will

in these hooks
will find them

increase your knowledge; you
real help in your work and they
to your money earning capacity.
Read these books during your spare time at home.
The authors of these books are well -known to
everybody. Each one is an expert radio man;
an authority on the subject-each is thoroughly

will contribute

Book No. 4

Book No. 7

Modern Radio
Hook -Ups

Radio Kinks and
Wrinkles

And How To Use Thom

The Best Radio Circuits

For Service Men and Experi-

I

book

Tills

explains

A

Service Sian. to take

other

testing
equipment.
For
very radio man this book is extremely helpful.
It corers every
phase of testing and lives you
v:lu:dde slant
completelY

ing

a

found

a

Modern Vacuum
Tubes

Book No.

A

Tubes

By ROBERT HERTZBERG
SIODEItN VACUUM TUBES
the fundamental electron theory o ich is the basis of
all vacuum tube operation. and
Wren progressively from the sim-

esrent

stages

In

Book No.

Book Ne.

Su perheterodynes

6

and

Work. How to Build
How to Service Them

By CLYDE FITCH

By

-trurlion. right from the very first
ncnle.

Ti.
h

ins

to

By CLIFFORD

Wellman values

Iratlons.

Thìa task hethe values
and

sew.

tt

endard

ffPac

rill

this

din.t

In this
k` dion
find the
information needed ttoe Quickly plan a
This Bonk cuts
]halt the time usually
required to
e
as heen devoted to the
saadjust

on

Phases

elementary problems and the theory of

ae

electricity

a
to resistance
is
the Service t
rthat
ehen
idea as to how
to overcome nhis problem.
blea
find a partial
of the
which ill appear
ow
book.
INTRODUCTION. Advantarn of Resistance
Mehod of Servicing lor Radio Work: Basic Principles:
Method. of Rnintnnes hlensuremenn
Resistors in Radio Receivers and Am.
to
-

wll
ihv

lielowiill

to

diagrams

photographs,

DENTON

E.

a digeunknown;
when

cunresistor.
of

LOUIS MARTIN

you

Modern Method of ServieRadio Receivers

Of the difficult problem; which
Service Men face today when
repairing receivers, the greatest
Is that of replacing proper re-

read this Immensely important new book on
the art of Automobile Radio. The
book is concise, and full of illusbehooves

and hookups.
A few of the really interesting

MurninteuOhmmmteers T.n S sub
Reuun er

chapters: Intratuct ion; Automotive Radio Installations; Complete
Descriptions of Commercial Automotive Receivers; Servicing Automotive Receivers: The Ignition
System; General Service Considerations; Effects of Temperature on
Power Supply; Conclusion.

ized -by placing in them new type
tubes. new speaker equipment and
other modern improvements.
This
business of improving old sets
can RO to the experimenters and
Service Men If they will quickly
Juan' Into art inn

Inderlying principles of their con -

The

the Sub
from
Servicing
and

All

II

Book No.

Point-to -Point Resistance Measurements

Automobile radios are up and
coming, and someone has to service them properly.
It therefore

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON
In this country there are over
ten million electrically operated
receivers that could be modern -

n

UNIFORM

Maintenance

ated Receivers

There is no more fascinating a
eubjeet in the large array of radio
i nculta
than the famous auperhrterodyne circuit.
whether you
Service Man or experiment first -hand knowledge about the
struct ion of superheterodyne rertrers is very important. The
nook on
Superhetermiynes gives

IALL BOOKS

Installing

With Pentodes, MultiMus. Dynamic Speakers- Complete Information How to ModernIre
A. C., D. C. and Battery Oper-

They

wide

S

Treatise

jeer Covering

The Superheterodyne Bringing Electric Sets
Book
Up to Date
All About

a

Automobile Radio
and Servicing
A Complete

3

income.

ing the past two years, and only
those whose answers would benefit
the majority of men engaged In
radio have been Incorporated In
this amazing question and answer book.
A tremendously long
list of topics is treated.

as

Man.

rhurrhes, restaurants and homo
with public address systems and
amplifiers brings many extra
dollars and often an excellent

Year

There have been collected

the preparaa Service

tion for qualifying

dio.
The art of recording and reproducing broadcast selections Is
becoming more important every
day to radio men. experimenters and Service Men.
Equipping dance halls. auditoriums.

variety of questions which have
come into Our editorial offices dur-

LOUIS MARTIN
The ambition of many men In
radio today is to become a first rrade Service Man. It Is not a;
diMeult as one might believe, but
It cannot be done in a few short
months. Following
ry carefully
the advice of Mr. vMartin. who
has dealt with the problems of
thousands of Service Men, this
book deals very carefully with the
By

plest two- element tubes right LP
to the latest pentodes and thyratrons.
It is written in clear.
itnple language and is devoid of
the mathematics which is usually
so confusing.
Valuable reference
charts and characteristic curves
of standard and special tubes are
to be found. also diagrams of
sockets and pin connections.

there is one subject that
fascinating to every radio
It Is that of lionne Recording. Of course. this volume
is not all on "Atone" recording. but the information
ntalned therein Is important o to
r
nrrclal radio men, studio
operators, engineers and others
interested in this phase of ra-

WASHBURNE

By R. D.

How to Get Started and How to
Make Money in Radio Servicing

describes

If

Is

Selection of the Most Important of 5.000 Questions Submitted by Radio Men During the
Course of One

Ser

SALIBA

man.

Radio Questions
and Answers

How to Become a
Radio Service Man

With complete Techniral Data on
All Standard and Many Special

PALMER

Book No. 8

5

Instan

on

Machines,

By GEORGE J.

money earned.

Set and others.

And How They Work

icing. etc.

often becomes necessary for
experimenters and Service Men to
^all upon their memory for some
short cut or radio wrinkle that
will solve a problem quickly. In
business. "short cuts" mean time
and money saved, and to the Service Man "time
saved" means

Many excellent circuits have never been commercialized, but limited only to home net builders.
Thousands of these popular circuits have been requested from
time to time, and In this book
we have included over 150 circuits. which Include the famous
Peridyne,
Cash -Inox
A.C. -D.C.

Book No. 2

Commercial

It

commercial

Treatise

taneous
Recordings.
Microphones. Recorders, Amplifiers,

Complete Compendium on the
Latest Radio Short -Cuts and
By C. W.

10

All About It

A Complete

Money -Savers

it into one usfamous hookup that is not
In any manufactured set.

set and to change

illustrated with photographs and
!¡agramo to facilitate the use of
modern testers. Recently reprinted.

Book No.

A

WASHBURNE
it 1.: fascinating to the experimenter. or even to the up-to -date

thoroughly

Book No.

Home Recording and

menters

Complete Compendium of the
Most
Important Experimental
and Custombuilt Receivers

By R. D.

the operation of set analyzers,
tube
checkers. osrl l la tors
and

.it

books.

Radio Set
Analyzers
With Full Instructions and Descriptions of Set
Analyzers,
Tube Checkers, Oscillators, Etc.
By L. VAN DER MEL

Mow

familiar with the field which he represents.
This is perhaps the first real opportunity that
you have ever had to build a radio library of
books that are authentic, right- up -to- the -minute
and written so that they are easily digested and
clearly understood. Mail coupon below for your

a

To

u

Testing
able

where Resistances
nces aewKAvailniaernm
r Tn
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ou to

I

l

Sot A,..iiable and wh. ,lira
t'nkn,
Dr Relation of Vona.
Ten
Methods
Ito
Measurement. APPENDIX. Resistance
aa
Charts
is

1

n

loads In the new RADIO-CRAFT LIBRARY are all strictly up -to -date. and written by men who
subjects. The volumes are all uniform size. 619 Inches. and contain on an
rage of 50 to
Illustrations. Each (rook is printed on fine book paper and no expense hog been -pared to make it
anl.landing value. fur It= taliiorial ontents as well as from Ihr men iwniraI standpui lit.

know their
12_On

an

t

Clip Coupon and Mail Today!

Big Discount
to You
In order
the fifty
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THE RADIO POWER WAR
An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK
WHEN RADIO broadcasting first got under way in

1921, practically all stations started with about
100 to 500 watts power, and for many years, this
was standard. And this 500 -watt maximum rating
of course, not 500 watts in the antenna, but merely

meant,
the so- called "output" of the transmitter. Since the efficiency
of broadcast stations was less at that time, the broadcast
energy, therefore, was rather small -not much more than
that of a good -sized electric incandescent lamp. Yet, with
this little power, it was possible for us to rig up a one -tube
regenerative set and listen to stations from all over the
country. But soon all this started to change. Stations
cropped up with 1,000 watts, and pretty soon we had especially
"powerful" stations that used 5,000 watts. Then about 1928,
we began to use so- called "super- power," of 50,000 watts or
50 kilowatts. Such stations as KDKA, WGY, WJZ, WEAF,
etc., were the first to use a power which, in those days, was
considered colossal.

Let us stop for a second, at this point, and see why there
was a demand for such power. In the first place, as stations
became larger, as broadcasting became "big business," it was
necessary to give the stations vast "coverage," of numbers of
steady listeners. The engineer's idea, backed by the business management, was that anyone within a radius of 500
miles who had any kind of a radio set, of one tube or upwards, should be able to listen to these large stations. No
one was to be left out, and every owner of any radio set
must be able to listen to the program within a certain radius.
Expensive advertising programs were put on the air, so
naturally advertisers demanded "coverage"; and the broadcasters were there to fill the demand.

located almost in the center of population of the U. S. He
applied for a license for 500,000 watts, that is, 500 kilowatts,
and got permission to erect the station and broadcast with
this power. At the present time it is experimental only,
broadcasting during the night hours. Soon, the station will
be broadcasting during the daytime and, with the present
power, it will be possible to lay down a signal that may be
heard consistently over a radius of several thousand miles
from Cincinnati.

In Europe, the situation is similar. The Soviet Government, which wishes to outshout and outdo all other broadcasters, now owns several stations which broadcast with a
power of 100 kilowatts, and one of 500 kilowatts.

Little Luxembourg, with an area of about the same size as
Rhode Island, helped itself to a choice wavelength and started
a radio barrage across continental Europe with a "wattage"
of 100,000 -to the great discomfiture of the rest of the European nations, which are helpless to do anything because
Luxembourg happens to be a sovereign state and is not much
concerned with any radio laws promulgated at Berne.
From this, we see the trend of the times; and if anyone
thinks that 500,000 -watt power is as high as we can go, he
does not reckon with either progress or with big business.
That we will soon have 750,000 and even 3 million watts, no
one today doubts. Rapidly, during the past ten years, the
world has become radio-conscious. Boundaries and distances
mean nothing. The world's population will listen to those
stations which come in best, those which give the best programs, best music, and those which take the trouble to speak
in the language of the people to whom the broadcast is addressed. Indeed, the Hitler government of Germany is making use of almost daily propaganda in English for North
American consumption, and in Spanish for South American

By and by, when it appeared that radio was a profitable
business, many broadcasters wanted to use powerful stations.
However, most of the applications were denied by the Federal Radio Commission because it feared chaos would result,
and those stations which obviously did not give adequate
public service were denied applications for super -power.

consumption.
Soon, our own broadcasters in America, as soon as their
stations have stepped up to really great power, will find it
necessary to send out programs in different languages, at
different times of the day. At first, they will probably be in
English, Spanish and Portuguese only; later on, our stations
will cover Europe and Asia as well, and other languages must

It was then found that you could circumvent such an edict
of the Federal Radio Commission by moving out of the country. This is, indeed, what happened when a certain Texas
broadcaster took his station and moved it across the border
into Mexico, where he set up a transmitter with an output
of 150,000 watts (150 kilowatts), which is now readily heard
in many parts of the United States; and this in defiance of
the Federal Radio Commission, which has no jurisdiction
over Mexico.

be added.

It Is realized today that the use of radio broadcasting is
not only for big business, but it is also political. During the
past few years America has lagged in super -power, but soon
we will be at the fore again, and it is to be hoped we will
stay there in the battle of radio supremacy over the world.
If our radio stations are directed properly, much good can be
done -not only from the cultural angle, but in impressing
other countries with American ideas and with American
progress.

As radio broadcasting advanced, and as more powerful
equipment came to be designed, the broadcasters took another look into the future and said to themselves, "Why stop
at 50,000 watts; why not 500,000 watts ?" So thought Powel
Crosley, Jr., owner of Station WLW in Cincinnati, favorably
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THE RADIO MONTH
he could construct a set in his laboratory in a few hours tbat would give as
good results as any now made, but that
those results would not be worth the
trouble and expense.
The demise of so famous and clever
a man as Prof. J. H. Morecroft will be
grieved by everyone acquainted with

radio communication
engineering.

and

electrical

civilian pilot; Ilya Oususkin of the Institute of Physical Science-the vice
commander, and Audrey Vasenko, the
constructor of the balloon.
Despite the unfortunate ending of this
flight, the usefulness of radio for such
uses is evident. Without radio. it would
not have even been known how high
the fliers went, or where they were before they crashed. Not that the latter
could have possibly forestalled the unfortunate accident, but at least it helped
locate them immediately afterward.

AMATEUR RESCUES
FLIERS LOST IN
CANADA
more we
must take our
hats off to amateur transmitters as a reliable rescue
force. The many thrilling acts of amateurs in the past are known to everyone.
The many floods, earthquakes and other
calamities at which they have served
are too numerous to mention.
The latest addition to the "honor"
roll is Arthur Ozvath of White Plains.
New York, who picked up a message
which resulted in the location of four
fliers forced down in Northern Canada,
and front whom no word had been received for almost a month.
The message received was as follows:
"We are down safely in Port Harrison.
Send word to Canadian Airways." It
was signed Dick Bibby.
Arthur, who operates amateur station
W2CSM succeeded in making contact
with the Canadian Airways and a plane
was sent to the men. The four men
were found safe and unhurt.
ONCE

Photo by liai ira
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Moer.eaorT
Whose un lintel ji dent jot- is moot 'ned by
rodio fans and rn!rinerr.a ilrr world over.
DR. .1. 11.

DR. MORECROFT

SUCCUMBS
AT PASADENA

ASAD outcome
of the "game
of the year"
between Columbia and Stamford Uni-

sersities on the first of January has
become known during the past month.
Dr. John Harold Morecroft, much admired and followed professor of electrical engineering at Columbia University and an internationally known
figure for his research work in radio
communication succumbed on Friday,
January 26, 1934. Dr. Morecroft contracted pneumonia while watching the
football game on New Year's Day.
Dr. Morecroft was born in England
and was graduated from Syracuse University in 1904 and in 1906 he returned
to Syracuse as instructor. In 1907 he
became instructor at Pratt Institute and
in 1909 he joined the Columbia faculty.
During the war Dr. Morecroft was employed by the Navy Department to
perfect a sound detector as a defense
against submarines. He is known the
world over for his engineering books
on radio communication and recently
has spent much time on development
work in connection .with vacuum tubes.
Dr. Morecroft had a pessimistic attitude toward television and was quoted
as saying that few steps had been made
in the past fifteen years. He said that
582
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THE STRATOSPHERE FLIGHT THAT FAILED

This rirw' Sh otra an engineer installing
the Soviet Stratosphere balloon's aerial.

STRATOSPHERE
FLIERS' DEATH NO
FAULT OF RADIO
EQUIPMENT
tragic death
the three
Soviet airmen
who flew higher than man has ever before achieved brought to an end a long
heralded flight from Moscow recently.
The balloon was built with the greatest possible precision and was fully
equipped with radio transmitting and
receiving equipment. The radio installation worked perfectly throughout the
flight, and even a tew minutes before
the crash; 150 miles from Moscow,
listeners heard that "all was well."
The three men who lost their lives
were Paul Fedeseemko. the commander
of the balloon, who was a well -known
I

1

THANKS To W2CSM

Pour fliers who were forted down in
northern Canada were found safe and
unhurt.
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IN REVIEW

Radio is now such a vast and diversified
art it becomes necessary to make a
general survey of important monthly
developments. RADIO -CRAFT analyzes
these developments and presents a review of those items which interest all.

RADIO TAXIS
BANNED -THEN
PERM ITTED
SI

our first
mention of the
influx of radioNCE

equipped taxicabs ill New York City, a
very interesting controversy has been
going on. First, former Police Commissioner Bolan apparently regretted
his decision to permit the use of radio
receiving sets in cabs. After the first
few thousand "radio" taxis had been
placed on the streets, and a wide interest
was shown by the public, as mentioned
in RADLO.CRAFT. Fcbeuary 1934, page
455, friend Bolan retracted his ruling.
The date of the ban was delayed, to give
General O'Ryan, the newly appointed
Police Commissioner, a chance to pass
on the matter.
Commissioner O'R.ian said: "I believe the Commissioner's duty under
the law is limited to the effect of the
use of radios upon the safety of operation of the vehicles in which they are
installed and particularly whether the
inclusion of a radio set as part of the
equipment of a licensed taxi renders
such a vehicle unfit or unsuited for
public patronage."
It Is interesting to note that news
has also been received that taxi companies are now experimenting with a
switch arrangement In conjunction with
the rear seat cushion. When the passenger sits down, he automatically
closes the switch, disconnection being
made when he rises again.
With reference to Commissioner
O'Ryan's decision, we wonder if the
taxi drivers' attention will be concentrated on driving when an interesting
or amusing program is being received
by the passenger!

NEW YORK'S RADIO TAXIS

Wilt the drivers gire their attention to
driving under the conditions shown in
this sketch?
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ULTRA- SHORT -NAPE FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

While the units shown are mod in transatlantic communication, similar units will be
used for ultra- !-hort -ir, , r,,, ¡miti tansmission between New York and Philadelphia.

ULTRA -SHORT -WAVE
PHOTOGRAM
SERVICE
Corporation of America
has just announced that they are preparing to
supply a service of radio picture transmission on ultra-short waves between
the large cities of the United States, by
a method similar to the transatlantic
facsimile transmission pointed out by
llttgo Gernsback- "Radio Set Delivers
Newspaper " -in this issue.
In fact, they are actually in the
process of constructing the first of a
chain of such transmitters which will
provide service between New York and
Philadelphia.
While facsimile transmission is not
entirely new, being in commercial use
for transatlantic service at this time,
this is the first indication of the use
of ultra -short waves and shows to what
extent these wavelengths will be in
demand in the near future, for shortdistance communication of all types.
The system under construction will
utilize two automatic relay stations at
New Brunswick and Trenton, New
Jersey. These relay stations will boost
the strength of signals so that constant
service can be guaranteed.
In commenting about the new system,
David Sarnoff, President of RCA said:
"Over this new circuit, when completed,
it is confidently expected that photo grams will be transmitted at higher
speed and at lower tariffs than is possible with the dot and dash system of

the morse code. Tariffs on this circuit
will not be based upon so much per
lord but upon so much per square
inch, or perhaps so much per standard
size .letterhead."

RADIO
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THE HYPNOTONE
A NEW RADIO
INVENTION

-

you troubled
by lack of sleep
at night? Does

ARE

the baby keep you awake? Well, then
here's news that will interest you!
It is a new device developed by Hugo
Gernsback and fully described in the
April, 1934, issue of EVERYDAY SCIENCE
AND JIECIIANICS, which induces sleep
even when other methods fail.
Insomniacs may eventually disappear
-their malady entirely cured.
How does it work? Well, that's easily
(Continued on page 619)

THE IIYPNOTONE
Does the baby keep you awake at

night?
Itere is just the deriee that you need,
then.
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RADIO PICTORIAL

A new era in motion picture
reproduction may be
inaugurated soon, according
to experiments by Bell Telephone Laboratories, on "third
dimension" sound.
sound

P

=1C1=31.1.
On the right (4 and 5) are shown the transmitter
and receiver which Colonel Lindbergh carried on his
recent flight. The left photo (6) Illustrates an in.
novation in the method and equipment employed for
obtaining a permanent wave
one beauty parlor.

-ln

AN inkling of the music of the near future, and incidentally, the introduction of
"realism" in the sound reproduction of motion pictures, was given in a demonstration at the Engineering Societies' Building, New York City, by the Bell Telephone
Laboratories. A small orchestra of thirty pieces (shown at I) was amplified to
sound like 5,000 musicians, and an ordinary buzzer was made to sound like o
thousand boiler factories, Airplanes flew from the stage and over the heads of
the audience -that is, the sound effects were so realistic that the impression of
the audience was that the planes were flying above them. A revolver shot could
be heard whistling across the stage, and then to climax the amazement of the
audience, the shot was made to reverse itself and return to the place it started
from. In the second photo are shown the controls for obtaining these weird effects.
in addition to the signalling booth, amplifier room, etc., etc., so os to maintain
the proper coordination necessary for these effects. Separate microphones, as
shown in the first illustration, connect to individual amplifiers, and, in turn, connect
to their respective loudspeakers on the stage.
A new ultra -short-wave radio for controlling airway beacons is shown in the
third photograph. The remote control transmitter shown operates on a wavelength of about five meters, and in operation the radioman simply dials a series
of pre- determined characters, like making a telephone call, and the short-wave
impulses operate the radio beacon without the guidance of a human hand.
When Colonel and Mrs. Lindbergh made their recent 30,000 mile flight around
the Atlantic, the radio flashes sent by Mrs. Lindbergh, who performed the services
of radio operator, aroused considerable newspaper comment concerning her proficiency in this direction. The transmitter and receiver employed, and pictured in
4 and 5, were built in a water-tight case to survive a crash, submersion, arctic
cold or equatorial heat.
It may soon be possible to obtain a "permanent" via radio -(this to the
ladies) and the mechanism which suggests this possibility is shown in the sixth illustration. Because of this arrangement it may be soon found that the housewife can
go about her tasks, get her permanent, and listen to her favorite program, all at
the some time.
(Continued on page 632)
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HERE'S the radio control that tunes the set in the auto of the
President of the United States. And, if we may be permitted to
say so, it sure is a neat and convenient installation. Judging from
the photographs (numbers 8 and 9), if the some amount of attention was given to other installation details, the reception should be
very satisfactor to the President.
have the new giant 500 -KW going on the air for
And here
the first time (13), the gentleman pressing the button, in this illustration, being none other than Mr. Powel Crosley, Jr., the owner of the station. At I I we
see just a few of the 20 giant water cooled tubes used in this new 500,000 W. station.
Did you ever have trouble in making yourself heard over the telephone? Well, the Bell
Telephone Laboratories which performs all sorts of telephone research has perfected an
"artificial mouth" (12 and 13) to conduct tests to indicate the causes of such trouble.
The ticking of small watches are often very hard to detect. And because, many times,
the watchmaker can only fell by this sound if the watch is operating correctly or not, a
correct analysis of watch ailments is sometimes impossible. Only recently, the Bell Telephone
Laboratories have developed a method whereby such feeble impulses may be amplified and
thus facilitate repair. Photographs 14 and 15 show the mechanism and amplifier employed.
The metal case of the watch is made to act as one plate of a condenser. The plates of this
condenser are charged by o battery placed across them and through a high resistance.
Also, the two plates are connected to the input terminals of an amplifier, and thus the resulting fluctuations are magnified by the amplifier which is of high -gain type.
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THE LATEST RADIO
EQUIPMENT
GRIPPING

TENSION
SPRING

TOOL

COIL

SPRING

DOWEL
PIN

WINDLE

TIP

SPOT
WELDED

SHAFT
STATIONARY
SUPPORT

SHAFT

SCREW GRIPPED
READY FOR DRIVING

"Best -selling" bypass condensers.

(Ns,.

GRIPPING

422)

DRIVER END

A Service Man's screwdriver.

"REPLACEMENT" CONDENSER KIT
line with the present "replacement"
idea, which is to furnish components
of identical characteristics but independent manufacture, and the "kit"
idea, of supplying units of assorted values, there. has been marketed the kit

All-wave

service

oscillator.

(No. 424)

"ALL-WAVE" SERVICE OSCILLATOR

IN the figures above and below are ilreplacement condensers illustrated
lustrated a service oscillator that was

of
above.

These 50 condensers, of "midget" type, are "outside foil grounded."
Capacity values are from 250 mmf. to
.5-mf. (600 to 400 V., working).

designed to meet the need for an instrument to cover a frequency range of 150
to 25,000 kc. (2,000 to 12 meters, approx.,

respectively).

"Don't tread on me," says "mike," for, this
-low down" microphone mounts on the floor.
(No. 423)
Name of manufacturer of any device
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A RADIO SCREWDRIVER
FOR a long time radio men have needed
a few special tools. It is of interest,
therefore, to note that one manufacturer
is now offering a chrome vanadium
steel screwdriver, illustrated above, that
fulfills some of the demands of Service
Men. The unit is made of high-grade
materials, and should give good service.
This tool is available in lengths of
3 to 10 ins. Its feature is a central,
rotating section of the blade: this section presses firmly against the screw

The device requires two type 30 tubes,
battery, and a 22.5 V. "B"
unit. These are contained inside the slot and holds the screw until its thread
aluminum shield case, which measures has a chance to catch hold.
9a/r x 4% x 8t/2 ins. high; the weight.
with batteries, is 3% lbs. The light
weight is a welcome feature.
A NEW CAR RADIO SET
A 7 point switch controls the freA6 tube set of modern design is illusquency ranges, which are as follows:
trated below. It incorporates two
150 -330 kc.; 330 -720; 720- 1,460; 1,4603,505; 3,505 -7,400; 7,400 -14,300; 14,300- type 78 tubes, a 75, a 6A7, a 41 output
25,000. The vernier tuning ratio may tube and, in the "B" unit, a type 84
be varied from 6 -to -1 to 20-to -1 by ad- rectifier.
This set is entirely self-contained.
justment of the position of the small
Note
that the new "airplane"-type dial
arm above the tuning knob; the position
for maximum vernier action is very is used in the remote control unit. The
field coil of the dynamic reproducer obuseful where tuning is critical.
tains field current from the storage batOne tube is the R.F. oscillator; the tery of the car.
other, its 400 cycle modulator.
(Continued on page 619)
a 4.5 V. "A"

NEW "FLOOR" -TYPE MICROPHONE
ANEW design in microphones is illustrated in the figure below. This
"piezoelectric" microphone is designed
to set directly on the floor (as, for instance, in a theatre stage) ; excellent for
producing "binaural" effects (by using
several of these units).
The output is to be fed into a standard 2 stage pre -amplifier. The floor acts
as a baffle, enhancing the low-frequency
response; wide -range pickup is obtained.
This microphone establishes a new
standard for units of this type, first described in the July, 1932, issue of RADIO CRAFT, in, "The Rochelle -Salt Crystal
Reproducer?'

(No. 425)

be sent on

Above, rear view of all -wave oscillator.
Right, a 1934 car radio set. The left -hand
control knob is entirely removable. (No. 426)

receipt of a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Kindly give number in description under picture.
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Shielded fuse retainer.

(No. 427)

AUTO -RADIO FUSE RETAINER
ALTHOUGH the device illustrated
above was designed especially for
use as a fuse retainer, it also may be
used as a connector unit -especially, for
connecting the flexible lead from the
antenna connection of the car radio set,
to the antenna lead -in. Previous types
cf "retainers" were unshielded.
Used as a fuse retainer, it takes the
standard type 3 -AG automotive fuse. The
retainer hangs directly in the "hot" side
of the "A" line, leading to the car radio
set. The retainer takes auto cable up to
5/32 -in. in dia.; the shielding, where
necessary, can be attached to the retainer. Fuse renewals are made by
turning a small bayonet lock.
When used as an antenna connection,
the fuse is omitted, and the contact buttons are placed directly together instead
of at the fuse ends. Contact is maintained by a strong spring.

High- Resistance Relay.

(No. 429)

6,000 OHM POLARIZED RELAY
Tube- Gripping Shield.

ABOVE is

(No. 428)

illustrated a new relay de2 A. at 110 V., A.C.,

signed to break
SNUG- FITTING TUBE SHIELDS
MEN should find the tube
SERVICE
shield illustrated above a profitable
item to carry as a "side" line. This tube
shield design differs from previous types
in that it has a series of vertical depressions that, on the inside of the shield,
form ridges which grip the tube tightly.
This design serves two purposes.
First, it prevents the glass bulb from
vibrating, and thus reduces the tendency
to cause microphonic noises. Secondly,
it prevents injury to the tube, and pre-

vents it from loosening in the socket.
These shields are available in sizes to
fit standard tube types.

or 0.25-A. at 115 V.. D.C., non -inductive
load. An auxiliary relay will not be required in most cases.
These relays can be furnished with
total coil resistance up to 6,000 ohms
(approx.), and satisfactory operation
can be secured with power consumption
as low as .01-W., D.C.
The parts are mounted on an insulating base which measures 5 x 3 x i2 -lo.
thick; the overall depth is l / ins., including the base.
This relay is designed for operation
where the D.C. in the operating coils
must be kept as low as possible, and
where reversal of the current in them
brings about a reversal in the contact
arrangement, but where no contact is
made when the coils are de-energized.

DON'T "FIGHT," BUT SHAKE HANDS WITH

YOUR SERVICE OSCILLATOR
KENDALL CLOUGH*

1.

THERE exists among Service Men widespread ignorance
of the capabilities of the common, or "garden" variety
of service oscillator -and even more regarding the
newer, and vastly more efficient models that have made
their appearance within the last year.
An outstanding example of the newest in service oscillators is illustrated in actual operation, in Fig. A. Strange it
may be. but nevertheless true that the average Service Man
would seldom attempt to use this instrument in the manner
s.fown in the view, that is, to check the A.V.C. action in a
receiver under suspicion. Perhaps if we point out the case
and speed with which many tests in radio receiver circuits
may be made, the technician will be less inclined to "fight"
his best tool-and will, instead, endeavor to master its many
functions.
Included among the accomplishments of the latest design
in service oscillators are the following:
(1) Aligning R.F. circuits;
(2) Aligning I.F. circuits for either "Hat top" or "peak"
resonance;
(3) Aligning oscillator circuits;
(4) Trimming oscillator padding condensers;
(5) Checking tube efficiency;
(6) Determining overall receiver gain;
(7) Testing A.V.C. circuit operation;
Chief Engineer. The Clough- Brenglo Co.
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(8) Making stage analyses;
(9) Checking overall receiver selectivity;
(10) Neutralizing receivers incorporating any type of neu-

tralization circuit;

(Continued on pagr 632)

Fig. A
Meet Mr. Service Oscillator, "on the
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INTERNATIONAL RADIO REVIEW
HERE is what the radio experi-

AUTO RECEIVER FROM ENGLAND
IN RECENT issues of the various English radio magazines, much interest
has been displayed concerning the automobile receivers which have made their
appearance. While these sets follow the
general appearance and construction of
American sets, there are certain fundamental differences imposed by the broadcasting conditions in Europe.
The set shown in Fig A, is a typical
set which was described recently in
WIRELESS WORLD. The first thing of interest about this set that is noticeably
different from American sets is that it
consists of two units -the receiver and
the speaker. Thus, it resembles the sets
shown in this country a year or more
ago. Also, an examination of the description in WIRELESS WORLD reveals the
fact that the set is completely battery
operated, the filament supply being taken
from the car battery, while the "B"
supply is taken from "B" batteries which
are housed in a third box mounted under the floor of the car. In these respects, the set is behind the present designs of auto sets manufactured in the
U. S.

However, in other respects it is quite
modern. It has a T.R.F. circuit, using
variable mu tubes, diode detection,
A.V.C. and class B A.F. amplification.
As we have pointed out several times,
the latter A.F. method is exceptionally
popular in England, at this time.
The set covers not only the regular
broadcast band, but also the long-wave
bands used by European broadcasters.
The shifting from one band to the other
is accomplished in the remote control
unit, by the use of a relay actuated by
the on -off switch. Two tuning scales
appear at the dial window, illuminated
in different colors for the two bands.
Iron core R.F. tuning coils are used in
the set (these coils have been discussed
in this department in recent issues).

menter has been wanting for a
semi -technical relong time
view of the thousands of new
ideas which are continually appearing in overseas publications. Each month there are received at the offices of RADIO CRAFT hundreds of daily, weekly
and monthly magazines originating from every point on the
face of the globe.

-a

SINCE the cost of subscribing
to each of these would be prohibitive for most radio men, we
have arranged with technical
translators to prepare for our
readers reviews of all the really
important, new developments illustrated and described each
month in these international
radio periodicals.
NOTE that the only available information is that which is published; the experimenter must
adapt the ideas to whatever
equipment he has on hand.

GLOW -TUBE VOLTAGE DIVIDER
THE ordinary type of "II" power
INunit found in A.C. sets, the voltage
supplied to the various tube elements
varies according to the current taken by

the amplifier tubes. As the load increases the voltages on the plates and
screen -grids drop off. This effect occurs, even when a transformer with good
regulation is used, because of the increased potential drop through the rectifier and filter.
To obviate this difficulty, the system
shown in Fig. 1 has been developed. This
unit was described in TIRE BROADCASTER
AND WIRELESS RETAILER.

It consists of a gas -filled tube having
constant voltage characteristics-that is
to say, instead of following Ohm's law it
can take an increase in current without
producing any change in the applied
voltage. This is caused by the varying
resistance characteristic of the glow tube used. This tube is a development
of the Marconi Company.
SHORT -WAVE IRON CORE COIL
IN RECENT issues of RAIno-CttAi T, we
have pointed out that radio experimenters in Europe are becoming interested
in R.F. tuning coils having various
types of iron cores. It is claimed that
the iron core increases the effective "Q"
of the coil (the "Q" of a coil is the term
applied by engineers to denote the efficiency; it is the ratio of the reactance
to R.F. resistance of the coil. -Assoc.
Editor) and at the same time limits the
external field, so that interstage coupling
is not a serious consideration even with

high -gain tubes.
Up to this time, however, these coils
have been limited to the broadcast band
and the long waves used in Europe for
broadcasting purposes. The coil shown
in Fig. B is made in several different
types, one of which covers the wave
band from 13.8 to 78 meters (in two sections). This is an innovation, as it permits experimentation with these new
coils on the higher frequencies which
should produce fine results if the claims
for these coils are correct. The knob
of the coil shown is a switch to permit
changing from one band to the other.
We are awaiting with interest the results of several rumors to the effect that
American coil manufacturers are working on variations of the iron core R.F.
and I.F. coupling coils. Experimenters
will, no doubt, be anxious to try these
new coils which are making such a hit
abroad.
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VOLUME CONTROL FOR BATTERY
SETS

THE

rejuvenation of interest in battery

sets using the 2V. series of tubes with
constant - potential primary batteries,
opens up another field of experimentation for the radio set constructor and
Service Man.
In a recent issue of WIRELESS WORLD,
a novel system of obtaining volume control in battery sets using variable mu
tubes was shown. The circuit is shown
in Fig. 2. As you can see, it consists of
a combination of "C" bias control and
aerial -shunt volume control. This system has been used to advantage in A.C.
sets in which the bias is obtained from
However, this
a cathode resistor.
method is not very satisfactory for battery operation and it is usual practice
to employ separate "C" batteries.
In order that the sensitivity may not
be affected noticeably at the maximum
position of the volume control, an R.F.
choke must be inserted as shown, and
also the grid decoupling resistor RI
must be of high value -about 50,000
ohms, in place of the more usual 5,000
ohms. Also, to prevent short -circuiting
the "C" battery in the minimum position
of the volume control, a fixed condenser
Cl, must be inserted in the aerial lead,
.001 -mf. will be satisfactory.

showing maximum plate current flowing. Then as a signal is tuned in, the
plate current falls off somewhat and the
shutter blocks out less of the light of
the pilot lamp.
A ground glass or translucent celluloid screen on the panel of the set, placed
in the plane of the lamp and shutter
will indicate to the operator the point
of exact resonance by the width of the
dark shadow on the screen.
The screen can be mounted over the
dial of the receiver so that the tuning
meter is in a convenient position. By
adjusting the sensitivity of the meter
by the use of shunts, the indicating
needle can be made to move over the
desired arc.

AUTOMATIC RECORD PLAYER
RaIIO and phonograph enthusiasts in
England can now enjoy phonograph
music without the nuisance of setting
the record, turning on the motor and
dropping the pickup in the correct
groove of the record. By the use of the
device shown in Fig. D, playing a record
becomes as simple as dropping a letter
in the mail box.
Records of any size are inserted in the
"letterbox" slot. This switches on the
current and sets the pickup. When finished playing, the current is switched
off and the record automatically reADJUSTABLE SPEAKER IMPEDANCE turned. These units are available for
THE difficulty of matching a speaker various voltages and frequencies of A.C.
to the various output tube impedances The unit consumes about 20 W. of
has been met very satisfactorily in Eu- power.
rope by the speaker shown in Fig. C.
This speaker is a permanent magnet
RECORDING SOUND HEAD
dynamic unit in which the output trans- THE unit pictured in Fig. E is a device
former is equipped with a tapping
available to the home -recording enscheme, thus permitting taps to be taken thusiast in Austria. It appeared in
at the correct points to match the vari- RADIO -AMATEUR magazine.
ous tubes in use. The manufacturer
It is a device for simplifying the task
shows how 17 different output imped- of cutting records at home. As you can
ance arrangements can be obtained with see it consists of a cutting head, mountthe double switch, and in addition four ed on a horizontal frame, the end of
ratios are available for push-pull cir- which is connected by a flexible coupling
cuits.
to the central pin of the record turnA slightly different speaker to the one
table. By the use of this device, the
shown is advertised especially for exten- motion of the cutting head across the
sion or remote speaker use.
This record blank is caused by the motion
speaker is equipped with a separate vol- of the flexible drive which is actuated
ume control and an on -off switch so that by the actual movement of the turnit may be completely controlled from table. This eliminates the need for synthe remote point.
chronizing the speed of the record with
While there may be some loss in the the mechanism moving the cutting head.
unused portions of the matching transformer, this system is particularly useful for the experimenter and the loss
should not be sufficient to be noticeable
in the quality or volume of output.
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A volume control method for battery sets.
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Fig 3

A tuning meter kink for the experimenter.

Fig. D

A completely automatic phono. record player.

A NOVEL TUNING METER
THE FRENCH radio magazine, RADIO
REVUE, recently contained details of
the construction of an unusual type of
tuning meter that the home set builder
can make. As shown in Fig. 3, it consists
cf a milliammeter connected in the cathode circuit of one of the R.F. tubes of
The indicating needle is
the set.
equipped with a light shutter and a
small pilot light is focused onto the flat
plane of the shutter. When the set to
turned on, the indicating needle of the
meter moves to the maximum position
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The iron core coil for short waves.
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Fig. E

An Austrian cutting head for home recording.
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TIME SEWING
ELECTRIC CLOCK
CONNECTED TO

TIME
SETTING

RADIO SET

BROADCAST
RECEIVER

KNOB

SHORT WAVE SET

There can be no question
of radio holds forth the
promising inventions
those that will probably

SLOT THROUGH WHICH
PAPER IS DELIVERED

-

best and most
and, amongst
be seen in the
not too far off future -will be a complete newspaper received and printed
by the radio receiver, with illustrations,
text, and probably advertising. It is
even possible to construct such a set
now, since equipment in present use
for facsimile picture transmission may be
readily adapted for a "radio newspaper" unit. These methods and associated equipment and their adaptation
are described in this article.

PAPER FOLDING
AND BINDING

MECHANISM
IN BOX
110 V.

MOTOR

SLIDING
RACK
INK VAPORIZER
110 V. MOTOR
COMPRESSED AIR

TANK

GEAR BOX AND
ONNECTING ROD

ROLL PAPER
SPECIAL
SHORT WAVE

SET

ELECTRO- MAGNET
OPERATES PEN
SHUTTER

frequently observed -the
great radio inventions are still
to come. So far, the proverbial
surface has not been scratched.
radio technique advances, and we
better instrumentalities, it bepossible to do a lot of things
have not even been dreamt of

S I have

As the

obtain

comes
which
be fore.
The radio set of the future has been
envisioned many times, but not even the
most audacious thinkers, who have projected themselves into the future, have
imagined the final radio set
indeed
there is to be such a thing as a final
radio set in the dim and distant future.
There has been, ever since the advent
of radio, a feud between radio broadcasters and the newspapers. Originally,
newspapers gave radio a tremendous
amount of publicity; but, of late, the
newspapers have felt that radio has become their greatest competitor. Consequently, they have cut down a good deal
on the space allotted to programs until
in many cities, particularly in the Middle West, no free programs are printed
at all in the newspapers. These newspapers argue that this is free publicity
and. if you wish to have your program
printed, the station must pay for it. In-

-if

deed, in some of the Middle Western and
Southwestern states, this system is now
in vogue and the radio stations are indeed paying for their programs.
Recently, a new step was undertaken
by the Columbia Broadcasting network
to checkmate the newspapers; and Columbia now has its own newsgathering

service which extends nationwide and
abroad. Every night, a news service is
put on the air; the information is,
frankly, only "spot" or early, incomplete
news; and the network is careful always
to have a "by-line" which is as follows:
"See tomorrow's paper for complete
news." It is believed that in the future
the rift between newspapers and radio
broadcasters will widen.
The idea of using your radio set in
your own home, to print a complete tabloid newspaper and deliver it to you, is
not original with me. The idea has been
mentioned by many well- known radio
engineers ever since 1925, and perhaps
even before that. There is, therefore,
nothing novel in the idea itself; but the
project so far, has not been translated
into actuality. From the technical standpoint, it is perfectly possible to build,
today, a radio set, for use in your own
GEAR CNANOE SOX
GIVES EORTVR TO
THREE
[D
LINES PER

that the future

REVOLVING
CYLINDER

home, which will deliver to you, early
in the morning, a small newspaper, and
do this regularly, every day in the week.
Sc far, the only drawback has been, in
my estimation, the price. Such a set is
expensive to build, and somewhat complicated and costly. If, however, the
country wants a Radio-Newspaper Receiving Set, the radio industry is, no
doubt, in a position to furnish such a
set on short order. Indeed, I will be
considerably surprised if such sets are
not on the market within the next five
years.
While none of these sets have, as yet,
been built, I have outlined in these
pages the technical details of bringing
it about; and, though the system which
I show here may not be the only practical one, I have selected it because a
similar method is now in use by the
Radio Corporation of America in their
picture- transmitting devices which are
in operation twenty -four hours a day
throughout the week.
Let us now see what the future radio
newspaper set will look like:
As our cover illustration shows, it
seems very much like any other radio
set, but with certain attachments. These
are, chiefly, a panel which pulls out, and
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A recorder employed by RCA Communications
for picture facsimile reception.
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The same unit as shown on the left, but in
schematic form with explanations of operation.

A scanning unit used in the transmission of
photographs, by RCA.
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PRINTS NEWSPAPER

HUGO GERNSBACK

INK VAPOR

CHEMICALLY

PREPARED

PAPER

SHUTTER

VAPORIZER

3 ANTENNAS

OPERATING

ELECTROMAGNET
ABOUT

70 MILES
LINE)

WIRE

COMPRESSED
AIR TANK
AT

O®O

S.W. RECEIVER
AT RIVERHEAD,

AMPLIFIER
66 BROAD ST.,
N.Y.0

=

L.L.

An ink -pen arrangement that was employed some time ago, but discarded in favor of
improved methods.

upon which, in the rack provided, you
will find a newspaper ready and printed
in the morning. Remember, too, this will
not be a bulky 64 -page newspaper! it
will be, probably, a 4- or 8 -page tabloid,
giving you condensed news and pictures
of the important events, similar to that
shown in the cover illustration.
The cabinet contains the usual broadcast and short -wave set, as we have them
today. In addition to this, there is a
separate special short -wave set, to take
care of the reception of the news, and
which will be described later. The set
also contains a clock which is set for,
let us say. 2 A.M. At this time, the clock
disconnects the broadcast set from its
aerial and ground and in its stead,
switches on the special short -wave set;

come over the special short-wave set,
and the newspaper is now being

"printed."
In the particular method which is
shown here, for the first time, there is
no "printing" being done as we know
"letterpress" printing today; it is all

done by a special method, both sides of
the paper being acted upon at the same
time. I will explain details further on.
The electric motor, which feeds the
newspaper roll, advances the roll little
by little until, in an hour or less, the
entire newspaper is printed. When it is
finished, the paper is folded by an automatic folding attachment, and the newspaper. still moist, drops into the holder
out of the set. No matter how early you
rise in the morning, you will find your
and, at the same moment, the electric newspaper ready and waiting for you.
motor (which has to do most of the The expense of the newspaper, it may
work in printing the newspaper) is also be stated, is very slight. The paper,
placed into the circuit. A few seconds chemicals and the electricity consumed
later the radio signal impulses begin to in manufacturing the newspaper only
amount to a few cents -much less than
it costs to produce a standard newspaper
today.
The question arises immediately, why
AUTO HEAD
LAMP

A complete RCA facsimile receiver used at
the Chicago World's Fair in 1933.

LENS

ELECTRIC
HEATING
COIL

HOT AIR
JET

should the broadcasters set in motion all
their transmitting machinery, as well
as their news-gathering agency, the colTO
COMPRESSED AIR

TANK

AUTO HEAD
TO
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INCOMING
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photo is mounted on a rotating cylinder and
scanned, impulses amplified and transmitted.
A
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An obsolete method of recording, a solenoid
controlled shutter modulates a hot air stream.
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lecting of "spot" photographs of current
events, etc.? The answer is that it will
pay them to do so. They will probably
accept a limited amount of advertisements and, if they obtain a sufficient
amount of these, the enterprise can be
made to pay for itself. Remember that,
(Continued on page 618)
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Fig. 1
In the control ship shown at A are (1) the transmitter, (2) main gyro-compass, (3) auxiliary gyro- compass, (4) gun control, (5) receiving apparatus. In the crewless ship are (1) receiver, (2) generator, (3) steering control- indicator with gyro- compass, (4) steering gear with mechanically
operated rudder, (5) auxiliary gyroscope for the guns, (6) mechanism for gun control, (7) control transmitter.

RADIO CONTROLS BATTLESHIPS
LATEST METHODS PERFECTED BY THE BRITISH NAVY FOR STEERING SHIPS,
FIRING GUNS, DISCHARGING TORPEDOES, FROM A DISTANCE BY "WIRELESS."

that are well known to everyone. In
order to perpetuate this supremacy she
must adopt new means for protecting it.
British naval experts, since 1925, have
been experimenting continuously to perfect the idea of steering air- land- and
seacrafts from a distance by means of
radio transmitted control waves, which
trating in fortifying their land and air was originated before the World's War.
However, the problem with Their dream has been realized. Now, it
forces.
Great Britain is different. British ex- is not only possible to steer her mighty
istauce, since Napoleonic wars depends ships without having a single man
on her great navy. British naval su- aboard, but also what is still more im(Continued on page 613)
premacy must be kept up for reasons
BEFORE the ink on the peace treaty
was dry the European nations be.
gan preparing for another conflict.
These war preparations are no
longer a secret. The question now remains, who is better prepared?
The continental nations, like France,
Italy, Germany, Russia, etc., are concen-

Fig. 2

A seaplane directing the firing of guns aboard
the radio -controlled ship.

Fig. 3
Gyroscope action in radio- controlled ship. See

text for explanation.
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Fig. 4
Receiving apparatus shown on right, steering
gyroscope in center.

Fig. 5
submarine lying alongside of its
control ship before a trial.

A crewless
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HIGH - FREQUENCY

ADJUSTMENTS
IN RECEIVERS
A description,

in

complete form, for realign-

ing and stabilizing all types of receivers.

H. K. BRADFORD*
radio servicing definitely includes two classes of
work, the Service Man really
makes this distinction. These
classes are: adjustment of the receiver
and correction of definite trouble due to
a breakdown of one or more parts in the
receiver. The two problems are so intimately related in the Service Man's
routine that there need be no definite division. On the other hand, one type of
fault or trouble may fall in one classification whereas the Service Man may
act on the other.
There is no substitute for the knowledge gained through experience with receiver troubles in distinguishing between
poor adjustment and defective material.
In many cases, much time is wasted attempting to "track down" some assumed
defective part when the trouble may
have its origin in poor adjustment.
Hours spent in adjustment will prove
ineffective if a defective part will not
permit correct adjustment or correct operation, after the adjustment has been
completed.
Without due consideration of the
trouble with the necessary tests there is
no absolute method of making the above
mentioned distinction. A rather good
rule in servicing is to make all adjustments as soon as it is possible to get a
signal through the entire system. This
WHILE

r.

Chief Enc

Capitol Radio Research Labs.

§)
Fig. 1
Neutralizing circuits
with old -type tubes.

Fig. 2
Three

types
circuits and

for
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ose.

trimmers
adjusting.

-

cannot be followed strictly as in some
cases conditions will not permit such
procedure. In addition, it would be unwise to make a complete alignment
neutralization and other adjustmentswhen a circuit correction may have the
effect of undoing this work.
All possible R.F. adjustments applying
to practically all receiver circuits are
completely explained in the manner of
a definite procedure. The order of the
major adjustments and of the individual
items of each major adjustment will

-

follow.
The order in which the major adjustments should be made will depend on
the type of receiver, that is, T.R.F., superheterodyne, etc., and in cases where
niore than one major adjustment is nece.sary in one receiver type, they should
be done in the order specified.
For T.R.F. receivers requiring neutralization, this should be done first.
The only other adjustment in the high
frequency portion of this type of receiver is alignment of the tuned stages.
For superheterodynes the I.F. amplifier
should be first neutralized if necessary
and then aligned. We next proceed with
neutralization of the R.F. stages where
necessary, then adjustment for synchronizing the tuned stages, finally to the
tracking problem.

Neutralization
The only other adjustment in the high or I.F. amplifiers and provided with no
means of suppression of self -oscillation
must be neutralized: OlA, O1B, O1C, 30,
99. 26, 27, 37, 56, 215A, 40, WD11, WX12.

These are the tubes commonly found in

RADIO -CRAFT
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the earlier-model receivers. In Fig. 1,
several neutralizing circuits are shown,
and of course, there are others. For a
given class of receivers, that is, A.C.,
D.C., battery, etc., the neutralizing procedure will be essentially the same regardless of the system of neutralization
used by the manufacturer.
When we have a D.C. receiver to deal
with in neutralization we must realize
that the filaments of such a receiver are
wired in series and that the above procedure will not be suitable because we
must not prevent the system from carrying signals in the process of neutralization. There are several ways to get
around breaking the filament circuit
one is to break the plate circuit at the
"B" supply for each individual tube as
it is neutralized, making sure that the
plate bypass condenser is not disturbed.
Another is to apply sufficient bias on
the grid of the tube being neutralized to
cut off all plate current of that tube.
The third, which is the most practical
for the busy Service Man, is to secure a
double socket adapter whereby another
tube identical to the one being neutralized is used to supply filament continuity only. A fixed resistor having the
same value of resistance as the tube
f:iament will do the trick also.
For battery operated receivers and
(Continued on page 612)
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Fig. 3
Intermediate frequency trimmer adjustments.
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TWENTY WAYS TO IMPROVE
There are, unquestionably, countless readers of this magazine who have receivers that are operating satisfactorily,
and yet which do not come up to the standard that is set
by present day sets. Perhaps, for the longest time they
have contemplated modernizing their set, but have held
off because of lack of information on this subject. If so
here is all the necessary detail, which should be welcome
to not only the above mentioned, but to the Service Man
to it boys!
as well. Here are the facts

-go

THERE are many thousands of radio
receivers in use today that have become obsolete simply because later
developments in receiver design
have been made. These sets are not
worthless; on the contrary they are giving their owners good service. But there
is no reason why they cannot be brought
up to date so that the results will rival
even the most recent commercial sets.
The fact that most people are more careful about spending money on such luxuries as a new radio set only makes the
subject of modernizing receivers more
lucrative, at this time.
To begin with, it must be understood
that to cover such a general subject, it
is not possible to supply actual circuits
of all the available receivers. There are
so many variations of the fundamental
circuits in use that this would require
an entire volume. Therefore, we must
limit this discussion to types of circuits
instead of specific examples.
In this way the man with a more or
less general knowledge of set construction-the average experimenter, set
builder or Service Man-can easily
adapt the facts supplied to a particular
receiver.
New Tubes
One of the widest advances in the past
50

5-c,

TUBE

TUBE

year has been the development of new
tubes. Those sets which use the early
screen -grid tubes, such as the 24 can be
greatly improved by certain simple drcuit changes. The 24 type tube has a
rated voltage amplification factor of 650
when a plate voltage of 250 is used.
The 58, on the other hand is rated at
1,280, almost twice as much. Thus, if we
can change the 24 type tubes in a set
for the later 58's, we can increase the
sensitivity of a set considerably.
The 58 tube is an R.F. pentode and
has one more element than the 24. For
this reason, the sockets must be changed
from the 5 prong to the 6 prong type.
This is easily accomplished, since most
receivers use the wafer type sockets.
The extra prong of the 6 prong socket
is connected to the cathode, as shown
in Fig. 1B. The cathode resistor must
also be changed, to suit the new tube.
Instead of the previous value (about
1,500 olinis usually), a resistor of 300
ohms is needed for each tube, where individual bias resistors are used for each
stage.
Some sets use a single bias resistor
for several R.F. or I.F. stages. In this
case, a correspondingly lower value of

resistance is required, depending on the
number of tubes.
The sanie circuit changes can be applied to changing from the type 35, and
24A to the 58; the 32 can be changed to
the 34; and the 36 to the 78.
The increase in the amplification of
the newer tubes may possibly cause a
little difficulty with oscillation. If this
is encountered, it may be necessary to
increase the size of the bias resistor or

lt.C..

\.)

design

and control arrangement.

lower the voltage supplied to the screen grid in order to lower the gain sufficiently to stop the trouble. Generally,
where complete tube shielding is employed, no trouble in this direction need
be anticipated. However, even with a
slight reduction of the amplification per
stage, there are still advantages in the
use of the new tubes. The variable mu
characteristic eliminates many cases of
interference between stations (those
which are caused by cross-modulation),
and also the R.F. pentode can carry
much stronger signals without overloading because the suppressor -grid removes
the secondary emission so prominent in
some sets using the ordinary screen -grid
tubes.
The amount of reduction in gain necessary to permit stable operation is not
ordinarily very great, so that the actual
gain -per -stage is greater than with the
previous tubes. Improvements in shielding will permit even greater amplification.

i
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Fig. A

Fig. 1

circuit of old receiver using 24's.
B-Circuit for employing higher -gain tubes.
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Fig. B
Two sizes of airplane type tuning controls.

Wide Frequency Response
The dynamic speaker under normal
conditions in radio receivers is not capable of projecting sounds over the entire
audible spectrum. In fact, the usual
dynamic speaker does not even pass the
band of frequencies transmitted by the
broadcast station (about 30 to 5,000
cycles). In order to overcome this, some
manufacturers have incorporated two
or more speakers In their console cabinets, each speaker being especially designed to cover one part of the audible
band so that the very high and very low
frequencies are not lost.
The average single speaker set has a
predominance of the low frequencies;
sometimes cutting off as low as 3,000
cycles. In order to improve a set under
these conditions, an additional speaker
can be added. There are several special
high- frequency speakers, such as that
shown in Fig. A, available now, and it Is
not a difficult task to incorporate one in
a console. The particular speaker shown
is a dynamic which must be matched to
the output impedance of the set to which
it is to be added. Under some conditions, it may be connected either in
series or parallel with the voice coil of
the original speaker, without an additional matching transformer. However,
to effect a correct match, the former
With this
method is preferable.
speaker, too, a source of power is necessary to actuate the field coil. However,
the experimenter can easily construct
such a unit, or one can be purchased.
VARIABLE -MU

a

A

O

e

high -gain R.F. coil.

The other type of high -frequency
speaker available is a piezo- electric
speaker, using a rochelle salt unit which
drives a diaphragm similar to the dynamic unit. This type of speaker is
easier to install than the dynamic type,
as it does not have a field coil to actuate, and it may be connected directly
across the voice coil circuit of the dynamic unit in the set. As the piezo unit
has a capacitative reactance, and the
voice coil circuit of the dynamic speaker
is inductive, the two tend to balance,
thus dividing the available power uniformly. The division of power also improves the power factor of the output
circuit.
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Baffle and Cabinet Improvements
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In addition to improvements that can
be made by the addition of a second

speaker, the actual frequency characteristic of the baffle and cabinet in which
the speaker is mounted can be improved.
The first way to accomplish this is to
remove the speaker from the cabinet,
mount the unit on a sheet of acousticelotex or other similar material of the
dimensions of the inside of the speaker
compartment and then replace the
mounted reproducer in the cabinet. A
hole the size of the reproducer cone is
cut in the celotex. This will prevent to
(Continued on page 616)
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outside interference.
a transposed lead -in.

Fig.

C

Service Men are augmenting their incomes by
installing remote control tuning devices.
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Fig. A

An output meter made from simple parts.

The paris of the latch -lock adapter.

A "LATCH- LOCK" ADAPTER

A SIMPLE OUTPUT METER

Paul A. Miller

THIS is a short-cut in radio service, for
those Service Men who still use Read rite analyzers. Take the plug, unsolder
the 5 wire cable, unscrew the 5 prong
plug from the handle, and drill a hole
down through the top edgewise. Tap to
hold a machine screw and cap for the
grid wire of the new 8 wire cable (Fig.

A).

Next cut a slot into the side of the
handle about 3/16 of an inch from the
bottom for the latch. Take a small 7prong plug that screws into the handle
and drill or punch a hole through the
center; then take a regular tip jack and
Ille the end of it off so that a phone tip
will pass all the way through. Take a
nut from an insulated -type phone tip
and cut the point off as shown. Get a
piece of brass and drill and bend to fit
the nut; put a piece of a valve spring in
between to keep the slide closed. Next
take a brass rod the size of the phone tip
jack and slot it as shown. Get a small
7 -prong socket and make your own adapters as illustrated.

A CHASSIS

BENDER

From "Amateur Wireless"

AVERY simple device made of odd
pieces of wood which is very satis-

factory for obtaining neat angles. The
drawing, Fig. 1, is very simple and is
self explanatory.

Frank Hehre

QUITE a few Service Men have been

Fig. 2
A volume control method that Is effective.

VOLUME CONTROL REPAIR
H. D. Hatch

looking for a suitable output meter
for use with practically all sets. This
is the one I use. The metallic disc rectifiers used some years ago for charging
storage batteries along with a 0 -25 ma.
meter make up this unit. A Kuprox

IREPAIRED a set in which the volume 110A unit is used.
The shunts are made to give four
control was a variable resistor in the
cathode circuit, as shown in Fig. 2A. ranges; by doubling, tripling and quadThe value of the resistor was 10,000 rupling the original scale. See Fig. 4.
ohms and the only substitute available
was a 4,000 ohm unit and when installed
did not cut the volume enough on loud
locals. After some thought, I changed
the wiring to that of Fig. 2B. Now R
A BACK -WOODS POWER UNIT
and the 400 ohm resistor make a potenMarine Schell
tiometer which is more effective.
WE needed a radio at our scout cabin
in the woods; city power was not
available and because we use it but once
a week I thought that batteries would
A SENSITIVITY CONTROL
E.

Le too expensive.

W. Little

AT the present time manufacturers of
radio sets produce receivers that
have even sensitivity at all points of
the band. Some times a customer desires more sensitivity on the lower wavelengths. This is solved by the connection of a small condenser as shown in
Fig. 3, and then re- alignment of the first
tuning condenser.

So I decided to build a gas engine
power plant. Luckily I had a 220 V. D.C.
motor which gives about 300 V. D.C.
turning at 2,200 r.p.m. I belted the
engine to the generator with a V belt
and a 4 in. pulley on the engine, and a
2 in. pulley on the generator.
I used
an old Maytag washing machine engine.
The filter consists of a 30 hy. choke and
three 2 mf. condensers. See Fig. 5.

Fig. 1, left

A simple chassis bender made at home.

Fig. 3, above
A device for increasing H.F.

A pas
Use a
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sensitivity.

Fig. 5, right
engine power unit for "the sticks."
standard "voltage divider" resistor.
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Fig. 9
way to fix noisy tuning condensers.

NOISE IN TUNING CONDENSERS
Boris S. Naimark

modern receivers employ
grounding tension plates between
t
rotors of the condenser sections and
the inter-section shield plates. When
these lose their tension the receiver becomes noisy. In some cases, they can
be cleaned, but it is usually better to reA UNIQUE VOLUME CONTROL
place them with short pigtail connecMilton S. Solberg
IN experimenting with a variety of tions. See Fig. 9.
hook-ups using R.F. amplification, I
use a type of volume control shown in
A TUBE -NOISE INDICATOR
Fig. 7. It consists simply of a modified
H. W. Malmstrom
form of tone control, the difference be- IIT is easy to sell a customer a new tube
to replace a noisy one that tests good
ing that a larger condenser is used. A
50,000 ohm resistor in series with a 1 otherwise, if you can duplicate the noise
mf. condenser gives good results con- that the customer hears in his set. Here
is a simple but effective noise indicator
nected as shown.
that can be easily added to any tube
tester that measures the plate current
in the tube. It will give an audible
A TEST PROD IMPROVEMENT
demonstration of noisy tubes due to deM. C. Clapp
fects of a mechanical nature. A tube
IF you use phone tip prods but occa- that has loose elements, erratic opens
sionally have use for a sharp point, or shorts will cause variation in plate
a bayonet can be made as shown in current when it is tapped. If a speaker
Fig. 8.
is connected in series with the plate
lead of the noisy tube being tested (in

M

ANY

the analyzer) it will produce static that
will convince the most skeptical cus -.
tomer that the tube is defective. (Fig.
10.)

A SENSITIZER FOR THE AUTO

SET

Malcolm Mackay

IN WORKING with automobile receivers, especially those designed a year
or two ago, I have found that many of
them did not have sufficient sensitivity
for use in this part of the country. Unless the car is traveling within a comparatively few miles of a station, it cannot be heard.
With this in mind, we built an untuned R.F. stage consisting of a 39
tube inclosed in a metal box just large
enough for the tube and a few R.F.
chokes, etc. Referring to the circuit diagram, a coil is made by winding 650
turns of No. 33 wire on a small machine
screw. Choke R.F.C. is a standard type
of R.F. choke designed for S.G. tubes.
The remainder of the parts used in
the unit are evident from the circuit.
The bias resistor has a value of 400
ohms, bypassed by a .01 -mf. condenser.
Another .01 -mf. condenser is used to
couple the untuned amplifier to the
receiver.

-UP

AN OLD TUBE
TE

TESTER
Iver Paulsen
Sterling R-409 AC,

TO DATE
is an old

timer made to test and reactivate OlA
and 199's, which makes it practically
useless to-day, but with a few minor
(Continued on page 618)
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Fig. 11
R.F. stage for the auto set.

An untuned
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Fig. 6

THIS tester will measure the capacity
of a condenser and at the same time
measure its leakage. To measure the
capacity we must use alternating current and as we cannot use A.C. alone on
an electrolytic condenser a rectifier is
employed (a "B" eliminator will do as
a substitute) as shown in Fig. 6. The
voltmeter measures the capacity by calibrating the scale against known condensers and the leakage should not be
more than 1. ma. per mf.

T0134,4. OmTRUT

PIG -TAIL CONNECTION

test unit for electrolytic condensers.
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An unique experimenter's volume control idea.
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Fig. 10, above
A noise indicator for the tube tester.
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Fig. 12, right
Methods for renovating a tube tester. It may
be unnecessary to discard "old reliable."

Fig. 8
Test prods from phone tips and jacks.
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FACTS ABOUT
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The first chapter dealt with theory in a non -technical style;
in, this closing chapter circuits are described.

Dynatron portion of curve for 24 tube.

INASMUCH as the next tube to be considered is of the screen -grid type, it
follows that one more element is
available than was the case with the
3 element tube previously considered. It
is practical to take advantage of this
fact and put the extra element to good
use in our circuit. Using the hook -up
shown in Fig. 5, we can plot a graph
along the lines indicated in connection
with the discussion of the 3 element
tube. Such a graph as the one already
considered is representative of the usual
type, with one exception; not all tubes
will exhibit dynatron characteristics
which indicate a reversal of direction
when the graph crosses the base line.
Many tubes indicating the dynatron
characteristics operate in such manner
that the downward slope of the characteristic dynatron curve ceases and the
curve shoots upward before the base line
of the graph is reached. (Notwithstanding what has been said in regard to
screen-grid tubes being better for dynatron circuit purposes than the usual 3
element tubes, it is interesting to note
that the curve already shown applied to
a type 26, 3 element tube.) Figure 6
shows a graph plotted for a type 24
tube; in general it is found with plate
voltages between J and 90, that the
dynatron portion of the characteristic
curve is found between plate voltage
limits of about 8 and 38. Curves may
also be plotted with plate voltages supplied by a single 45 V. battery but the
general shape of the curve will change
but slightly; different values of screen grid current, too, will slightly alter the
curve.
Uses of the Dynatron
The question as to what practical use
may be made of the dynatron, or, as it
is properly termed, the "pliodynatron"

10.000 OHMS TO
0.1ME0. POTENTIOMETER

Fig. 5
For checking dynatron characteristics.
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when a 4 element tube is used, will now
VARIABLE MIDGET CON°
be considered.
2.000 011M
POTENTIOMETER A
The dynatron circuit is exceedingly
useful as an oscillator generating R.F.
currents, and in this connection the
VARIABLE
RESISTOR
Service Man and experimenter will find
V1
MEG.
PNONIS
.)
and
simple
to
construct
it both practical
and also very stable when frequency
.. -Itl'I-+itlt'Itit.9°
variation is considered. Some writers
4 5
2 v
£7
ho have expressed themselves on this
slOUn4c CELL
subject have gone so far as to say that
the dynatron oscillator compares favorFig. 8
ably with temperature- controlled crystal
Dynatron biased detector -32 tube.
oscillators, although the writer has no
data to support this contention. A hookup which the writer has found very sat- system employed, and only through a
narrow band at that. The writer has
isfactory for signal generation in con- found
that the old -time "honeycomb" or
nection with aligning both T.R.F. and duolateral
of coil tuned with a
superheterodyne receivers is shown in straight linetype
frequency condenser, when
used in the dynatron hookup, makes a
FIXED COND NOT CRITICAL
TO GRID OF TUBE
very satisfactory and easily changed
IN VALUE 1007040 MLIF
UNDER TEST \
tuning inductance (in this connection It
is proper to note that the October, 1933
edition of RADIO-CRAFT, page 230, contained some very complete and timely
data on the choice of proper coils and
condenser values as this pertains to the
use of duolateral inductances). In adDUOLATERAL
dition to the fact that the dynatron cirCOIL
.-2 i
cuit lends itself readily to the use of
MF
(EACII)
simple types of tuning inductances which
may be easily interchanged, it is also
IIIIIIII III IIIII +
true that the dynatron oscillator can
emit many harmonics and it is possible
USE 67.5 VOLTS IF 45 VOLTS IS INSUFFIC ENT
to do a lot of practical and useful work
TO PRODUCE OSCILLATION.
with this circuit by making use of different harmonics. The problem of idenFig. 7
tifying harmonics is one that is very inDynatron oscillator circuit for 24 tuba.
teresting but inasmuch as it has been
Fig. 7. The writer claims no credit for discussed in detail in past issues of
thic circuit as it is a combination of cir- Rt'ITO-CRAFT and in several other publicuits originally published in another cations it will not be dwelt upon in this
magazine. Other methods of coupling article. (Anyone desiring information
the oscillator to the receiver may be on this should refer to the July and
employed, however, the writer does not August, 1932 issues of RADIO-CRAFT for
recommend them to the beginner in this detailed information). The R.F. oscilkind of experimentation and they will lator is invaluable in service work. It
(Continued on page 625)
not be discussed at this time. Someone
has referred to the dynatron as being a
feeble oscillator. Under certain conditions this is true, but in general the
writer has found that under identical
oscillator tuned circuit voltage conditicns there is no difference in signal
strength between the dynatron oscillator and the more common types. Certain people, at times, in experimenting
O

..

with the dynatron oscillator circuit,
have come to the conclusion that a given
dynatron hookup would oscillate better
at some point in the spectrum than at
others within the limits of the tuning

Fig. 9
Dynatron radio frequency circuit.
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phonograph attachment.

HOW TO MAKE A NOVEL, PORTABLE, A.C. -D.C.

PHONOGRAPH
ATTACHMENT
R. F.

WASHBURNE
and N. H. LESSEM

R. D.

i LE radio is a very wonderful invention, it would be
even more wonderful if, by
merely throwing a switch, we
could select the very music or programs
which we desire to hear at any particular time. This is exactly what this
R.F. phonograph attachment" will do
when connected to the antenna and
ground posts of any radio set. Have you
ever had the experience (or shall we call
it embarrassment) of not being able to
furnish, let us say, dance music at a
social gathering, simply because there
was none to be had over the air?
With this little device you can, in a
W1

i

moment, take any phonograph record
and reproduce it electrically through
your regular radio receiver -without
touching the interior of the set, or using
any type of "adapters." In this manner
you can choose your own programs for
particular occasions and not be dependent entirely upon radio stations!
In the first place, a phonograph picRttp cannot be conveniently or efficiently
added to a surprisingly large number of
radio sets. In many instances, the removal of an "overall" shield will unstabilize the receiver; in others, the removal of an individual tube shield produces the same result. Some sets do not
have sufficient clearance to permit an
adapter to be used; others go into circuit oscillation if a lead is brought out
of the detector tube socket; anyway,
still other adapters would be needed to
adapt the attachment to the various

RADIO -CRAFT
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types of detector tube sockets and circuits in the sets encountered. Also,
v hen a pickup is connected into a tube
circuit it is seldom that exactly the correct matching of values can be obtained;
this results in a loss of fidelity. Finally,
even if the set is equipped with phono.
pickup connections, only the amplification of the A.F. section of the radio set
is available, whereas, the use of the
"R.F. phonograph attachment" permits
the amplification of the R.F. section also
to be utilized.
This device, a "radio frequency phonograph attachment," is illustrated in Figs.
A and B; as the schematic circuit, Fig.
1, indicates, the connections are extremely simple.
First of all, note the simplicity of the
design; there are only two tubes, two
resistors (one of which is built into the
power cord), one coil, one small -space
variable condenser, one small filter
choke and three fixed condensers, as
major components.

FEATURES
(I)

Operates on either A.C. or D.C.
(2) Attaches to any radio receiver, without recourse to adapters.
Wires to "Ant.' and "Gnd." posts.
Uses any high -impedance pickup.
Utilizes R.F. amplifier of set.
Requires only 2 vacuum tubes.
Compact and inexpensive.
Resistor in power cord prevents high
heat dissipation inside unit.
Easy to build and operate.
Portable- weighs only 4 pounds.
Versatile -may also be used with a
double -button microphone, and

matching

transformer, as a public
unit for addressing small
gatherings, via any conveniently
available radio set.
address

How to Use It
To use the portable R.F. phonograph

attachment, first remove the antenna
wire from its binding post on the broadcast set, and permit the wire to lie unused. Next, connect a wire from "ANT"
cf the attachment to the antenna post
of the broadcast set; and another wire
from the "GND" post of the attachment
to the ground post of the set (the latter,
in addition to the regular ground wire,
(Continued on page 620)
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Fig. B
Rear view of the phonograph attachment.
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Aircraft radio installers get good results by the
method of complete shielding.
In this
article, the author tells how the auto -radio man
may duplicate that method.

simple

Fig.

B

Illustrating how to shield spark plugs with coil

J.
T. those

in the auto -radio installation and service profession who
have encountered all sorts of trouble
in eliminating ignition noises after
a radio has been installed in a car, or
who have had complaints from the car
owner that the installation of the set
seemed to affect the efficiency of the car,
the contents of this article may prove a
godsend. It is an established fact that
the elimination of noise is easier in
some cars than in others. In the case
of the Buick automobile, for example,
the procedure is very simple and excellent results are obtained; primarily due
to the fact that the motor is of the
"valve -in- head" type and hence all spark
plugs are completely shielded. Also, due
to this feature, no suppressors are necessary except one to the high-tension lead
(center contact) of the distributor. As
a result of the elimination of suppressors in this type of car installation,
practically no decrease in the motor efficiency is experienced after the installation is made.
To some, the statement that suppressors materially affect the motor per-

Fie. A
A shielded spark plug for airplane motors.
Name of manufacturer supplied upon request.
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formance may be news, yet it is an absolute fact that the decrease in efficiency,
in some cases, is as high as 20 per cent.
The author has gone into detail, on this
subject, with a number of master mechanics, besides having made personal
tests, and has had this fact verified. The
insertion of a resistance, generally about
25,000 ohms at the spark plug end of
the high tension lead and again in the
high tension lead at the distributor,
produces a total resistance in this circuit of 50,000 ohms. Although the current here is small and the resultant
voltage drop of a low order, the effect
of heat on the value of these resistors is
tremendous, particularly on certain
types of suppressors.
In most cases, the resistance value of
the suppressor decreases, especially
when it is of the carbon type, which
serves to reduce the efficiency of the
unit as a noise eliminating device. Then
again, the resistor after a few months
of use will become damaged or defective,
due to the constant dissipation of energy
that takes place when current flows
through it, which generally results in a
"missing plug" and consequent loss of
power. However, the following explanation is probably the real reason for the
decrease in motor efficiency after the
suppressors are connected to the spark
plugs.
The amount of energy that is supplied
to the primary (during the interruption
of the breaker points) and transferred
to the secondary winding remains constant for that short period. Now if we
assume that the complete circuit of battery, breaker points, primary and secondary windings of the spark coil, and
up to the contact points of the plug as
equivalent to a resistance "R," and the
spark gap resistance as "Rx," then the
energy dissipated in "R" we know to be
useless, whereas the energy dissipated
in "Rx" is useful, since it is expended
in creating the spark discharge for igniting the gas mixture. (See Fig. 1.) It is
therefore logical that any added resistance (in the form of suppressors) introduced in that circuit existing outside of
the plug points would only dissipate additional energy uselessly. The net result, when this addition is made, is that
an inferior spark is obtained and conse-

cans.

T. BERNSLEY

quently the performance of the car is
affected. Unfortunately, no actual data
is available concerning the resistance at
the plug gap, during the discharge,
which incidentally is a variable factor,
and which would permit us to calculate
the actual effect of the added suppressor
in the form of additional dissipated
energy.
The fact that this method of eliminating noise from radio reception in a car
never was completely satisfactory is in
itself sufficient reason to condemn it. Installation men who are constantly installing radio sets in cars, are well
aware of the fact that generally there is
considerable additional work to do to
eliminate the ignition noise, even after
the suppressors are installed. In most
cases the noise, at that point, is generally found to be due to the antenna pickup of the spark discharges as they occur
at the various plugs. This in itself is
proof of the inadequacy of the suppressor, since, if this device was efficient in
accomplishing its purpose, no radiations
would occur.

What then should be done to successfully eliminate ignition noises when a
radio is to be installed in a car -and yet
maintain the motor efficiency that was
existent prior to the installation? In
seeking a better method we would do
well to first ascertain the methods employed by aircraft radio engineers when
installing receiving equipment in planes.
Naturally, we would find in this instance the efficiency of the plane and
motor considered uppermost since the
safety of the plane, passengers, and pilot
depend upon this factor. Devices that
would in any way tend to diminish this
(Continued on page 628)
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SERVICING

"TALKIES"

THE

this article the author deals with the
manager's problems and the best method
for approaching him. Some very valuable
suggestions are made in this connection.
In

AARON NADELL

PART VI.

'.

.

N most theatres, the man who has power to place ordersand sign checks in payment
the manager.
Consequently, before we are ready to consider definite
and concrete ways in which theatre and Service Man can
be of use to each other we must first determine the considerations that are most likely to pursuade him to say "yes" in-

-is

stead of "no."

Show Business and Managers
The manager is a showman (that is his profession) selling
his public psychological intangibles. Therefore, it is very
necessary to catch his attention and capture his imagination.
Talk about occluded gas in vacuum tubes, or molybdenum
plates in vacuum tubes means very little to the manager himself; and if molybdenum is something Mae West hasn't got,
his customers won't be interested. Therefore, you must first
talk about what you can do for his show -and his budget.
Although there are many concrete ways in which the radio
man can be of use to the theatre with good profit to himself,
not a few will revolve, directly or indirectly, around the
manager's problems of advertising and ballyhoo; those that
center directly upon exploitation will be of the greatest
initial use to the radio man in selling his services to the
manager.

Advertising-Ballyhoo-Tie-Up
Like the radio store, the theatre sells a luxury. Unlike
the radio store, it has to sell the same luxury over again to
the same people, two or three times a week. Most folks that
do not have a radio -want one; most folks that have poor
"radios" want a better one. But no one wants to go to the
movies every night. The manager's problem is to make as
many persons as possible desire to go to the movies as many
nights per week as possible. To do that he advertises, but
what has he got to advertise? All he sells is time -two
hours, more or less, in a more or less comfortable seat. He
advertises glamour, romance, adventure, commodities he cannot weigh out for his patrons, or tie up for them to carry
away. At least, he tries to advertise those things, but in
themselves they are too difficult, too intangible, to solve his
problem wholly. Therefore, he relies on other methods when
he can get them. He has two chief resources, ballyhoo and
the tie -up.
Essentially, ballyhoo is anything that will attract attention. It is likely to be mighty expensive and therefore occupies a large percentage of the manager's thoughts. This will
partly explain why any radio man is likely to encounter a
degree of disinterest if he walks in cold to offer to save the
manager some part of his battery costs. The manager will
probably be too busy wondering whether he can afford to
send a truck -load of singing harpooners through the streets
to advertise "Moby Dick," or obtain prizes that may prove
awards of interest to every member of the family, or a
thousand- and -one other ideas. He is a business man, not a
technician, and although a breakdown in the show is very
important to him -and he will do almost anything to avoid
it, even listen to a lot of engineering talk, if necessary -his
most important thoughts are naturally and quite properly

-
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A

typical small- theater amplifier, incorporating volume control, fader
switch, and monitor jack.

centered elsewhere, and must be recalled before hP is in a
mood to listen to a talk on electricity.
The tie -up is a means used by theatres to keep their advertising and ballyhoo costs within reasonable limits. The
essence of the tie-up (here again the Service Man enters the
picture) is to obtain advertising or ballyhoo by a swap of
some kind rather than a cash payment.
Those prizes, for example. They may be bought by the
theatre; but they are quite as likely to be donated by a local
store, which in return will receive all the advertising the
theatre can give, from the stage, in the lobby, perhaps in
part of the newspaper space paid for by the theatre.
But this is only one of almost innumerable forms of tie-up.
For example, that truck -load of harpooners to publicize "Moby
Dick." A P.A. amplifier on the truck would be very helpful;
the theatre may be willing to rent one from the Service Man,
and pay for the rental in cash; but he is more likely to try
to offer payment in the form of an exhibition of radio receivers in its lobby, together with the card of the radio merchant or Service Man.
The average theatre manager will spend a good deal of
time working out new methods of tie -up; he is always willing
to listen to any new suggestion along those lines.
But ballyhoo, advertising, and tie -ups are very far from
being the only concerns of the manager. In order to understand just what part sound equipment and servicing play in
the thoughts of this autocrat of the theatre it will be well
to glance briefly at a list of some of the typical exhibitor's
other responsibilities.

Responsibilities of the Manager
There is booking of the show; selecting the pictures to be
shown and the most suitable dates on which to run them.
Then there is arranging the show; the order in which feature, news reel and shorts are to appear; it is sometimes
thought poor showmanship to run a slap -stick comedy directly after a serious drama
newsreel, at least, should
intervene. Also, the timing of the show is important: the
second show of the evening should begin in time to catch
the greatest crowd, and much the same idea applies to holi-

-a

day showings.
Then the manager is in charge of "maintenance," under
which heading sound equipment is included. He has the
roof fixed, and the plumbing seen to; he buys carpets, chairs,
painting, electric light bulbs in all colors; he must keep the
theatre well cleaned at the smallest cost; he is responsible
for any safety hazard (such as loose carpet on a stair case,
or even chewing gum on a seat) that may injure patrons or
their clothes. He buys all projection room parts, supplies
and repairs, and all equipment needed back -stage, if there is
a stage. As an employer of labor he hires and supervises
projection operators and stage- hands, porters and cashiers,
ushers and advertising writers, not to mention the harpooners-for -a -day who ride about town on the ballyhoo truck.
(But in a very small Theatre the manager may run the projection himself, his wife sell tickets, both of them sweep up
(Continued on page 612)
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SAVE YOUR OLD

TUBE TESTER
For those who desire to rewire and convert their old but
expensive tube testers, here's a complete article with all
data, that will permit them to make this change with little
expense or trouble. To get an idea of how simple, efficient,
and up to date this unit is, just glance at the following

features.
I. Brings obsolete testers up to date.
2. Economical, may be built for less than $6.00.
3. Supplies all new filament voltages, all instructions
engraved on panel.
4. All new tubes listed on panel.
5. Simple to operate.
6. Provides for future changes.

Fig. A
Front view. Instructions engraved on panel.

MILTON REINER*
obsolete testers entirely up to date, at a
very nominal cost.
This device is designed to overcome
the deficiencies mentioned above. The
instrument is designed to test tubes as
triodes, which is the fundamental circuit of almost all the "obsolete" equipment on the market; also, this "supermultidapter" is extremely simple to use.
(The 4 prong plug of the super- multidapter cable is inserted in the OlA socket of the old tester and from then on it
is an easy matter to test a 25Z5, 6F7,
12Z5, 48, or any other type tube).
Figure A illustrates the complete unit.
(Continued on page 634)

quired test voltages to various elements
and to provide inter -connection of different tube elements.
Although an up- to-date and economical
tube tester was described by the writer
in the August, 1933, issue of RADIOCRAFT, and many testimonial letters acclaim its value, there are many owners
cf testers who do not feel justified in
problem which often results in the loss scrapping an expensive, well -made instrument, which they have, because it is
of confidence by the customer.
The serious deficiencies of the obso- obsolete; and getting a new one that is
lete testers may be classified as follows: not as pretentious, nor as costly. For
(1) Lack of new sockets to accommo- this group of radio mechanics and dealdate the new tube bases; (2) Lack of ers, the author has designed a compreproper filament supply to operate the hensive adapter that will bring their
tubes; (3) Lack of circuits to apply reONLY a small percentage of the
total number of tube testers,
which are owned by Service
Men, dealers and distributors
are up- to-date. In most instances the
owner of a tube checker cannot test
many of the new tubes that are in frequent use in receivers today and this
predicament presents an embarrassing

TOP VIEW OF SOCKETS

Chief Engineer, Radio City Products Co.
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BEGINNER'S 3 TUBE

ALL -WAVE
F. R.

TONING CONO
CS, 1006MF
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Here is a more advanced, yet simple and
easily constructed, set for the newcomer to
the radio field. It will receive both shortwave and broadcast -band stations, and
although headphones are recommended
loudspeaker results can be obtained.

CND
9

A+Re

RI
.OT.MEO

NMS
O00

R5, .5-MEG

Fig. 1
Schematic diagram of the 3 tube beginner's set.

IN THE February Beginner's Depart- and isolating the plate voltage from the

.

ment we described a simple, 1 tube,
all -wave set designed to serve as an
introduction to the short-wave field.
At that time the prediction was made
that, having once gotten into short -wave
work, you would not be satisfied until
you built a more elaborate outfit. There
has been plenty of time since then for
you to get thoroughly acquainted with
the possibilities -and limitations-of
your 1 tube job; hence, we present
this time a 3 tube set that should
reach out and bring in those elusive stations that you just almost got on the
smaller set, and will bring in the
stronger ones on the loudspeaker.
The Circuit
Ordinarily, a 3 tube circuit would involve considerable complication but in
this particular layout the main consideration has been simplicity, which of
course involves some sacrifice of other
factors, but, on the whole you will find
that the performance of the finished
product will amply repay the time and
effort spent upon it. It makes use of an
tlntuned antenna input to the control grid of a type 34 tube. The plate coil
of this tube constitutes the only tuned
circuit in the set, and the only coil that
must be changed in going from one band
to another.
(See schematic diagram
Fig. 1.) The signal is fed to the type 32
tube, operating as a grid detector,
through the condenser, C2, serving the
dual purpose of acting as grid condenser

i

Fig. A
Front vi,w illustrating panel layout.
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5- MEG

grid of the detector tube. The leak, R2,
serves to keep the grid from "floating"
and to give it the slight positive bias,
(due to its being returned to the positive leg of the filament), which makes
for greatest sensitivity for this type of
detection. The signal, which is now of
audio frequency, is then fed to the grid
of the type 33 tube through coupling
condenser, C7, and thence to the phones
or speaker. Regeneration, necessary for
sensitivity, selectivity and to permit
code reception, is obtained by feeding
the screen -grid of the detector tube
through the tickler on the tuned coil
form and is controlled by varying the
voltage on the screen -grid by means of
the potentiometer, R5.
The set has been laid out to be constructed on the same panel and baseboard as the previous one-although this
time the batteries will have to be put
elsewhere as the set occupies the entire
baseboard. The first thing to do, therefor, if you have built the previous set,
is to clean everything off the baseboard,
unsoldering all wires and cleaning out
all connection lugs.
For those of you who are starting
"from scratch" of course the first thing
to do is to cut the panel and base to
size, drill the panel with mounting holes
along the bottom and for the tuning condenser and potentiometer, then mount it
ou the baseboard, after which the condenser and potentiometer can be put in

wire connecting the rotor lug of the
tuning condenser to the negative filament line. Then, starting with the R.F.
tube, wire up the remainder of the circuits going to each socket in turn-completely-before proceeding to the next;
in other words, wire up the circuit in
the sane sequence as a signal proceeds
through it, and the chances of making a
mistake or leaving something out are
then greatly minimized. Be sure, also,
that the shield can of the R.F. choke,
is grounded.
Keep all leads as short and direct as
possible and be sure to make good soldered joints. Perhaps some of you who
have followed this series grow tired of
this constant repetition of the advice tI
make good soldered joints and the insistence on a definite plan and sequence
in construction; but rest assured that
no single factor makes for smooth and
consistent performance of radio equipment more than solidity, and no single
factor helps to prevent mistakes more
than systematic methods of doing things.
Operation
After you are sure that every wire is
in its place, and its correct place, plug
in the tubes and attach the "A" battery;
(Continued on page 614)

place.
Next, screw all parts down to the baseboard. The locations are very clearly
shown in the back view (see Fig. B).
On the extreme right is the input choke,
next to this the type 34 R.F. tube, on
the left the type 33 output tube. Next
to the panel the socket to the right is
foi the coils and to the left for the type
Mount the seven
32 detector tube.
fahnestock clips as shown -two on the
right for antenna and ground, three
across the back for "B" battery and
phones, and two near the panel on the
left for the "A" battery.
Wire up the filament circuit, being
sure to include the switch which is an

integral part of the potentiometer spedfled in the circuit-and don't forget a
1934

FIg. B
Rear view showing location of Darts.
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THE KNOCKABOUT TESTER
JACK GRAND*

e
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THERE ARE occasions when a Service
Man or an experimenter would like
to use a compact and inexpensive voltohm-milliammeter in place of his regular tester. Many reasons can be advanced for this desire; such as a lack of
space, or that the test does not require
extreme accuracy, or the fact that one
or two tests are to be made in a hurry.
The knockabout tester was designed to
meet these demands, and supplies the
following ranges:
0-5, 250 and 750
D.C. V.
0 -25 and 75
D.C. Ma.
0- 200,000 ohms
D.C. Resistance
Chief Engineer, Sun Radio Co.

It

is fortunate

9 0

rn

14.08

2.500

OHMS

OHMS

3

that lately, some manu-

OHMS

`6 75

3v, BATT

facturers have released inexpensive 1
nia. meters. These meters are guaranteed by the manufacturers to have an accuracy of 2 per cent, incorporating various voltage ranges at 1000 ohms per
volt.
The meter selected was a Beede 1 ma.,
3/ in. meter, having an internal resistance of 50 ohms and is furnished with
a scale that allows for the ranges described.
The resistors used as multipliers are
of the metallized type that the average
Service Man has in quantities. If the
resistors are purchased from good manu-

P.

75
MA

or

CHAS

Front view of unit

Rear view -showing assembly

A COMBINED

@

SY

r

251
MA

MILLS-

OHMS

Schematic

750V

250V

'

5V

MA

circuit of the tester

facturers, some can be selected that may
be within 2 per cent accuracy, and will
maintain this accuracy for a reasonable
period of time.
For current readings, an Electrad 10
W. wire-wound resistor with an extra
clip was used. To make calibrations
easier, a resistance of 450 ohms was
placed in series with the meter. Therefore, the shunt resistance for the 25 ma.
(Continued on page 626)

A. AMPLIFIER

L.

a

AND BROADCAST TUNER
PART

II

LEON J. LITTMANN*
-2
BP

6P

THE present time it has been
practically impossible to place the
phono.-microphone matching transformer
en the same chassis as the power amplifier and power pack proper, without introducing an objectionable hum into the
loudspeaker. This was invariably the
case, due to the impracticability of
shielding the input tranformer well
enough from the strong magnetic fields
of the power transformer. However,
this unit does not use a power transformer.
The universal input transformer, T1,
has not only a winding for a double button or two single- button microphones,
but also has a high- impedance phono.
winding, 13P4, 5, 6 and 7, of 3,000 ohms,
tapped at 500 and 200 ohms, to permit
the use of practically any phono. pickup
or line. In other words, any phono.
pickup may be connected directly to this
universal input transformer. The variUP TO

Chief Engineer, Coast- to-Coact Radio Oorp.
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OJrLtT
cus input impedances permit any phono.
pickup to be correctly matched, enhancFig. 3
View showing layout of equipment
ing thereby the possibility of distortion free and life -like reproduction with
maximum gain. Similarly, a double -but- V. "Cr battery is connected to the two
ton microphone, or two single- button flexible extension leads FLI, FL2. No
microphones may be correctly matched precaution in respect to polarity needs to
when connected to the corresponding be taken. The input signals to the
binding posts BP1, 2, 3, after a 3 or 41/2 phono.-microphone amplifier are fed from
..

the universal input transformer through
a .5 -meg. tapered attenuator, R16, directly into the grid of the first triode
section of the 79 tube. Its plate, Pl, is
resistance -capacity coupled to the second
triode (contained within the same glass
envelope) of the 79 twin audio tube. As
these two triodes have a common cathode and cathode resistor, the bypass

Fig. 2
Internai wiring and layout

condenser across it, C6, should be a 50
tuf. 25 V. electrolytic condenser to prevent the 79 tube from breaking into oscillation. Switch Sw.1 and R16 are
ganged, and when snapped on the switch
(Continued on page 630)
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READERS' DEPARTMENT
A department

in which the

reader may exchange thoughts and ideas with other readers.

NOISE FROM THE BRAKES?

Editor, Itnuio-CaAFT:
I read RAu10- CILAFT regularly, especially the Operating Notes section and
have copies on file since the first copy
that I found on sale at a newsstand
which was in September, 1930.
We specialize in installing and servicing automobile radio equipment and having seen two articles in RADIO -CRAFT regarding a noise in some cars even with
the motor shut off, but coasting. I
since have found this same trouble in

three different
cars and stopped
It by adjusting the
foot brakes until
there was very little clearance, so
that by just touch -

lug the brake

pedal the brakes
start to take hold.
I hope that this
hint may help some other Service Men
who have this trouble.
M. E. GREEN,

1017 E. Cache la

Pandre,

Colorado Springs, Colo.

This condition has been reported by
several readers, besides Mr. Green. The
only explanation we can offer at the moment is that there is probably a static
charge built up in the brake drums, and
that readjustment of the tension permits
this charge to be grounded in the metal
parts of the chassis of the car which has
considerable capacity to ground.

CHINA ON THE BROADCAST
BAND!
Editor, RADIO- CRAFT:
I have just recently started reading
your magazine. I am a DX fan and
would like to submit my list of stations.
I have logged a total of 372 stations
on my 5 tube mantel radio. I have
heard from at least one station in every
state (except one) in the U. S. A. The
exception is Florida. Also, I have heard
from all but 2 provinces in Canada. The
exceptions here are New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island. I have heard
quite a lot of 100 W. stations from all
over the U. S. and Canada. Among my
best Canadians are CHLP, Montreal,
100 W.; CHRC, Quebec, 100 W.; VAS,
Halifax, 2,000 W.; 10AB, Moose Jaw,
25 W.

I also have many foreign stations.
These included eight from Australia.
They are: 2C0 Corowa; 3AR, Melbourne;

RADIO -CRAFT
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Crystal Brook; 5CL, Adelaide;
Brisbane; 3L0, Melbourne; 4RK,
Rockhampton; and 2BG, Brisbane.
Also, I have 10 from Japan: JOTK,
Matsui; JOJK, Kanazawa; JOHK, Sendai; JODK, Keljyo; JOFK, Hiroshima;
JFAK, Tahoiku; JOBK, Osuka; JOGK,
Kumamanto; JOIK, Supporo; JOAK,
5CK,
4QG,

Tokyo.

The mixed stations I have received
are: CMW, Havana, Cuba; CMK, Havana; COMB, Harbin, China; COMK,
Mukden, China; YV1BC, Caracas, Venzuelo; HRB, Tegucigalpa, Honduras;
RUS, San Salvador; ZL2YA, Wellington,
New Zealand; WOWR, St. Johns, Newfoundland; WKAQ, San Juan, Porto
Rico; KGU, Honolulu; KGMB, Honolulu; KFQD, Anchorage, Alaska; KGBU,
Ketchikan, Alaska; KZ1B, Manila.
I have also received 18 Mexican stations. I tuned In on Australia from
12:00-1:45 A.M. Japan comes in best
from

1:30- 3:30

China was
received at 4:15
A.M.

A.M.

LIST

orroxPyI.S

Alaska

comes in at midnight to 1 A.M.

The Japanese

and Chinese do
not have English
call letters except
on special occasions. I logged most of my call letters
by referring to log books.
ALDEN FRANCESCINI,

Cumberland, B.C.,
Canada.
DO YOU AGREE?
Editor, RADIO- CRAFT:
I have been a reader of RADIO -CRAFT
for quite a while and I have a couple of
suggestions which might interest you.
I think it would be an idea to use the
back of the service Data Sheets for some
of the full page ads so we can cut them
out without ruining the rest of the
articles.
Why not keep the articles together instead of starting them in the front of
the book and just as we get interested
making us go hunting in the back for
the rest of it. Why not continue them
on the next page? If they do not fill
the page, it would be a simple matter
to fill it with ads. This would save a
lot of temper, Hi! Also, it would give
the advertisers a break as their ads
would be spread through the book instead of being all crowded in the back.
I would like to see in the RADIO -CRAFT
library a book devoted entirely to formu-
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las for measuring or figuring inductance,

capacity, resistance, impedance, trans-

conductance,
Ohm's Law, etc. I
think such a book
would be very
popular with the
experimenter and
Service Man. Such
a book should contain coil-winding

data for short,
long and inter-

mediate waves. If it will do any good, I
will send you the formulas I have collected.

FRANK T. LAMB,
305A Madison Ave.,
Atlantic City, N. J.

RIGHT FROM THE SHOULDER

Editor, RADIO -CRAFT:
I am sending a copy of a short talk
given by me at a recent meeting of the
kcal chapter of a Service Men's association to which I belong. If you see fit to
publish this item I will welcome comments on it.
All technicians charge a fee commensurate with the initial and current investment in their knowledge and ability.
Text books, instruments with which to
work on the ever changing circuits and
tube types, technical magazines with
which to keep posted on new developments, transportation, education, etc.,
these are all taken into consideration
by the medical technician and what is a
first class radio
man if not a technician?
A radio technician is as much
entitled to a fair
return on his investment as is the
medical, surgical,

dental and law

technician. Therefore I believe that the radio technician
should adopt a code of ethics and price
standards whereby he is assured a fair
and proportionate return on his investment to which he is rightfully entitled.
There will always be the "shyster"
and "quack" to contend with and the
"cut- rate" tube changer and tin -smith
who calls himself a technician just as
there are quacks and shysters among
the other professions. Drastic measures
should be taken at once to eliminate
this scourge. Some such method as outlined in the proposed ordinance which
(Continued on page 634)
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DIRECT -COUPLED

P.

A.

SYSTEM

A complete and efficient rental or demonstration portable IO W. push -pull set -up.
HUBERT SHORTT*
WITHIN the past few years, the demand for portable systems has increased tremendously. Many
radio Service Men have taken advantage of this

situation, increasing their profits to a point where
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A

The complete equipment of the portable P.A. system

they were able to specialize in this particular field and leave
the less profitable types of work to slow- moving competitors.
Right now, the market is still wide open and there is no
excuse for delay in getting started. Portable P.A. systems
are required by lecturers, vaudeville acts, political speakers,
fraternal orders, for demonstrations of all kinds, etc. Once
a demonstration of a P.A. system has been made, a sale is
readily assured. No special knowledge is required.
Modern P.A. systems are fool -proof and are exceedingly
easy to operate. The particular system described here has
been designed especially for use wherever a compact and
portable P.A. outfit is required. Due to its compactness and
light weight, it may be moved quite easily from place to
place. Its output of 10 W. permits it to be used in theatres,
dance halls, and for outdoor gatherings up to 3,000 people.
The complete system is built into two handy cases, one of
which contains the amplifier and mixing panel, and the other
two dynamic speakers to assure adequate sound distribution.
The mixing panel incorporates a master switch with pilot
light, a mike current control, a Weston mike current meter,
two Jacks for breaking into either button line for measuring
button current, a master gain control, a tone control and a
phono-mike changeover switch. All connections- microphone,
phono. pickup and speakers -are made from the front
of the panel. In this way, complete control is available di(Continued on page 614)

ARE HEADPHONES COMING BACK AGAIN?
IT seems

that radio fads or fancies are

cyclic in that Mr. John Radio Public is
bringing back into use receiver instruments that have gone out of popularity
some time ago-at least where headphones are concerned. And the reason

for the present resumed popularity of
these ear clamping devices is obvious
when we consider the renewed activity
of DX fans. The possibility of obtaining remote stations by means of shortwave reception, the improved efficiency
and increased power of present day
broadcast stations, more sensitive and
improved receivers, are all the potential
reasons for the reincarnation of the
"distance getter" and consequently the

This adapter, while slightly larger than the
average, incorporates added features.

606

motivating force behind the increase in
sales of headphones.
Distance can best be received in the
early hours of the morning, even on
short waves. This is due to the time
difference that exists where stations are
remotely located from the receiver, and
also due to the "signing off" of local
stations (most of them, anyway) around
midnight, which removes station congestion all over the receiver dial, and as a
result permits going after out -of -town
reception. However, there's the wife,
baby, or rest of the family to consider,
whichever the case might be, and so
phones must be used unless an anes
thesia is administered to those who retire early so that they might not be
disturbed later. Then again, some signals will be received very feebly, necessitating the use of phones if the program or the station call letters is to be
heard clearly.
Not all sets have provision for this
item, due to the waning popularity of
phones in the past few years, up until
this time. While there are many who
ht,ve a sufficient knowledge of radio circuits and are therefore able to make the
necessary circuit changes and additions,
there are still a considerable number

who are not equipped with this knowledge, or still another class who would
hesitate to make any alterations on their

receiver for fear that the changes might
in some way diminish the efficiency of
the set. While there is no real ground
for fears of this nature -providing the
slight changes necessary are done properly, nevertheless there is no need for
all this work since there are many devices or "adapters," now on the market,
One of these units that is very much
different from the conventional type and
(Continued on page 626)
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THE ANALYSIS

OF

RADIO RECEIVER SYMPTOMS

OPERATING NOTES

Z

WHAT THIS DEPARTMENT
IS

R F

FOR

It is conducted especially for
the professional Service Man. In
it will be found the most unusual
troubles encountered in radio
service work, written in a practical manner, by Service Men for
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Have you, as a professional
man, encountered any unusual
or interesting Service Kinks that
may help your fellow workers?
If so, let us have them. They will
be paid for, upon publication,
at regular space rates.
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Fig. 2
Overcoming low volume In Radiola 66.

CROSLEY 124
ACROSLEY model 124 presented the
greatest number of ills heretofore
encountered in any one particular radio
set. The most prominent ailments appeared to be lack of volume, persistent
fading, and a rasping reproduction of
sound with
frequent low- frequency
howls.

tion of the voice coil had previously disclosed the cause of the rasping sound to
have been a "rubbing voice coil," but
eliminating this defect failed to cure
the howl, therefore the "dark -room" experiment. Even though the voice coil
appeared to be perfectly centered, a
series of tiny sparks were seen each
time a howl occurred. This same kind
of howl could be simulated by allowing
one of the bare voice -coil leads to intermittently touch the speaker chassis,
thereby creating a low -frequency buzzer
action. A more careful examination of
this voice coil revealed the cause of the
entire difficulty to be in a distorted coil.
The innermost end of the coil-form
proved to be larger in diameter than
elsewhere along its length. During the
coil's outward excursion, when reproducing a tone of low -frequency, the
above mentioned buzzer action would
take place with its resultant howl. A
new cone replacement overcame this difficulty and made the set perform normally.

OORF

110V, A.0

Fig. 3
Removing hum and distortion in Edison R4R5.

to be such persistent offenders, it naturally follows that an initial check -up of
these units is not amiss, usually result i:Jg in the discovery of the offender.
The battery model Philco 30 is no exception to this rule. When radio signals do the disappearing act in thin
model, i.e., fade out regularly, the
trouble can nearly always be traced to
one or more of the .05 -mf. blocking condensers in the R.F. stages, most often
the first as indicated in the accompanying schematic part- circuit diagram. Fig.
1.
The offending unit can usually be
made to "act -up" by exerting a slight
pressure on one or the other of its connector lugs with the set in operation.
A proper replacement obviously effects
the cure.

A voltage analysis disclosed abnormal
plate and screen -grid voltages on the
R.F. and I.F. tubes. This trouble was
traced to an erratic 15,000 ohm resistor
feeding this section.
The fading was then traced to the condenser block containing four .1 -mf. bypass condensers. Replacing one section
at a time, the entire unit in this case
had to be replaced before the fading
subsided.
RADIOLA 66
And so, by the process of elimination,
all that remained to be remedied was
ALACK of volume in the Radiola 6i
the faulty reproduction and accompanysuperhet. can often be traced to the
PHILCO 30
ing howl. Since this was obviously
red and yellow bleeder resistor concaused by the dynamic speaker, this SINCE the bakelite encased condensers nected (as indicated in Fig. 2) to thr
member was put into operation in a
manufactured and used by Philco in primary of one of the I.F. transformers
dark room for observation. (Examina- their battery and electric models appear
(Continued on page 622)
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RCA VICTOR MODEL 261, 555 TO

DUAL -RANGE,

107 METER,

IO TUBE SUPER.

(Incorporates tone-compensated volume control; A.V.C.; interstation noise suppression; push -pull A.F.; electrostatically -shielded power
transformer; and individual treble and bass tone controls.)
frequency -range switch is the top
Turn it clockwise for the 540 to
1,500 kc. broadcast band ; using the range
numerals, the dial scale reads directly in
kc. for this band. Turn clockwise for the
.400 to 2,80(1 kc. bands (services 1, 2 and
:, below) ; using the small numerals at the
bottom of the dial. add 2 ciphers to obtain
the ke. reading. The three servlees mentioned above are as follows: II) police
calls -1,574 to 1,712 kc., and 2 .400 to 2.500
ke.; (2) amateur phone -1.800 to 2.uull kc.;
1::) aviation phone -2,500 to 2.8110 kc.
(Strong local stations in the broadcast band
may be sometimes heard at more than one
point on the dial, when the frequency -range
switch is set for the 1,400 to 2,800 kc.
band.)
At the lower left of the panel is the silent-tuning control; next, right. the bass
and treble tone controls; and. extreme right,
the combined off -on and volume control.
With the silent -tuning control set in the
extreme counter- clockwise position tune to a
point at which no station Is heard within
several scale divisions, then turn the silenttutting control clockwise until the background noise just disappears. This adjusts
the inter- station noise suppression circuit.
Next, without touching the silent- tuning
.on trot accurately tune the receiver to a desirable program and adjust the volume con tntl to a fairly low value. Then, tune the
receiver accurately to a position midway between the points on the dial at which the
program becomes unintelligible or disappears.
Finally. re- adjust the volume control for the desired sound level and vary the
two tone controls to obtain the desired tone
shading.
To reduce the high -frequency (treble) response. or to decrease the background noise
interference on station settiuys. turn the
right -hand or treble -control knob counterclockwise.
To reduce the low- frequency
¡bass) response, or to decrease low -pitched
hum present on the signals of some stations. turn the left-hand bass -control knob
clockwise.
All resistance values, including those of
coils, are shown in parentheses.
Tube operating voltages are as follows.
The voltages are read with the volume con-

trot nt minimum. no signal being received, the clockwise position ; align the condensers
on the selector switch for maximum output
and a line potential of 120 V.
meter reading.
Plate
Tube
C.-t:.
$. -t :.
I'Inte
set the service oscillator at 000
\fa. kc.Now,
Type
Volts
Volts
Volts
and align l''J for maximum deflection of
3
100
230
7
Vl
the output meter while rocking the tuning
8
95
220
2% condenser gang back and forth.
\'2
6
V3
105
A similar series of procedures is to be fol2% lowed with the service oscillator adjusted
\'4
100
225
7%
225
22f. to 1,400 kc., to complete the alignment of
V5
100
7th
o
\'6
20
Note that I.F:1'.2 is
the It.F. circuits,
1.2 nntuned. The tuned I.F. transformers are
250
V7
17

A

.

ontrol.

.é°t

cm

in

6.50

CT

r

!43

M.9231
ml

000t

,

for aligning the It.F. and oscillator circuits.
Lack of alignment may result in poor tone
quality, insensitivity, poor A.V.C. action, and
possible inoperation of the receiver. To
align the R.F. circuits use a service oscilIntor lacing A.F. modulated signals of 600,
1.400 and 2.440 kc. The output meter may
be a current- squared galvanometer connected
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output of the service oscillator to the antenna connection, turning the range switch
counter-clockwise and setting the dial exactly at 1.400. With the output meter connected to the set. place the volume control
and suppressor control, if noise level will
permit, nt its maximum position and adjust
the oscillator input for a moderate output
meter reading. Adjust the circuits of V3,
V2 and V1, in this order, for maximum deflection of the output meter.
To align the high-frequency band. adjust treme care should be taken to use highthe service oscillator to 2.940 kc.. set the quality replacement components of exactly
dial at 1,200, and turn the range switch to the specifier values.
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short, flexible (control -grid) lends and make
sure that they are securely attn.-hod to the
donne terminals of the correct tubes; it is
importent that the adjacent green and black
lends be connected correctly -that is, not
reversed. The shield -can lids must be securely in place.
The resistors on the resistor board arc
placed en this board in the following order:
1;21,. Itll. It 2, It13. 117, 112, 114.
7:2
Note Chatt the tuned secondary of 1.3 is
permitted to "float" without connection to
any other part of the circuit, and results in
extreme frequency stability.
The audio system of this receiver merits
special consideration. li it becomes necessary to replace any of the components, ex-

First check the chassis and carefully ascertain that the dial pointer reads exactly
at the first line on the scale when the rotor
plates of the tuning condenser unit are
fully meshed. Then. couple the 1.400 kc.

Efi.

á)

ments.
Do not apply power to this receiver until
all the tubes are in place. Make certain
Mal all the tube shields are rigidly in place.
Also, check the spring connectors of the

;

r

D1

;

:

to the secondary of T2 instead of the voice
coil ; a 0.5 -ma. meter connected in the plate
supply circuit of V7 or, a low -range A.C.
voltmeter connected across the reproducer
voice coll. Plug a dummy, type 56 tube (a
"good" 56 from which one heater prong has
been removed) in place of VO.

;,1
yye`

\

M8Sri

broadly peaked.
Still using an output meter, and a dummy
type 56 tube, couple the 175 kc. output of
the service oscillator to the control -grid of
V2 and to ground, after having removed V3
from its socket. The chassis should be connected to a good ground. Adjust the oscillator output for maximum output meter
deflection. with the receiver volume control
at maximum. Adjust the I.F. trimmers in
the following order C22, C21, C15 and C14
repent this series of procedure until maxi nutm deflection of the output meter is obtained.
Due to the inter -locking of adjustments it
is good practice to follow the I.F. adjustments with the ILF, and oscillator adjust-

\9

w

DV

-

33
245
18
255
33
245
18
255
The recommended outdoor antenna length
for this receiver is from 25 to 75 feet, including lend -in and ground wire.
The power consumption of this set is 120
N. The undistorted power output is 4 \V.
Four adjustable condensers are provided
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EMERSON MODEL 678 "AUTO- DYNAMIC" 5 TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE
Incorporates delayed A.V.C.; push-pull A.F. amplification; full -wave, tubeless "B" supply; tone control; automatic tone -compensated
volume control; interstation noise suppression.)
Recommended as a self-contained automobile and motorboat superheterodyne receiver,
this set bas a sensitivity of less than 1
microvolt- per -meter; the battery drain Is
only 4.b A. The maximum output is 4 W.
Following are the voltage readings for this
receiver, all voltages being measured to

ground:
Tube
Type
VI

Cath.
Volts

8.-G.

V2
V3
V4
V5

3.25
3.25
4

80
80
80
205
205

Plate

Volts

10
16

Volts
205
205
205

polarity. Ground the cable as often as possible along its entire length, and run the
cable as far as possible from the engine
compartment and all wires which might act
as interference carriers.
Noise suppression resistor Rl is adjusted
at the factory for minimum suppression. If
the interstation noise is considered too high
(this may be determined best by tuning in
an average station at a setting of average
volume, then detuuing the dial slightly,
without touching the volume control setting.
so that no signal Is received), adjust R1

195
clockwise sufficiently for best interstation
195
noise suppression. Adjustment beyond this
The fig- point may de- sensitize the receiver to weak

Use n high -resistance voltmeter.
ures given are average values taken with a
fully- charged storage battery und with no
signal being received. The field coil has a
resistance of 0 ohms; the potential across
the coil is 6 volts.
If the positive terminal of the storage
battery is grounded no changes are necessary in the receiver when making the initial installation. If the negative terminal
of the battery is grounded a slight change
in the receiver connections is necessary. Remove the top screw and loosen the bottom
screw holding the serial number plate to
the right side of the receiver cabinet. Tip
the plate down and reverse the red -andblack- marked spade lugs so that the black marked lug will be on the top, and the red marked lug will become the lower one. Test
for battery polarity by using a low -reading
D.C. voltmeter. When connecting the twin conductor, shielded cable to the battery the
black wire always connects to the grounded
terminal of the battery, and the yellow wire
to the "hot" terminal, regardless of battery

stations although not affecting strong ones.
Tone control 112 is adjusted at the factory, for full -register reproduction, to the
best setting recommended for reception of
local programs in closed cars; turning the

control clockwise brings up the low tones
and is recommended for the reception of
musical programs in open cars (incidentally,
the position recommended for the reduction
of static, and other high -frequency interference).
Do not adjust 112 clockwise more than
necessary as definition of speech may be
lost due to the attenuation of the higher
frequencies caused by the acoustic characteristics of the interior of the car. To
align the I.F. circuits connect the oscillator
output to the control -grid cap of V1 and
the chassis; connect a rectifier -type output
meter across the voice coil of the speaker or
the primary of TI. Then, ground the antenna lead, and turn the tuning dial so that
the only signal received, with the volume
control at maximum, is that of the service

oscillator. Align for maximum output, using a non- metallic screwdriver.
To align the R.F. section couple the oscillator to the antenna lead and chassis.
Align for maximum output, using a weak
signal of about 1,400 kc.; re -align the trimmers once or twice.
A slight buzz or vibration of the "B" unit
when in operation is normal ; lack of this
characteristic may indicate a fault in the
unit (in which case the output voltage
should be checked).
The fuse in the remote control trait is a
10 A, unit. If it burns out, determine the
cause before replacing it.
In previous DATA Snst:rs and elsewhere
in past issues of RADIO -CRAFT, the suppression of car radio noise has been given detailed consideration. The following data
supplements this information.
Intertereuce may be generally classed as (1)
body noise; (2) brake static; (3) hash.
Body noise may be checked by permitting
the car to coast with the motor shut off.
Eliminate the fault by tightening all body
bolts and bonding metal parts which are not
thoroughly grounded. Brake static is a peculiar noise developed in the brakes and can
be eliminated by cleaning and adjusting the
brakes, and bonding all metal parts which
are not thoroughly grounded. Hash is a
term applied to interference caused by vibrator -type "B" units. It may be picked
up by either the antenna of the set, or the
set cables. Complete shielding and frequent
bonding of the antenna lead-in will eliminate this type of interference.
Coils I.:1 and I.F.T.1 are a composite unit.
The condenser furnished with the noise suppression kit is a 5 mf. unit.
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RADIO- CRAFT'S INFORMATION BUREAU
like, but please observe these rules:

as you

SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS: Ask as many questions

and the appearance of its answer here.
Replies, magazines, etc., cannot be sent C. O. D.
Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by
25 cents (stamps) for each separate question; answers are subject
to subsequent publication, if considered of exceptional interest.
Other inquiries must be marked "For Publication."

Furnish sufficient Information, and draw a careful diagram when
needed, to explain your meaning; use only one side of the paper.
List each question. Be SURE to sign your name AND address.
Those questions which are found to represent the greatest general
interest will be published hero, to the extent that space permits.
At least five weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question

single output tube: and at B, the diagram
to be followed if the output tubes are in
push -pull. when the switch is in position a,
only the "unit" is being used; at b. only the
regular dynamic reproducer in the set is
used; in neutral position e. both units are
inoperative. The switch is of the 12 leaf. 3
position, anti -capacity type.

"TREASURE LOCATOR"
Mr. L. C. Wright, Springfield. Ohio.
Although I have carefully built up
the "treasure locator" described in the July.
1933 issue of It.wio-C1t.tFT, and checked over
the Instrument as per the additional information in the Information Bureau of the
November, 1933 issue, the device seems to
lark sensitivity. Cat) you make any further
suggest ions?
(A.) We are fortunate in being able to
print below the following interesting letter
received from Mr. Ivcn Gill of Pueblo. Colo.
Although the direct inns published in the
July and November issues of It.tmo -CRAFr
have been given ottietal sanction by Mr. Sarver. the following reference data may prove
useful in checking the operation of balky
models.
"Having built the metal locator described
in the July, 1988 issue of Ij.tmO- CR.tFT and
not being successful in getting my apparatus
to function in the floating oscillator circuit
shown. I rewired the circuit slightly as shown
in Fig. Q. 249. When completed, using this
Hoffman Ito In need ('el pi tts circuit. the outfit
weeked satisfactorily on first trial. "detect ing" metal at a distance of 0 feet in the
open air and in the ground at n distance of
about 3 feet! The general construction and
mounting of parts remains the same as in
the original article: I have not tried the
later circuit given in the November, 1933
Issue."

(249)
(Q.1

REVAMPING OLD

SETS

Hawley Fleming. San Francisco.

(251)
Calif.

Q.
As I would like to rebuild a Sparton
model 40 automobile radio set for greater
sensitivity and volume. kindly furnish all
t

I

information regarding the necessary resistors.
condensers. and applied voltage values to
In place of the
use the following tubes.
original type 2e. tubes. I would like to use
the type 39. and two type s0 tubes in push
pull in place of the 38,
(A,) To successfully incorporate the tubes
mentioned it would be necessary for you to
obtain an entirely new set of coils, tuning
condensers, resistors and fixed condensers.
The cash outlay and labor involved would
outweigh the improvements that might be
secured.
-

TYPE 58 TUBE
Mr. Louis Giordana. Arlington.
(252)
New .Jersey.
(Q.)
Isn't there some mistake in the
connection of the type iS tubes in the diagram of the "Ultra -Modern Super" shown in
the October. 1932 issue of ItSDmo-Ca.trr? A
"THE 'PHONOSONE
schematic shows the suppressor -grid con(250)
Mr. J. A. Partlach. Baton Rouge. nected to the cathode internally, whereas. the
Louisiana.
tube data lu the July. 1933 issue shows the
(Q.1
Is the Osophone a practical device connection to be external. I have made a
is
for use as a deaf aid? (This instrument
continuity test between cathode and suppresdesigned to be gripped by the teeth of a per- sor-grid and there is no connection.
son who is liard of hearing. its vibrations
(A.)
The Sapp l'essor -grid connection of
being "heard" through the teeth.)
the type 5S tube should have been shown as
(A.) Although the Osophone as originally being made e.rtrrunl to the tube, as indicated
designed functioned very satisfactorily it was in the Dam-CRAFT Tube Chart to which you
inconvenient to use it and for that reason refer.
the "Phonosone" has been designed; a description of this later unit has been pubSUBSTITUTING TUBES
lisher) in the March. 1934 issue of RampFor those who may be interested in
CRAFT.
(2:53) Mr. Arturo E. Gov'in, Habana. Cuba.
(Q.) I beg to refer to your editorial pubexperimenting with this idea there are given
in Fig. Q.50. two improved circuits for con- lished in the January. 1934 issue of RADIO radio
set.
suggesting the substitution of the
Phonosone
to
the
Ct,.tFr,
necting the
At A are indicated the connections for a type 27 tubes by the new 50; and, the type
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On the left, an improved floating oscillator for
"Treasure Locator," to increase sensitivity.
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"MEGADYNE 'N

(254) Mr. G. '1'. Iler. Fanwood. N. J.
(Q.) I have noticed wills keen interest the
circuit and description of the Megadyne "N"
receiver described in the April. 1933 issue of
notice that the tickler coil
I
ILsDto- CR.te"r.
you state is c,TSneehol in the screen -grid circuit, while the circuit shows it connected in
the control -grid circuit. Whieh is correct?
(.1.) 'l'he correct connections of the Mega dyne circuit are as they appear in the scheme
(Continued on paye 0201
Gale diagram.

24 -DIA.

Li6-3q

.002-.

P.0 1,[s

1

255o.'

In using the 57 instead of the 24. the
additional grid should be tied directly to the
cathode of the tube. remaining connections
being the same.
In connecting these new tubes. of course.
you must be familiar with their ordinary
usage and arrange your circuit so that it can
be accomodated.
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tubes by the new 57 or 5S tubes. and
others.
In the first place. I hardly see how a tube
of higher plate voltage can be used instead
of one of lower plate voltage as is the rase
with the new 57 tube and the old 24 tube.
The same applies to the new 56 tube in connection with the old '37 tube. Consequently.
I do not think such substitution could be
done in a receiver using three type 24 R.F.
tubes and one 27 ns detector. as we would
have available only 180 V. and Do C. plate
voltage. respectively. and if we would like
to use three 57's as R.F. and one 56 as detector. we would need to have available
2.50 V. plate voltage in both eases.
Further
in using the new 57 instead
of the old 24 there is an additional connection to be made --the SA:. prong of the 57.
which you do not indicate in said article.
I
presume that this additional connection of
Uu 57 IS.l .t should be trade to the cathode
of the tube or to chassis. for I understand
that leaving open this lead the new tube
would be inoperative.
I would highly appreciate your suggestions
in connection with the pilots &nice referred
to.
(A.) In the first place. the editorial was
not intended as a technical presentation but
merely as a suggestion as to What can be
done. The types .0. 57 anti SS tubes are
rated at 250 V. on the plate. This dues not
necessarily [neon that yon cannot apply less
than this amount. If you have ISO C. available this may be applied with excellent success. evert though the label on the tube says
24

Fig. Q250
improved circuits for connecting the
Phonosone to sets using 1 or 2 output tubes.
Above,
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the NEW 1934 Manual

TIIE necessity of GERNSBACK Manuals in the
radio field has been shown by the fact that the
total sales of the first three OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUALS, including the new CONSOLIDATED EDITION, now exceed 80,000 copies. Radio
Service Men and others engaged in various branches
of radio know the importance of such books, and how

they must depend upon them for reliable information.
Whether for public -address work, tube information
or a circuit diagram, the material needed is certain
to be found in one of the OFFICIAL RADIO SER-

VICE MANUALS.
In preparing this new edition many of the outstanding problems of the Service Men have been considered
-methods of servicing, the new equipment constantly
needed to cope with new tubes and sets, and the
other fields of radio, such as public-address systems,
short waves, auto radio and others.
The illustrations in the 1934 Manual are more explicit
thon before: iteasmuch as the diagrams are not limited to the
schematic circuit, but other illustrations show the parts lay-

out, positions of trimmers. neutralizers. etc. There are
hundreds of new circuits included, and not one from any
p revi, nus editions of the manuals has been repeated.
7'h is
we tI c ntdif toua fly guarantee.
As in previous years, the 1934 Manual also includes a
FRET] QUESTION' AND ANSWER SERVICE. In each book
will be found 25 coupons, which entitle you to free consultation on any radio service topic. These coupons give you a
complete mall service- questions on servicing and operating
any set or circuit are answered promptly and accurately
by the editors. Remember that. at the regular rate of _'per question which is usually charged by radio magazines.
this service alone is worth $6.00. And for the Manual, we
charge only g3.50.
it is quite evident that the 1934 Edition of the OFFICIAL
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL is a decided improvement over
previous volumes.
14

ORDER YOUR COPIES NOW
It is important to every Radio Service Man and Dealer
to get his copy of the 19:94 UFF'la'IAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL now. The new hook will prove itself to be invaluable as those volumes of previous years.
No need to delay sending us your order -the 1034 MAN UAL. like its predecessors, is a necessity in your business.
We strongly advise you to order your copy today.

Contents of the

1934 Manual

in Brief

Diagrams and service notes, more complete than ever before in any MANUAL. Not merely the schematic hook -ups
w -ill be found, but chassis drawings show Ing parts layouts.
positions of trimmers, neutralizers, etc.
1 oltage readings for practically all sets. as an aid in
checking tubes and wiring.
All values of intermediate- frequency transformers used
in superheterodynes, with the manufacturers' own suggestions as to correct balancing.
Detailed trouble- shooting suggestions anti procedure as
outlined by the manufacturers' own engineers -in other
words, authentic "dope" right from headquarters.
\ aloes of all parts indicated directly on all diagrams.
Section for reference to A.('. -II.C. cignrbox midgets.
Section for reference to public -address amplifiers.
Section for reference to short -wave receivers.
Section for reference to remote-control systems.
A complete compilation of radio tube data. covering both
the old and the many new types.
Section devoted to test equipment analyzers, etc., with
full diagrams and other valuable information.
A complete list of American broadcast stations with their
frequencies in kilocycles; extremely useful in calibrating
and checking test oscillators and in calibrating receivers.
Free Question and Answer Service, the same as in our
last two Ilan oats.
Ni, theory; only service information in quickly accessible
form.
Absolutely- no duplication of any diagrams; nothing that
appeared in any of the previous Manuals will appear in the
1934 MANUAL. This we unconditionally guarantee.
A handy, easily- consulted master index making it easy
for you to find almost anything pertaining to your service
problem instantly. This index Includes all the diagrams
published in all the previous GERNSBACK Manuals, as
well as the 1934 diagrams. A big convenience and time
saver!

Clip

- Mail

This Coupon Today

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
a;, n,lemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of $3.50
for which you are to send me. Postage Prepaid, One Copy
of the 19:14 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE M.INUAL. [Send
remittance by check or money order: or register letter if it

contains cash. currency or unused U.

S.

Postage stamps.]

Name

Address

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC.
96 -98 Park Place
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ADJUSTMENTS
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SERVICING ''TALKIES"
(Continued from page 601)

(Continued from page 503)

The new RADIOHM
did the trick

after the show, and 6x up next day's adverA.C. receivers with filament circuits operated tising copy together ut hume before they go
In parallel or separated, the following pro- to bed.)
it is thus a gentleman of very varied incedure is recommended:
1. Turn on the receiver for regular opera- telests who must approve the plan of buying
tion and tune the set to a station somewhere his sound supplies and service from the Serabove 1000 kc. Select a station giving low vice Man, instead of through whatever agency
or minimum volume and adjust the volume has been providing them in the past.
control so that the signal will not be entirely
The Manager of a Chain Theatre
eliminated by removing the 1st H.F. tube.
Perhaps the majority of American theatres
If you can find no station with which to attain the adjustment, secure a modulated os- at the present time are operated as members
cillator, connect its low- output terminal to of small chains comprising, roughly, from
the antenna post of the receiver, Its ground three to twenty or thirty theatres, all under
post to the ground of the receiver and adjust one ownership or management. Tise extremely
the attenuator until the above conditions are large chains, including hundreds of theatres,
realized; that is, the oscillator and receiver which were the rule a few years ago, have
are tuned so that the set picks up its signal now broken down into these smaller units.
Obviously it is far more profitable for the
somewhere above 1000 kc.
2. Remove the 1st R.F. tube from its Service Man to deal with a chain, rather than
socket, place a small section of a drinking a single theatre, if he can.
There are two ways to interest a chain of
straw over one filament terminal (these are
the larger terminals) and replace it in its theatres; one is to visit its central office. The
socket. Some Service Men use a "dummy" other is to secure the interest and approval of
tube having one filament prong detached or the manager of the local theatre of that

one having a burned out filament. Since such
a tube may not have the exact internal capacity of the one which must be used in the
circuit the first method is preferred.
3. Adjust the neutralizing condenser for
the 1st stage, first one way then the other,
carefully noting the signal volume as it will
come through the tube capacity or the neutralizing capacity if the latter Is not correctly adjusted. There will be one point in
the adjustment of this condenser where the
signal will entirely disappear, if there is no
extraneous
pick up from the circuit, and this
Resistor B of annular shape, has
long been the standard type. Cur- is the correct neutralizing setting. Turn the
rent concentrates around the IN- adjusting screw one way until the signal can
NER edge, i. e., the shortest path. just be heard, then in the opposi le direction.
the "null" zone until it can just be
Resistor A used In the new Radi- into
ohm, has the same length path heard again. Finally adjusting to the exact
across its entire width, giving half -way position between the two points.
4. Follow exactly the same procedure for
greater effective area for good vol.
urne control.
every It.l'. and I.F. stage in the receiver and
neutralization
will have been attained. To
Your jobber has Me new 1934 avoid extraneous pick up a distant station is
Volume Control Guide.
usually tuned in. when fair volume is posAsk for it!
sible. The volume may be set at any con-

Servicemen are "sitting
pretty" since the new
Radiohm was made available for replacements.
Now even smoother performance is made possible
while the control itself is
made smaller. Stock up
now . . with the serviceman's best friend.

venient value.

chain.
The writer would suggest that the Service
Man first approach his local manager and do
business with him directly so far as he can.
In this way the Service Man will soon learn,
without asking, whether or not the theatre is
a member of any chain, and, if so, to what
extent the local manager is free to exercise
his own judgment in matters of sound service
and purchasing. The Service Man can then,
if occasion requires, visit the chain's home
office with the background of having served
one of its theatres satisfactorily in some matto 's, as a sufficient justification for suggesting other services.
Personnel of a Theatre Chain Office
The Service Man who has occasion to contact the district manager, or executive personnel of a theatre chain, can safely act on
the assumption that the psychology of any of
those men -with one exception -is that of
any manager of an individual theatre.
But, there may be one exception. A chain
may have a chief projectionist, or a purchasing official, or some other employee or part ner who specializes in maintenance and is
not

et

ehotrwan.

Alignment or Synchronization of Circuits nized at once

LABORATORIES'

WISCONSIN

PRACTICAL
RADIO ENGINEERING
An opportunity for RADIO
MEN to enlarge their scope
of training.
Whether elementary radio
principles or advanced subjects, sound applications or
practical radio engineering, RCA
Institutes is prepared to give you
the instruction you need.

RESIDENT SCHOOLS NEW YORK AND CHICAGO
EXTENSION COURSES FOR gHOME STUDY
Ille

trated Catalog on ]request

R C A

INSTITUTES, INC.

Dept. RT4
'5 Varick Street, New York
1154 Mer. h.md,ae Mart, Chicago

BETTER

Radio Parts
IttIBUCE

your

short -wave

with the world -famous Hammarlund ConCoils, Chokes, Sockets and Shields.
Backed by 13 years of engineering leadership.
Wrier Dept. RC -4 for
densers,

Feu CATALOG "34"
}LAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
New York, N. Y.
424 W. 33rd St.
AtSot.

$affil. Radar
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Such n man can be recog-

by the direct and well- informed
interest lie will take in the merchandise,
This information is equally applicable to prices and services the radio man has to
T.R.P. and superheterodyne circuits and to offer. Ile will call tubes by their code numall of the tuning condensers. 'Co establish bers: he will not have to refer to his books
the theory and technique of this work clearly to find out what he has been paying for them.
in mind we will consider the T.R.F. circuit ')'here will be no necessity for employing any
first.
round-about methods of evoking his interest.
Each train tuning condenser whether there
are 2. 3. 4 or i of them in the receiver will
What the Service Man Has to Sell
ti-nally be provided with a small adjustable
Everything that has [cell said so far In
tenser in shunt with it and having about This series of articles constitutes no more
to 1/10 its capacity value. In many cases t Juan an un furtuna t ely necessary preliminary
.me condenser of the gang will not be so pro- to the anent of the matter: ir ha t the Scr rice
vided as the other valuers will be adjusted to .lion lion to e01. Without such introduction
this one thus making it unnecessary.
sutra of the must valuable of the commodities
Adjustments of these "trimmers" t :S they he has to utter might not be understood by
a radio man who happened to be unfamiliar
are called are made as follows:
1. 'rune the set to a station near COO le., with theatre practices. 'l'he list of the services the radio man can sell the manager inand if no station can be tuned from the lower cludes
the following:
tuning limit maximum capacity) to about
(1) Help in his advertising;
100(1 kr. setting. use a modulated oscillator
(2)
Help
in his ballyhoo;
tuned to GOO kc. or thereabouts. Ordinarily
( :t) Equipment
null parts of equipment,
all oscillator will not be necessary for the which
the theatre now buys, very often at
at edge adjustment.
prices far below what the theatre is accus2. Turn the adjustment screw or nut on tomed to paying. with a good margin of profit
each condenser in any outer for maximum to the Service Man;
signal output, reducing volume as desired,
(4) Equipment and parts of equipment,
and noted by ear, as you go.
which the theatre now does not buy (tube
3. On sets having one trimmer for each testers, for example for lack of n technician
tinning condenser -if one or more trimmers accustomed by daily habit to the use of such
show n continuous increase in signal output equipment ;
up to maximum value beyond which the con(5) Equipment and parts of equipment,
denser cannot be adjusted --tune the main dial which the theatre does not now buy (battery to a slightly lower frequency so that the sig- replacement rectifiers, for example) for lack
nal volume is somewhat reduced (about Á. of a local technician willing to guarantee
mat in your judgment) and reset all trim- their installation and servicing;
mers for maximum response once again. On
(6) Insurance against breakdown in the
models having one less trimmer than tuning show ;
condensers this procedure cannot be followed.
(7) Insurance against prolonged interrup4. Now set the tuning dial to some station tion of the show, if a breakdown sloes occur.
Sell the theatre one item of the above.
around 1000 kc. or if necessary use an oscillator as before and repeat adjustment of all please the manager and the projectionists.
and
you will probably be able to sell them
should
Little
or
no
readjustment
trimmers.
the whole list.
be necessary.
I
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RADIO CONTROLS

Sound advice from

BATTLESHIP
(Continued /rum page 5J2)

STOOPNAGLE and 13UDD

portent In the ease of actual battle, to operate guns, discharge torpedoes and operate the
smoke screening apparatus.
The principle of distant control steering is
simple enough. From a transmitting station,
in the same way as in the ordinary wireless
tctgraphy system, signals of a definite wavelength and order of succession are sent off
and taken up by the receiving apparatus of a
radio- controlled ship. The weak impulses,
when taken up by this receiver, actuate various relays, each of which will respond to
only one signal. When the relay in question
closes the electrical circuit, it automatically
releases the rudder or other required motions.
(treat difficulties, however, were encountered
in carrying these principles into effect. Moreover, It was only possible to achieve this by
eambining them with additional means, namely gyroscopic motion. In course of development the gyroscope became the most important part of the intricate transmitting apparatus. Just as an auxiliary compass can be
actuated by a gyroscope, so can an automatic ship -steering gear. This possibility has
been recognized for years, the best known of
such devices being manufactured by Vickers
in England and for automatic control of hydraulic installations, in Germany.
In this automatic steering device the
helmsman is replaced by a small electric motor. All that is required is that the navigating officer shall set the required course on
the steering compass by means of a small
wheel, the rest being effected by a small steering compass in conjunction with an electric
motor. The latter revolves the formerly
Lund-operated steering wheel by chain transmission, the ship rudder being adjusted in
the usual manner, either hydraulically or by
telemotors.
Having evolved the automatic steering
gear, the next step was to navigate from a
distance. This, at present is done as follows: at the transmitter, the officer sets the
required course which the radio controlled
ship is to follow. Any momentum of the
lever of the transmitting steering mechanism
simultaneously changes the electrical concircuits
tacts and, by this means, the var
which in their turn produce the special Morse
are
up
by the
taken
signals. These signals
receiver of the controlled ship, and they operate corresponding relays. The circuits thus
closed, set the course indicator on the steering compass which then automatically performs its work. The machinery driving tee
ship is controlled in the same order of operation on the same principle.
After the steering of the unmanned ships
had been mastered, great difficulty was encountered in manning their guns from a distance. Apart from the difficulties of automatic loading, the main.problem was sighting
and laying the guns (this problem in itself
would have been solved has there been in existence any practicable and fool -proof television devices), however, after long experimentation the naval technicians developed a
practical gun sighting and laying device
which is comparatively simple in operation.
In the fuselage of an aeroplane two transparent discs and other sighting arrangements
are fitted. These two transparent and circular discs are marked with divisions each of
which is numbered. An identical quadrant
scale with similar divisions and numbers is
fitted 111 the wireless -controlled ship. From
an aeroplane an observer looks through the
discs at the target below. 'l'he ship to be
fired at COMPS within vision in one of the
quadrants, say for instance in No. 4.
The observer semis off signal "4" to the
controlling ship in which an officer adjusts
the guns in the controlled ship by wireless to
quadrant No. 4. The first shell is fired and
simultaneously the observer watches (always
through the discs) the drop of the shell.
If the shell drops close to the target, the
splash would naturally appear in another
quadrant of the disc -say in No. 5. He then
signals "5" to the ship. The gun is adjusted
by wireless to the correct range. Since, however, the aeroplane, the controlled ship, and
the target are constantly changing their rela-
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They give a tip to every radio listener
GREAT

COLONEL, HERE'S A

WOMAN

LETTER FROM A

-IN

MY VOICE

WHO SAYS YOU HAVE A
BAD VOICE, BUT IT'S NO

THAT CASE
IS JUST AS

COLONEL,

GOOD AS THE GREATEST

BE

SERIOUS

-THERE MUST

SINGER ON THE AIR

WORSE THAN ANYBODY

BE

SOMETHING' WRONG

ELSE'S

WITH HER RADIO

.

.:"f/-Y ...s.,
SOUND ADVICE, BUDJ -TO MAKE

SO YOU'RE READING

HER

RADIO

SOUND RIGHT SHE SHOULD REPLACE
COLONEL,

MY LETTER, ARE YOUR

I

WORN -OUT TUBES

THINK THIS

WELL. I'LL TELL YOU.

es;

WOMAN NEEDS

MY SET'S NOT

NEW TUBES

NEW RADIO

DISCONNECTED

-I

NEVER THOUGHT

OF THAT. MINE ARE OVER A YEAR

TUBES

OLD

...

I'LL HAVE

THEM TESTED

BUDD, I'M ALL CHOKED UP. JUST
HERE'S THAT LADY

AGAIN.

LISTEN,

I SET

GOT A WHOLE NEW

SET OF MICRO -SENSITIVE

SHE SAYS YOUR
VOICE

"I

RCA RADIO TUBES.

IS WORSE
I

..NOW

HEAR EVERY PROGRAM FINE"

Neel' !

MICRO- SENSITIVE

RADIO ,TUBES i

with 5

great advances:
1 Quicker Start

2

TO GIVE YOU MORE RADIO PLEASURE

Accept no substitutes! Get the genuine
Micro- Sensitive RCA Radio Tubes with
5 great advances that will really put
new life in your set. Only the new RCA
Radio Tubes are gttarc»tleec/ by RCA
Radiotron Co., Inc., to give you these 5
great improvements. Have your dealer

3
1
5

Quieter
Operation
Uniform Volume
Uniform
Performance
Every Tube is
Matched

replace worn -out tubes today with

these amazing new RCA radio tubes.
111

unningham
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diotron
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rice positions, this aiming operation would
I.. impossible unless the mechanics of the
sighting and laying devices eliminated their
relative movements. When the radio con tn.11ed steering gear is operated directly from
the aeroplane, the complicated arrangement
of signalling to the controlled ship is done
away with, and the range of action of the
controlled ship is considerably increased.
The ultimate aim of British naval scientists
Is now centered in the control of an entire
fleet of warships by a single small and fast
ship. The experiments to achieve this purpose are curried out with television devices.
There is no doubt that in the near future some
important announcements will be given regarding these experiments. It then will be
possible to send out a fleet of unmanned
lighting machines, either a fleet of warships
or a fleet of aeroplanes in a surprise attack
on the enemy, at wIritev'er distance they may

I
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ñ
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,. Bargains!-, 6i

000

It's
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WRoar4tt

SgVES

Every page Is
crammed wit
BARGAINS gathered from every part
of the Radio Industry.
Values greater than ever
before-despite constantly advancing prices. If you
have our catalog No. 55
. you
MUST have this
SPRING SUPPLEMENT if you would keep up to
new

.

.

.

Hot off the Press!

date.

be,

It lists last minute price reductions which have
since issuing catalog No. 55. It will keep
you posted on Radio's latest developments and bring
you added savings to supplement those found in our
Big Catalog No. 55.
More than 10.000 items are listed at LOWEST

a pilot light. The center switch
is a change -over switch to permit the operator to change from microphone pickup to
phono. pickup or vice-versa, quickly and

tided with

.

easily.
At the right of the panel, a group of three
terminals are provided for connecting the
liirectly underto iernphune.
t st'u -bu I t on
neath. cou lied inns arc provided for a highimpedance pickup or a radio tuner output.
The radio tuner may be connected directly.
without using an :\. t', transformer. 'l'he two
4 prong sockets at the left are for the
speaker euh uections. 'l'he large holes are for
the 1.010) oins fields and the smaller are for
two 250 ohm lines In series.
'l'he output impede lice of the amplifier is
500 °lulls. If desired they may be used as
far away as TOno tit. NV it hoot frequency discrimination nr loss of volume. 'l'his is p"-stble because ut the lote impedance speaker
matching used in this particular system.

occurred

DIRECT -COUPLED
P.A. SYSTEM

WHOLESALE PRICES. Tubes. sets, kits, replacement parts, S.W. and Public Address
equipment.
This is NEWS that
you cannot afford to miss
So get YOUR copy today

IT'S FREE!

.

.

. .

For example, tone and
reef ly at the panel.
volume can be varied, mike and phono. pickcon
he
up
changed, etc.
The case which houses the two speakers
serves the purpose of providing bases for the
speakers and also serves as a very practical
compact carrying ease. Special 12 In. cone
dynastic speakers are used. These are pro-

vided with accurate matching transformers,
assuring best performance regardless of the
Each speaker
distance from the amplifier.
A
is provided with a 50 ft. cable and plug.
special snap -on cover provides adequate protection aagun iust damage for each speaker cone

during transportation.
If desired an additional pair of speakers
Hre

Is a hook worth hundreds of dollars to You.
Tells how
A combination of salesman and catalog.
Not too
what and where to sell SOUND equipment.
it tells its story in language anyone
technical
Here is JUST THE INFORMAcan understand.
TION YOU NEED to make money on Sound this
Spring and Summer. Profusely illustrated showing
Lafayette Amplifiers. complete P.A. Systems and ac
cessories. LIST PRICES throughout!
Leave them with prosGet two or three copies.
Let them sell themselves the P.A. Equippects.
ment they need. Explains the fundamentals of sound;
how to select input devices. amplifiers. etc.. how to
in tact everything you or your
use D.B. units
prospects needs to know about Public Address.
is only part
. which
The price per copy is 25c
of the cost of publishing. Get a few copies: Keep
one handy for reference and the others in the hands
money
for
you!
of prospects.
They'll make

Novel Audio Amplifier

Here is positively the finest portable
P.A. System you have ever seen. It has
everything. POWER, VERSATILITY,
COMPACTNESS, QUALITY! 10 watts
output, two handy cases, built in mixing
panel, famous Lafayette 2A3 amplifier,
two special Jensen speakers with 12"
cones, Weston button current meter.
Amazing in its performance!
Write for
our big 4
page

de-

scriptive

folder
today.

4t

]

Free Supplement to catalog Nn.
coptes of SOUND.
e for
I enclose
Send me further details on the Novel Audio
1

l

1

.'nnip] iller.
NAME

i

ADDRESS
l'V

STATE

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE (O:
Sixth Avenue. New York. N.!
100

614

219

Central Avenue. Newark. N.J.

may be added to the system and may be obtained in a case to match the others. These
speakers are equipped with their own field
supply since the amplifier will supply field
current for only two speakers.

The amplifier, which Is the "heart" of the
P.A. system, is the result of a number of
years of intensive research. It employ's ata
improved circuit consisting of u 57 tube directly coupled to a pair of 2. 8's in push -pull
arrangement. The exceptionally high gain of
SO rib. eliminates the need for a pre -amplifier
stage. for average microphone usage. The
high- frequency response Of this amplifier is
very good. due to the use of a unique method
of neutralization. an 8:! rectifier provides
ample plate current with excellent regulation.
Although the amplifier is rated nt 10 1\'..
It will maintain good tone quality at the
peak output of 12 W. Rugged. oversize parts
are used throughout to provide high safety
factors, but nevertheless the entire amplifier
unlit measures only 12 x T x 7 !: fns. high.
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the

amplifier.
Details of the mixing panel can be seen in
Fig. A. It will be noted that there are three
eontrols on Oats panel, two of which are located near the top. The tune control provides
a means for compensating for the variation
In the voice of the announcer. Thus, If he
has a shrill voice. It may be toned down and
made deeper or if he has a particularly deep
voice. it may be raised to a higher pitch.
The tone control may also be used to reduce
needle scratch in phonograph reproduction or
static in radio reproduction.

'l'he gain control at the right regulates the
volume obtainable from the amplifier when
used On microphone. phonograph or radio.
'l'he design is such that tone quality is not
changed regardless of the position of the gain

control.

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.
100 Sixth Ave., Dept. C44
New York. N.

r
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TUBE SET

Butt,} nnr,l lìnrt ii',','

(continued from page god)

.

.

ALL-WAVE

The microphone button- current control
regulates the amount of current flowing
through the microphone buttons. The meter
at the top of the panel is equipped with a
plug and cord that may be plat..., d into either
of the two jacks mouuted on ench side of the
current control. This automatically breaks
the circuit of each button. permitting a rending of the current flowing through either button. Of the three switches provided, one is
for the A.C. supply. A pilot light directly
above this indicates whether the current is
"on" or "off." A second switch is for the
microphone button current. This also is pro.

11u::í

the tubes xh om li_hi up with a dull r "I
glow when III.. .st il, -h is turned to the
position. Now c"uwct the headphones ill
place. plug in one of the coils, connect the
mga t ive side of the -It" battery and remove
all the tubes but the type ::S from their
wire quickly
sockets. Flip the positive
across its post- teething in particular should
happen except a loud click in the headphones.
If this is the case, plug in the other two
tubes, attach antenna and ground and you
are ready for the first test.
The first adjustment that it may be necessary to make will be In regards to fad -back.
or regelerat ion. ' l'his makes itself known by
n rushing sound in the 0001105 nod a whistle
tcacnver ;a sí:11 tun carrier is passed in turning the tuning condenser. It should be
slide to ca«se this whistle to appear or disappear by turning the potentiometer arm one
way or the other with any coil in the socket.
If it is Impossible to make It disappear then
increase the value of the fixed resistor, 1t0:
any value up to several mess. may be Deer,
spry here. depending on the tube. If it is
impossible to obtain regeneration with any
coil the first thing to do is to reverse t lac
connect inns to the tickler coil. 1.3. if l his
doesn't work it VialV be necessary to decrease
Ire, although this is hardly likely, the Gault
pr"bably heing In a poor tube.
If. after patiently trying. it is impossible
to get satisfactory rouitrol on all coils w it h
the potentiometer alone then it will be necessary to add or subtract turns from the tickler
winding of the offending coil until It is pos.
sib le to control it smoothly.
One more value is of a variable nature
and determined only by experiment and that
is the antenna coupling condenser, Cl. It is
dependent on the antenna you are using aural
any be larger or smaller than given. and may
not even be necessary- a t all in 501110 cases.
Experience in tuning in all bands and a large
number of stations will enable you to sot
this at its best value.
The 4 to f. condenser marked "optional" in
the circuit diagram is helpful in obtaining
smooth operation in all cases but is abso.
lately necessary if the batteries used are old,
otherwise the circuit will oscillate violently
at audlo frequencies.
Tuning for short waves requires' patience
and experience to produce outstanding results. 'l'ha nia in factor is to time very slowly
across the band meanwhile keeping the oscillation control just inside the point of regeneration : you will soon learn to recognize the
hiss that indict, tes this condition -when you
hcau the whistle that indicates the presence
of a carrier yeti have a nibble and its up to
you to fish until you bring it in. and when
you do pull in a real "DX" station note carefully the time and the program and send for

"B

a

teri lien tins

caned.

giving this information

and not forgetting to enclose return postage.
Then when you tell your friends abort it yon
will have the proof at hand to squelch an
accusation of stretching the truth.

Theory
For those of you who are interested. a
short statement of the reasons for the par-

ticular design presented is given. The main
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consideration was simplicity, both of construe.
lion and operation, hence an untuned input
stage was chosen to eliminate another tuning
control and the necessity of changing two
coils each time a shift was made from one
band to another.
Now there is nothing particularly new In
an untuned ILl'. stage in a short-wave set, it
has been done before but due to the lack of
a choke which was really efficient over the
wide hand of frequencies involved It has never
been very successful.
however, with the
choke specified, shown on the wiring diagram
as, Ll, and which is, in reality, as indicated
in Fig. 1, three small chokes wound on the
same form and each covering its particular
band of frequencies effectively, this objection
has been overcome.
Another point is that more than one stage
of tuned 1t.F., especially at the higher frequencies, is rather hard to manage even for
an experienced constructor, and hence out of
the question for the beginner.
Grid detection was used for two reasons;
it is somewhat more sensitive than plate
detection and the grid leak made the use of
another choke, bad practice for a number of
reasons, unnecessary. The A.P. stage was
added to get further gain and allow of the
use of a loudspeaker on local reception.
Grid bias for the first stage and the power
stage is secured from the drop across the
two resistors, It7.118, in the negative "B"
line. A ty pe 34 tube was used in the first
stage, even though no use is made of its
variable mu feature for volume control purposes, because such a tube is less liable to
the effect known us "cross modulation" or the
riding through of a strong signal on the back,
as it were, of a weaker one. Due to the absence of tuning in the input stage this effect
is particularly liable to be present.
The necessary parts to construct the set are
specified below.
Where Particular trade
names are given it is suggested that they be
used, as the units have characteristics making
them specially desirable for the particular
use to which they are put.
It is suggested that the coils be bought
ready wound but for those who would like to
try "rolling their own," the data is given.
Coil
.A

B

C
D
E

Length
L2

is

ti
%'
%'
lé'

All forms

Space
z

¡'

%°

%'

maou

L2

s`s
s

%'
a'
sé'

rss'
are I%' dig.

7

10
15

20
52

140

x

L3

5

IO

:w

Peat

F'r

2' long.

25

57

(tae Hammitt-lend Star tuning condenser, 140
neut., C3:
One Ilamma rlund :, to 7O mmf. balancing con
denser, C1:
One 100 mmf. mica grid condenser. ('2;
One 500 mntf. mica bypass condenser. CS:
One double .1-mf. paper bypass condenser.
200 V., C4 -05 ; must be non -inductive:
One .1 -mf. paper by-pass condenser, 200 V.,
CO. must be non -inductive;
Otte .01 -mf. Paper condenser, 000 V., CT ;
One 4 mf. paper bypass condenser, 200 V.
'optional), C9;
One special, "all- wave" R.P. choke coil, LI ;
One set. live plug -in coils for 140 mmf. tuner,
-

L2 -La ;
One Lynch resistor. .0T -meg. % -W.. 111 ;
Two Lynch resistors. .5- meg.. ¿..W.. 1t4 -R0:
One Lynch resistor. 1 to 5 melts. (Preferably
latter), !_.-AC 112;
(Inc Lynch resistor- ,25-meg z[. -W. R3;
One .5 -meg. potentiometer with switch at-

r.a.

uc,a

NOE

.o+

ouun

m'

oiú

rÿ
I

,

.

rx

TM.
,anw.

TAKE A LOOK AT
A REAL TUBE TESTER

16-30
29 -54

List of Parts

wN

s:önoo-.ú.ei..v

lengh

54-110
10:3 -252
200 -585

w;+:+s.s
St so

Length Turns Turns Wave.
L'3

--n

,r:,rx n

--The Greatest Advance Ever Made in Tube Tester Design -UTMOST SIMPLICITY:

GREATER ACCURACY:

1. Only 3 simple operations: (1) select proper
filament voltage; (2) set tube selector per
chart or panel marking; (3) press a button.
2. Direct English- reading scale on full -sized
meter.
3. Only 4 sockets -tube cannot be placed in
wrong socket
adapters required.
4. Extra handling is avoided by making the
short and leakage test in the same socket
used for the quality test.
5. So simple the customer can operate.

-no

SERVICE RELIABILITY:

Efficient over-sized transformer-circuit constants designed to withstand any short- circuit
or over-load hazard without necessity of
fuses.
2. Impossible to harm tester by incorrect op-

1.

eration.

3.

Unexcelled construction.

tached. 115 ;
POINT TO POINT
(Inc Eleetrad resistor. 350 ohms. 1 W.. RT
One Electra(' resistor, 100 ohms, I W., Its;
Leakages between ALL tube elements are indicated
One solid 4 prong socket for coils;
by means of the new neon glow lamp which Is
ideally suited for such tests. For example, suppose
Two spring mounted 4 prong sockets;
the user is testing a type 24A tube; the neon
One spring mounted 5 prong socket;
lamp glows when the No. 1 button is depressed
Seven terminal clips;
and
again when the No. 2 button is depressed.
One wood baseboard. 8% x 9 x Na -in.;
This would Indicate a leakage between the screen
One aluminum panel. 8t,. x 0 x 1 /16 -in.:
and plate elements. The neon lamp is superior to
One RCA Itadiotron. Sylvania or National a meter for leakage indications because of the InUnion type 3:3 tube;
One RCA Itadiotron. Sylvania or National
for Literature and
'Union type fit tube;
(Inc RCA Itadiotron. Sylvania or National
'Union type 34 tube;
One pair sensitive headphones (Baldwin) ;
One roll push -hack wire;
Three 43 V. "B" batteries;
One 2 V. storage cell;
490 Supreme Bldg.
One vernier dial.

1. Lne voltage adjustment on meter for accurate tests, 100 -125 volts.
2. Quality test indicates "GOOD" and "BADtubes, based on accurate calibration.
3. Large neon glow lamp indicates "shorts" and
leakages up to 100,000 ohms between ALL
tube elements.
Indicates any offending
element.

PRACTICAL UTILITY:
1. Tests ALL elements of ALL radio receiver

tubes.
2. Maximum of flexibility for future tubes.
3. All popular tubes verichromed on bakelite
Panel.
4. Complete fisting of all present tubes on
chart, with ample space for future tubes.
5. Ruggedly constructed and housed in beautifully finished hardwood carrying case with
detachable cover-ideal for both service
calls and counter tube testing.

LEAKAGE TEST -Supreme

:

Write

Achievement

herent mechanical inertia of meter movements
which does not enable meters to respond to leakage
currents of extremely intermittent characteristics;
whereas, the neon lamp "flashes" such leakages
with the speed of light. Tubes have been found with
leakages as low as 6.000 ohms between elements
and which "pass" the usual short tests of ordinary
testers; such tubes, however, are instantly detected
by the neon glow of the new Supreme Model 85.

Model 85 "TECHNICAL DATA"

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP.
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(Continued from pape 598)
some extent the effects of cabinet resonance
that produce "bounty" sounds when any bass
rote is struck.
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RADIO VALUES B
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Most elaborate catalog ever Issued on
our complete line of radius for every
Purpose. and In NEW VALUES we
offer. .1001 off the press, already in
big demand (includes complete technical Information. wiring diagrams. etc.).
To get your ropy promptly send card
or coupon AT ONCE!

4 -TYSE ALL -WAVE

SENSATION!

Only in new catalog will you see this
remarkable, powerful little 4 -Tube All Wave. Ae -OC radio. Nothing like it
over produced!
Brings all -wave to
w I,1w price for quality manufacture.
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not an order).
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Profit Line

Replacement Volume and Tone Controls
Standard Volume and Tone Controls
with an Ad -A- Switch consisting of
wire wound (Series "W "), composition element (Series "C ")
Replacement Line Ballasts

Automatic Line Voltage Regulators
Flexible Pig Tail Resistors
Center Tap Resistors
"L" Pads, "T" Pads, Series Mixers

Clarestat Ad -A- Switch Controls

Clarostat Ad- ASwitch line
comprises the maximum utility with minimum stock investment.

Write for New Replacement
Control Guide
Cl arestat

Line

Ballast
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Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.
267 N. 6th Et., Brooklyn, N.

To increase the effectiveness of this "resoninterior walls of the
Adding Automatic Volume Control
it producer compartment can also be lined
Many of the sets macle before 1932 were
with sound absorbing material, or another not equipped with .1NA% and as this conmethod described recently in It.tmio- CtrArr venience in radio reception is almost univers
may be used (January. 1934, page 397). The sally included in modern sets some
last two methods can be resorted to in severe menters may' desire to add at separateexperiunit
cases, when the bass output is quite noticeto permit A.t-.e.
ably distorted.
'rho usual method of using one plate of a
duo -diode triode tube for A.C.C. is not every
Control of Tone
satisfactory for existing sets, as this type of
It has been generally admitted that tone tube is too recent to be included in the sets
produr,
control devices do
some improvement to be modernized. As a result. some of the
in the tonal quality of the set. under certain older methods lue preferable and as they
conditions. This is particularly true when have been explained in past issues of RAM oDX stations are being received. US I he back- i.lt.tFT, we wilt not repeat then, but simply
ground noise can be reduced by cutting out refer to the correct Issues. 'fiesta references
some of the higher frequencies.
are- It.tIto- ('aArY. November, 1930, page
For those who desire to add it tone control 2yí7: December, 1!I::O, page :334 ; Slay', 1932,
to sets not so equipped, the circuits of Fig. page 11117.
%Chile ou the subject of A.V.C., it might be
2A and It are given. It will be noticed that
in both cases the control device consists of at well to point out that ANA!. Is not satis.1 -meg. variable resistor in series with a fixed
factory in sets that do not use variable mu
condenser. The value of the condenser de- tubes -they will not work satisfactorily.
termines the sharpness with which the cut However, if these tubes are inserted as exoff of high frequencies takes place. Usually a plained previously ht this article, the A.V.C.
condenser of about .112 -mf. Is correct al- uuit can also be added.
thnngh different valli s can be tried to suit
Individual conditions. Then by varying the
Phono: Radio Connections
value Of resistance, the amount of bass depth
subject
of home phonograph recording
The
can be chosen.
and record playing, in conjunction with the
Another use for tone control devices will atnplilier of the radio receper is one that
be covered later.
has attracted many radio experimenters. That
good results can be obtained by simple cirImproving Selectivity and Gain
cuit changes has been pointed out many times.
Radio receivers spade several years ago Many radio fans hesitate to try the Interestwere troubled to some extent by the fact ing experiments possible with records and
that the amplification was not equal on dif-' recordings, however, because they are frightfe rent
parts of the band. In other words, ened off by- the changes necessary in the rethe amplification at the higher frequencies ceiver.
wait less than I ha t at the lower frequency
'Che changes are quite simple, though and
end of the dinl, with the result that the low will nut affect the operation of the set in tory
wavelength stations did not come in nearly way. In Fig. 5 are shown the methods reas loud as those on longer wavelengths.
quired for different types of tubes, At A, B
To overcome this. modern sets usually employ coifs of the type shown schematically
in Fig. 3. In this type of coil the primary is
R.FC.)
in the form of n lattice or universal -wound
O
coil placed at right angles to the secondary
TO
at the grounded end of the latter. '!'his coil
2
TO
Is Well MI with n large number of turns and
PLUG OF
LNE
case
SET
in the
of the aerial coil. It is actually
tuned to a wavelength that is longer than
o/
VV'ti)
MP highest one to be received.
In addition
CR FC
t
this change in construction, a single turn
of wire Is wrapped around the grid end of
the secondary and is connected to the plate
Fig. 7
or aerial end of the primary. The latter turn
Adding a "line -noise eliminator."
provides some capachtative coupling to the
secondary that further increases the high -frequency gain.
These colts are available from most mail
order houses and Santo 1111110 stores and the
experimenter will find that by their use a
set can he materially improved. By- the addition of such coils and the use of higher gain
tubes. as previously described a set can be
made to rival the latest type receivers in
both selectivity and sensitivity-.
'1'o still further improve it. in the important point of appearance. there has just been
pieced on the market an airplane type dial
that can be used to replace the present dial
on utility. sets. If the set you nre modernizing uses n full -vision dial of practically- any
type (not the drum type) it can be replaced
Two types of
by this new type of dial.
these dials are shown in Fig. B.
ance muffler" the other

DENT FREE but WRITE TODAY!
DEAL DIRECT -SAVE UP TO EON

shown!

or more 11.P. tubes. '!'hen, when no signal is tuned In, the meter registers the normal plate current of the tube or tubes. However, when a signal is tuned in, the plate
current changes and the greatest change
shows when the signal is correctly in tune.
As the movement of the tuning meter is
similar in design to a D.C. milliammeter It
must be connected correctly in the circuit, or
it will read in reversa See Fig. 4,
One

TWENTY WAYS TO
IMPROVE SETS

TOR

Visual Tuning Meter

If

your set is a superheterodyne, or if
automatic volume control Is used, a visual
taming meter of one type or another is realty
If the
an essential to correct operation.
signals are not tuned In correctly with either
of the above sets, the quality- is liable to be

very poor.

There are several types of visual tuning
meters available that can he added to existing sets, providing there is space on the control panel to mount them. As you probably

know. the visual tuning meter is simply ai
sensitive galvanometer (similar to a milliammeter) which Is placed in the plate circuit of,

Fig. 8
improved volume and tons controls.
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and C are shown three methods of using the
audio amplifier in conjunction with a 'Mona
pickup to amplify recordings. At A is shown
the detector circuit of many sets of the vintage of 1926 to 1929. This is the grid leak
type of detector. In this type, a resistor
and a condenser are connected in parallel
und inserted in the cathode lead which is
ordinarily connected to chassis or ground.
The phonograph pickup is then inserted between the grid of the tube and the chassis.
A switch can be included in the set to short circuit the resistor and condenser when the
radio Is to be used. At R Is the more common plate detection circuit, and here again
the pickup Is connected between the grid
and chassis. However, in this cease, the grid
circuit must be opened so timt the pickup
will not be shorted. Another switch is included to short -circuit part of the bias resistor so that the correct bias can be obtained
for utilizing the detector as a straight A.F.
amplifier. The value of bins resistance required in circuit A and the tap in the bias
A tube table can be used to determine the
value of this resistor.
At Fig. C is shown a more modern circuit
using a diode -triode tube. The pickup is connected directly to the grid of the triode sec tion -no circuit changes or switches are

Jcfiz, a UNIVERSAL
SINGLE INSTRUMENT
Pectex,
THIS type NX Westinghouse panel- mounting instrument was
specially developed for the radio
service man who wishes to build
his own test set.

needed.
At D is shown the method ordinarily used
te connect the output of an amplifier to a
record cutting head. In some cases it is possible to use a phono. pickup as a cutting
head. by placing a weight on the arm supporting the pickup.
Whether a pickup unit or a special cutting
head is employed, a coupling transformer is
required to couple the power tube to the cutting device. The ratio of tills transformer
depends on the type of tube and the hnpedance of the cutting head. Most manufacturers of the latter units can also supply coup-

The self-contained instrument
covers the following ranges:
Milliamps., d -c.
0 -1
Milliamps., a-c.
0 -1
Millivolts, d -c.
0 -100
Volts, a-c.
0 -5
For additional ranges, we can
supply resistances for voltage meas.
urements, combination shunts for
current measurements, and resist.
ors for resistance measurements.
These accessories give the following ranges:
Volts, d -c.
0.1-5-10-50-100 -

ling transformers.

Noise Reduction in Aerials

The improvements in sensitivity and quality mentioned earlier in this article may introduce another difficulty that is being encountered III all modern high -gain receiver's:
that is. excessive noise pick up in the aerial.
Naturally the more sensitive the set is made.
the more annoying will be the pick up of
local disturbances. It has been proven tnat
in most shielded receivers. the pick up of
noise Is mostly in the aerial and lead -in. In
ninny cases, the aerial can Ire so placed that
it does not pick up much Interference. out
t lie effects are ruined by the facet that the
lead -In runs close to the electric light. telephone and other wires in the house.
By the use of either a shielded lend -in or
n t rauasposi l ion lead -in arrangement. as shown
In frig. 0.1 and It, this pick up can be avoided.
The device at A consists of n vomiting arrangement in which the impedance of the circuit carrying the signals to the receiver is
reduced. so that the loss in the transfer Is
keel at a minimum.
The device at It consists of a T type aerial.
each side of which is brought down to the
set individually the two lead -in wires being
changed in position every few feet as shown.
This transposition of the lead -in wires pre
vents any pick up in a manner similar to that
used in twisted wires (such as those for A.C.
filaments and the AA'. power leads).
The other source of noise pick up common
in radio receivers is through the power supply lines. This enn be reduced by one of the
methods shown In Fig. 7. This r iii 1st.; i f
condensers, connected across the power lines
fretting to the set or at the interfering electrical crevice, which effectively bypass the
interference to ground.
The condensers
should be not less than 2 mf. and in the
ease of II, the coils can be wound with about
100 turns of hell wire on a form 1 in. in
diameter.

Remote Control
Another field that is receiving considerable
Interest In the past few months is the remote operation of radio receivers, several
manufacturers having introduced sets of this
type.
There are several remote control devices
available that can be added to existing sets.
such as the one shown in Fig. C, to effect
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TEST SET .tee

Volts, a -c.

With these ranges, practically

any measurement of voltage, current
or resistance can be made for check
ing receiving-set operation; for test

bench work; for laboratory experi.
ments; or for the adjustment and
operation of transmitting sets - The
instrument
. with its complete
set of accessories mounted on a panel
or in a box, with the necessary
switches
makes an ideal test set.
Catalog 43 -341 describes the
construction features that result in
the high quality of the NX Universal
Rectox Instrument, lists the instrument and all accessories, and includes connection diagrams. Send
the coupon or post card for a copy.

...

200.500-1,000
0-10-50- 100 -200-

500-1,000
Milliamps., d -c. 0- 5- 10- 50- 100 -500
Milliamps., a -c. 0- 5 -10 -50 -100
Amperes, d -c.
0- 1- 5 -10 -50
Ohms
0- 1,000 -10,000 - 100,000

SEND
.Since 1888, manufacturers of highest quality instruments, which are mou available at standard
prices. There is no longer any reason for accepting louer standards.
Some good territory is ,t,U open for dealer.

FOR

CATALOG

& M(g. Company
Westinghouse Electric
2-N, East Pittsburgh,
Ps.
copy of Catalog
raining complete
43.341 con description
lidns of the Universal
and connecRecto* Instrument.
Nome
Send free

Address,
City
dress..

Westinghouse

-

-

--

...State,...
.........

T 79911
RC 4 -74

to read the announcement on the inside front cover which gives
important information about the new AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
MANUAL now being published.
Be sure

"PERFECTED"ALL-WAVE SET

Never before so much
adding machine for
so little money

12,500 MILES ON ONLY TWO TUBBS!
Simple to build-easy
operate-World-Wide
-ea
range -and
tremely inexpensive!
ception

We
hare sold thousands of these remarkable :hurt -wave kite and novices and

A "portable" - with big machine features.
A genuine Remington that adds, lists,
multiplies, yet takes up less table surface
thon a letterhead. Carry it one- handed,

"old -timers" alike have aurveled at
the amazing result a obtained.
These kits contain even necessary
part to construct the entire receiver.
The rolls, which tune from 15 to 200
meters. are ,round on polished bakelite forms. The
attractive crystal finished metal chassis and panel
conies with as hole: necessary to mount the apparatus and this. together with our complete, detailed,
clear instruction sheets greatly .simplifies construction.
DRY CELL OR AC MODEL $4.75
Tam Coils 200 to 625 Meters $1.25

with ease. Only $80.00 cash - or time
payments arranged. Write for a free
trial in your office, store or home.

REMINGTON RAND, Dept. 333
465 Washington St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Deposit required with all orders.

HARRISON RADIO CO.

_
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the same results as these new sets. However, since the details for installing these
devices vary so widely, no details are given
here. Suffice to say that it is not difficult to
install them and the manufacturers supply
full details for this purpose.

The

SHURE
TECHNICAL
BULLETIN

Volume Control

valuable in your library.

IN

Devoted to the advancement of microphone technique, this monthly publication of Shure Brothers
Company, Microphone Headquarters, contains

authoritative and useful information

on

technical phases of broadcast and sound engineering. design dala, new applications of microphones.

are available at 6c per copy'
Condenser so. Two-Button Microphones
Field Problems in Microphone ('lacement.
Part
Broadcasting
Field Problems in Microphone. Placement.
Part 2-Public Address
Mixing Circuit Design Data
The Microphone -An Electric Ear. Noise
Measurements- Binaural Transmission
Field Problems in Microphone ('lacement.
Multiple Microphone Systems
Electra- Acoustic Measurements of Microphone Performance
Iligh Quality Sound Reproduction. An
Outline of Factors Affecting Fidelity.
The Truth About Microphone Response

These back issues

No.
No.

I

I-

2

No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No.

7

No.8
No. 9

haruet,-riot ¡ex

strength.

(luron Street, Chicago, IB.
Send me postpaid the following Issues
of the SHURE TECHNICAL BULLETIN:
215 W.

9

(6c

per copy)
one year.

....Enter my subscription for
(Price

SOc)

I am enclosing...... c. ....in stamps
money order.

cash
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The unit is designed for sets using a vol.
The
control in the A.F. amplifier.
values of the parts in Fig. NB are: t'..1 -mf.;
I., .3 -by. choke ; R, :1.000 ohms. In Fig. 8C
for transformer coupling. the values are:
C, .02 -mf.; L, f.5 hy. choke; It, 13,000 ohms.
'l'he values mentioned above are only approximate. as the actual values depend upon other
circuits of the set. However. they give actual values worked out for one receiver and
will give the experimenter comparative figures to work from.
In conclusion. it might be pointed out that
it is not always possible or desirable to incorporate all the above suggestions in n set.
For example. there are some experimenters
who do nut approve of tone control devices or
These. of
other suggested improvements.
In preparing this
course, can be omitted.
a rt lcle, an attempt was male to euvor many
of the repent developments In set design. As
mentioned before. though. it is not possible to
give we many actual circuits of reeeivers and
therefore only fundamental circuits and average values are given here.
ume

SHURE BROTHERS COMPANY

....No.

The methods of controlling the volume in
radio receivers has changed somewhat in recent models. Some time ago, it was common
practice to control the volume by shifting
the screen -grid voltage. Ilowever, with the
advent of the variable mu tube, this became
inadvisable as it changed the characteristics
of the tube and defeated to some extent the
advantages gained by the new type of tube.
For this reason the use of some method of
controlling the grid bias, by adjusting the
cathode resistance has become almost universal. In order to further increase the effectiveness of the volume control in sensitive
sets, the method shown at A in Fig. 8 is
often used. This can be easily inserted in
existing sets.
The methods shown in.Fig. 81I and C represent a compensated volume control arrangement which eliminates the loss of low notes
on low volume levels. In other words. it is a
tone control circuit that acts only on very
low volume, so that the same high quality
can be obtained at any desired signal

09934
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SHORT -CUTS IN
RADIO
5971

changes It con be made to test any tube In
common use.
First thing to do, is to take out the large
socket. and put a UX sub -panel socket in
its place. A hole Is then d till of in the
case. at the right of this socket. to pass
the grid lend. '('hen the transformer is taken
out and the additional filament winding putt
an over the coil as it is. Each lead is carefully ma rk, 41 before a ...meting. so no Mistake will be made when the transformer is
put back. as several of the leads have the
The winding consists of 2'
same color.
and
turns tapped at the 14th. to give .
This gives us 3 voltages which is
1 s
V.
enough. been rase the ntitomoti re series eats he
tested on the 5 volt tap. and the 2 volt series
on the 1
tap. by increasing the voltage

(adjusting the l'Inrostat in the primary circuitI so the needle goes beyond the arrow

(See diagram.) A 5
on the filament meter.
point tap switch is then mounted on the
side. with the shaft insulated front the ease.
Alternate points are used so no two of the
taps will be shorted. '('his switch is used to
give the proper voltage to the sockets.
Then the 199 socket is taken out (or it
may be left in and used as originally in-

tended, but 99's are just about extinct around
here, so the socket and series resistor were
removed, and another type of socket put In
its place, making one less adapter required),
and the hole reamed out enough to pass a
regular tube base. and a e, prong socket put
in, and wired up to test 89, 57 and 58 tubes.
All UX triodes are tested in the UX socket

other tubes by use of simple adapters, easily and inexpensively made
tip. All multi -grid tubes have their adapters
wired so total emission is recorded. Examples: a 24 tested in the 27 adapter showed
filament emission -40, plate button up
plate button down 3. But tested in its own
socket it read -111.-00, and plate b.
p.b. down -S. And a 47 in the 27 socket
read -111. 4(1, p.b. up -O. p.b. down -4, but
in its own socket it rend
80 -p.b. up 4
p.b. down -12.
This tester was changed over about a year
ago and has proven most satisfactory. As
new tubes came along adapters were made
up to lit them. However. the new Alden universaI adapter. recently put on the market.
will save making up so ninny adapters in
which case the 0 prong socket on the panel
can be changed to some other combination i.
on the panel, and

-

-0

up-1-

-Iii.

t

RADIO

SET PRINTS

NEWSPAPER
(Paulin utd

fr oat page 591)
course, we are speaking of the future
when, the premise. there will be several milliens of these sets in use. The advertising
re -venue from such a large circulation will be
quite heavy. and the broadcasters will, no
doubt, be able to get a sufficient amount to
make it worth their while.
As to technical details. let me first state
that. whatever I have said here, comes strictly
within present-day radio technique. The apparatus which I illustrate is simply an adaptation of that now in use by RCA, and open
to public traffic at the present. The original
apt a rams now used was devised by Capt.
R. 11. it, anger, formerly research engineer with
RCA. 'l'he receiver. or picture reproducer,
during the past few years. lins gone through
a number of changes. . \t one time an ink -pen
arrangement was used with n special waxed
paper. Inter on. a jet of but air was used.
the force of the jet being modulated or varied
in accordance with the light and dark parts
of the picture. all by means of an electromagnetically operated valve, built into the air
jet. The chemically -prepared paper, on Nellie!'
the image was reproduced. was wrapped
around a cylinder. driven by a specially synchronized motor rotated in perfect step or

of

synchronization with n similar cylinder camwining the original picture at the transmit ting station. The hot jet air apparatus has
been abandoned in favor of the present ink vapor jet. which is now lacing used; since it
gives better details than the former hot -air
jet. We recently saw pictures, measuring
sal. x I_ ins., being recorded on a 21 meter
wavelength transmitted over 2.51i0 miles
from San Francisco I. The same stagnant us
is used to handle commercial orders for pie.
Ceres, received from Europe. on short waves
has or night ;the day wavelength being about
21 meters and that for night 30 nteters or
more. depending upon atmospheric conditions.
At the transmitting end, the phut ugrn ph it
rotated on n cylinder which is kept lit perfect synchronization by special synchronizing
means, including a temperature controlled
tuning fork and at powerful concentrated peach of light; the latter scans the photograph.
line by line, as the cylinder on which it is
mounted rotates in front of a pair of con ceutratttd- filament headlight bulbs and a lair
of lenses.
The light reflected fr
the
photugratph being scanned passes through a
small black tube and a diaphragm, into a
photoelectric cell connected in n special
bridge circuit. Before the photoelectric cell's
impulses are sent over the line or by radio
teitvea to the receiver there is unposed on the
"image signal" a special accurately -timed interruption signal which has the effect of
breaking up the dots constituting the image
at the receiver. and serves to produce the
well -known halftone effeet.
In some picture -facsimile systems the width
of the line is modulated; but in the RCA
system the length of the dots Is changed in
accordance with the highlights and shadows
of the image being transmitted, and as previously mentioned, the dots are furthermore
split up into fractional dots KO as to get a
better halftone effect. as has been found to
be the case in practice.
i
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BYRD'S CHOICE!
Why not Yours?
Chosen for 10 to 570 meter work on

the Byrd Antarctic Expedition,
MASTERPIECE II is, by this very
token, the most competent all -wave
receiver avmlable to you.

To Admiral Byrd. absolute dependability in the matter of transoceanic
reception is a vital necessity. Realizing this fact. front his previous

experience in the Antarctic.

Admiral Byrd selected Masterpiece
II for "all -wave' work only after
exhaustive tests had proved it thoroughly capable of daily reception
from all parts of the world.

Truly enough, such performance

is not of life and death importance
to you
. it is not absolutely
necessary that you be able to tune
in stations 10,01)0 miles distant
simply for pleasure's sake
but
there IS a tremendous amount of

...

satisfaction in owning a receiver
that WILL give you WHAT you
want WHEN you want it. THAT

....i.

10 DAY TRIAL
...

receiver, as conclusively demon ,trated by Admiral Byrd's choice,

McMurdo Silver. Inc., 1735Belmont Ave.

is

full technical information on
Masterpiece II.

Chicago. U.

MASTERPIECE II.

Belmont Avenue
Chicago, U. S. A.

NEW CAR SET
(Conti,wrd from page 386)
Another feature of this set is Its "key
knob." This knob is located on the lower
left -hand side of the remote control unit and
operates the volume rout IA and off -on switch;
further. the set may be made inoperative.
so that unauthorized persons cannot operate
it. by pulling the knob outward, when the
knob. and a key that forms part of It, may

be removed.

The I.F. transformers are peaked nt 175
ke. Automatic volume control and first -detector operation are obtained in the diode section of the typo 77. tube: its triode section
operates as an A.F. amplifier.
in the 6A7 are combined the operations of
first -detector and oscillator.

suppressor kit, Including

S.

A.

Send nie

1735

A

s s

You are entitled to the same quality of radio performance that Admiral B$rd and others insist upon. I
guarantee that my Masterpiece II will give you that
kind of performance
but I let you be the sole
judge. Either you get what you want out of my
Masterpiece II or you get your money back instantly.
without question or argument. Its just as simple as
that. My new book tells all about this offer and gives
full technical details of Masterpiece II. The coupon
will bring it.

M?Murdo Silver, Inc.

LATEST IN RADIO

®s..

Photo of McMurdo Sauer and Admiral Richard E. Byrd. V. S. N. taken
But before the start of the second Byrd antaretie Expedition

a

Kamt
Street
State

Town

distributor

suppressor and a generator bypass condenser,
and all necessary hardware for mounting the
set, are included.
The remote control tuning dial Is calibrated
Ice.
When aligning the It.I,, circuits. the hitting coutre) must first be attached to the tuning condenser shaft with
the pointer set at í:I0 and the tuning eon denser plates entirely meshed. To align the
circuits. tune In a weak signal near 1.400.
and at its correct dial reading, and adjust
the first and sevoud 11111111101.X on the variable
condenser gang !from front of chassis), for
loudest signal. If the signal is not received

directly in

at its correct dial setting. carefully adjust
the rear trimmer un the condenser gang_ to
shift the signal to its correct location. and
then re- adjust the first and second trimmers.
After re- installing the set in the ear, slightly
re- adjust the first trimmer.

THE RADIO MONTH
IN REVIEW
(Continued front page 3831
explained. You know how sleepy you get when
you ride for a long tinte In a car or a train.
The continuous repetition of trnotu.tonousu
sounds such as the click of a train over tile
tracks or the drone of the car motor is what
does the trick.
'rise 1131motone, as the new device Is
called. is a device that acts in a manner very
is an audio
much like the train or auto
frequency oscil la t t'r; a device known to all
radio men -that sends out n tone of just the
right volante and pitch to put you or the
baby to sleep in the shortest possible time.
It is neee,s I s'y to provide inditidaal control of bot In he volume and pitch, since unt
everyone Ilea .nand the same way.

-It

ÿ000NN

Re

M90»
--T
`e
«

.

c
ñ'.

a

!

o.IMF.

Above.

-%'

view of the new radio set.
Right, schematic circuit of the receiver. Late
tube types, Including an 84, are used in an
efficient circuit.
chassis
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COMMON

»EaTi0.

LMP LEaD.
Slot OE »EaTER

GRO,lNO

.IT

CIRCa1T.

CONNECT TO auMETER..

619

INFORMATION BUREAU

THE IMPROVED

(Continued front paye 610)

SHALLCROSS
No. 686 A.C.

UTILITY METER
with LineVoltage Adjustor
CAPACITY
Mtd.

.0005

to

Mfd.

10

INDUCTANCE
Henrys to
Henrys

.5

10,000

RESISTANCE
25

ohms to 5 megohms.
A.C. voltage ranges
0- 10.125. 500 -1000

To maintain calibration
an adjustment is pro-

to correct for
variations.from 105 to
vided

125 volts.

This instrument is easy to build.
The important parts required are
milliampere A.C. (Rectifier
a 1
type) meter and the SHALLCROSS No. 686 A.C. Utility Meter
Kit and meter scale.

Send 3c. in stamps for Bulletin
No. 686-P describing this useful test instrument.

®j' HALLCROSS MfG. COMPANY
arcltieal.Ahawliny lnttuanadL
andÁceulak keditatt
700 MAGDA. 1110,11.A.

COLL NG DA Lf , PA.
I

-WEBSTERCHICAGO
NEW Three -Stage
10-Watt Microphone

and Phonograph

Amplifier

NEW RADIO DISTRICTS
(255) Mr. Abraham Levin, Joplin, Mo.
(Q.) The writer has been advised that tho
listing of radio districts as published in the
Information Bureau of the May, 1930 issue

of RADIO-CRAFT has been superseded by a new
classification. ('lease furnish whatever information you may have available in this
connection.
(A.) Your informant is correct. The reorganized radio districts are discussed as follows in it recent release bathe Federal Radio
Commission:
The field service of the Federal Radio
Commission has been reorganized Into twenty
districts, each in charge of nu officer whose
tille is "Inspector in ('large,'
The reorganization was accomplished by
making the nine large radio districts, established under the Radio Division of the Department of Commerce. since transferred to
the Commission, into smaller districts.
The list of districts, showing the territory
embraced and the location of the headquarters
office is as

follows:

Radio District No. 1: Headquarters, Cus7'errif ore: \laine,
tomhouse, Roston, Mass.
New Hampshire, Vermont. Mstssachusctts,
Connecticut and Itltode Island.
Radio District No. :S: Headquarters, Fed-

eral Bldg.. 641 Washington St., New York,
City of Greater New York
N. Y. 'Territory
and the Counties of Suffolk, Nassau, Westchester, Rockland, Putnam, Orange, Dutchess,
Ulster, Sullivan, Delaware, Greene, Columbia,
Albany and Rensselaer of the State of New
York. and the Counties of Bergen, Hudson,
Passaic.
Sussex, Warren, Morris, Essex.
aset, 'Middlesex, Momnouth MerUnion. S
cer, tlunterdon of the State of New Jersey.
Itrnfio District No. Ci: Headquarters, Gimbel Building. 32 Ninth St., Philadelphia, l'a.
:

State of Texas, except the Counties of Jefferson, Chambers, Harris, Galveston, Fort Bend,
Brazoria, Wharton, Matagorda, Jackson, Victoria, Calhoun, Gollad, Refugio, Aransas, San
Patricio, Mueces, Jim Welles, Klcberg, Brooks,
Kenedy, Wiliacy, Hidalgo and Cameron, and
the States of Oklahoma and New Mexico.
Radio Dictrict No. 11 : headquarters, 1105
Rives- Strong Building, Los Angeles, Cal. Ter ritory: Counties of Monterey, Kings, Tulare,
San Luis, Obispo, Kern, Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los Angeles, Orange, San Diego, Imperial, Riverside, and San Bernardino of the
State of California; the County of Clarke of
the State of Nevada, and the State of Arizona.
Radio District No. 12: headquarters, CusTerritory:
tomhouse, San Francisco, Cal.
State of California, except the Counties of
Monterey, Kings, Tulare, San Luis, Obispo.
Kern, Santa Barbara, Ventura, Los Angeles,
Orange, San Diego, Imperial, Riverside and
San Bernardino, ami the State of Nevada, except the County of Clark.
Radio District No. 13: Headquarters, 227
Postoflire Building. Portland, Oregon. Territory : State of Oregon and the State of Idaho,
except the Counties of Boundary, Bonner,
Kootenai, Shoshone, Renewal], Latah, Clearwater, Nez Perec, Lewis and Idaho.
Radio District No. 14: Headquarters, 1012
Exchange Building, Seattle, Wash. Territory:
State of Washington, the Counties of Boundary, Bonner, Kootenai, Shoshone, Itenewah
',malt, Clearwater, Nez Perce, Lewis and
Idaho of the State of Idaho; and the counties
of Lincoln. Flathead. Glacier, Toole, fenders,
Teton, Lake. Striders, Mineral, Missoula,
Powell, Lewis and Clarke, Cascade, Meagher.

PHONO. ATTACHMENT
'Continued front page 599)

City- of Philadelphia and the
Cu1111t les of Rucks, Montgomery, Philadelphia,

'Territory

:

which is permitted to remain on the ground
Fels wa re. Chester, Lancaster, York, Adams, post of the radio set).
Cumberland, Perry, Dauphin, Lebanon, Berks.
Finally, connect a phonograph pickup (or a
tiialylk ill. Lehigh, Northampton, Carbon and microphone
transformer, If a microphone is to
\I ill
of the State of Pennsylvania', and be used) to the attachment terminals marked
the Counties of Ocean, Burlington, Atlantic. PICKUP; start the motor of the phonograph
Cape \Isy. Cumberland, Salem, Gloucester and with which the pickup is to be used and
Camden of the State of New Jersey,: State then Lute the broadcast set until the phonoof Delaware.
graph program is heard.
Rodin District No. 4: Headquarters, Fort
If there is available only a phonograph not
7'erritory : equipped with a phonograph pickup, this unit
NI, l lem.V. Baltimore, Maryland.
State of Maryland, the District of Columbia, must be provided.
By selecting a slightly
and the Counties of Arlington, Loudonn, larger carrying case n phonograph pickup
Fairfax. Prince William, l'auquier, Rappa- could be carried along with the "attachment."
hannock. ('age, Warren. Shenandoah. Fred- and used as necessary.
erick and Clark, of the State of Virginia.
Headquarters, CusRadio District \-o.
Description of Circuit
tomhouse, Norfolk. Virginia. Territory: State
The
reader
will not he bored with a lengthy
of
Counties
Arlington,
of Virginia. except the
of trap the circuit works.
InLoudon!). Fairfax. ('rince William. Fanquier, description
slurt't, general description will
only
stead.
it
Rappahannock, Page, Warren, Shenandoah, be
given.
Frederick and ('bark, and the State of North
Although the ways in which circuit oscillaCarolina. except the Counties of Ashe. Wamay be obtained are legion, the circuit
tauga. ea II wet I. .o Very. Iia rke, \1c IUoiiell, tion
utilized in our R.F. phonograph attachment
Yancey, \liIrhell. \ladisott. Buncombe. Hayone
of the most simple and, for our puri.
wawa]. Swain. Graham. Cherokee. Clay, \layon,
efficient. In this instrument the plate
.18s ksuu,
Transylvania. Henderson, Polk, pose,
of the oscillator -mixer pentode, tube VI, Is
Rut he rio rd a nil Cleveland.
to one end of an R.P. circuit comRadio District So. 0: Headquarters, 52S connected
I'est uftiee Building, Atlanta, Georgia. Terri- prising variable condenser ('I, and center States of Alabama. Georgia. South tapped secondary S. of coil LI ; the screenratina, Tennessee. nod the Counties of ed(' of V1 Is connected to the other end of
.lie. Watauga, Caldwell. Avery, Burke, Mc- this circuit (which is resonant in the broadband). The center -tap on L1 is con.icrll, Yancey. Mitchell. Madison. Buncombe, cast
voltage supSwain, G ra haut. Cherokee, ('lay, nected to the maximum available
l n iwuotl,
ply. Upon
the control -grid of \'1,
Macon. Jackson, Transylvania, Henderson, as shown grounding
of this disfor
the
purpose
(only
Polk, Rutherford, and Cleveland of the State cussion) dotted,
at X, circuit oscillation is
of North Carolina.
obtained the R.F. output may be taken cat
Radio District No. 7: Headquarters. 1424 by means of a pick -up coil (primary P. of
Dade County Building, Miami, Florida. 7'cr- 1.1). and fed to the antenna and
ground conrifort!:The State of Florida.
of any radio set, producing a whistle
Radio Distyle[ No. S: Ilendqunttera. Cus- nections
when the set is tuned to a broadcast station
tomhouse. New I rl is os. I,a. Territor!! : The within
operating range of the attachStates of Louisiana. Mississippi and Arkansas. ment. the
Radio District Ao. 9: Headquarters, Chamber of Commerce Building. Galveston, Texas.
A "Home" Broadcast Station
7'errifory Counties of Jefferson, Chambers,
However, unless the broadcast set is tuned
!lards. Galveston. Fort Rend, Brazoria,
Wharton. \ht tagorda Jackson, Victoria, Cal- to a broadcast station. neither the whistle or
houn. Goliati, Refugio. Aransas, San Patricio, anything else can be heard. It now remains
Mueces. .lite Wells. Klcberg, Brooks, Kenedy, to merely "modulate" this R.F. output, in
\Villaey, Hidalgo, and Cameron of the State some manner, at audio frequency, and our
Il.F. phonograph attachment will be complete
of Texas.
Radio District No. 10: Ileadquárters, 464 and functioning as a miniature hr ":a broadFederal Building, Dallas, Texas, Tcrritor-!r: cast station.
;

,

:

I

I

Provides Microphone Current
Has Dual Control
Is Completely Enclosed
SEND FOR BULLETIN!

The Webster Company
333) WEST LAKE ST., CHICAGO,

ILL.

Use This Coupon
THE WEBSTER Co.
3830 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.
Gentlemen -1 mn a [ I Dealer. [ I Fen iceman.
and want all Information on your
ecSpialist
1153 P.A.
:

Name
Address

run
620
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:
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GREATEST OPPORTUNITY

Fe.

?t?

Ever Offered Service Engineers!

diipficate3 KIT OF SIX (6) TRANSFORMERS
Enable: you to i used Hat vly renew original performance in rase of trouble In the power
(the hear f the radio) in any of over 9O(ú of all Models of radlos
phauai" r current models.

-"or-

lrn.htrller

ELECTRICALLY

Universal Input Audio
Can eftitient
on

I

Safest Leader

Is ed any straight or push -pull audio stags
either -t.t', or D.C. sets.

:;o

II m

practically
any

Lb

a

Tile
ning

lArANT

"Multi -Tap" Output
to

of adaptability of only four models
"Buhl-tap" Universal Power transformers
Is made
slble Ihru varioos taps In these cults which may be posused
singly or in combinations. The required current value.
n be denrered to each of the several leads in the net
a lilt any combination of tubes, as accurately as the
original power units.

having

Under -

very essential as many
to protest the act waIo

.e +t

FULL DIRECTIONS WITH EACH UNIT

CaId,/

J1111

EARL DIRECTIONS WITH EACH

Short Shelf

plm

THIS

COUPON

GENERAL TRANSFORMER
504 South Throes Street,

policies.

Furnished in dull satin
black finish, unies
otherwise ordered

territory' you cost:,

in the

-I1UR'l' SHELF of

MAIL

fully shielded, designed
radios

SAFEST LEADER for win-

-Tap Bulletin No. 3 -D, showing clot rival rhararteristies. shipping weight, mounting centers, overall dimensions
list price of path model unit. Also complete listing
if I%9% models of radios, and .bowing
which one of the Multi -Taps cann be used to immediately
restore original performance in uses of t ransforuter
trouble.

range

are Insurance

re your
trade

ylulti

(Patent Applied For)

ers'

rep lu.rment

rust .mw

Power Transformer

These units are
for meeting the spOiacat Ion of
writers Lab. amino:d. This is
states now require such approval

the

"Multi- Taps" enables you to
pmmpl ly
eet even need for lower supply r
aceent
'mica -:ell lr slapte Items, no slow um, inn ur dead stack
at any time.
.\

a

IMPORTANT!

"Multi- Tap."

A

pl:nruy' vol the tapped s rondary, from 2
ohm steps, make it po -able tu teal
any straight or push -pull output stage Ss
in

'sully speaker.

The vide

PHYSICALLY

Wholesale Distributors!

J.

DNIi

Above complete
dividually and
package for sen
Additional stork

nits are parked In
carton as
standard
Ire engineers' initial stork.
of any unit may be ordered
set of

in

a

NOW!

CORPORATION

Chicago. 111.
Please send free Bulletin No. 3 -D of "Multi -Tap"
Universals and list of Radius on which they can be
Used for replacements.
Nance

Address

City

State

In any quantity.

Audio modulation is conveniently nccomplished by breaking the control -grid Iced of the
48 and inserting a pl
graph pickup into
the circuit. at con neon Ions .11 and .1 2. The
plate and screen -grid currents must pass
through resistor R2
in so doing establish
across its terminals n voltage which becomes
the "C" bins for the tube- ('nn,lcnser 1'2 bypasseH the Il.F. and Al,. around the grid bias
resistor unit 112. thus rllndnafing its tendency
to reduce the A. F. modulo led It.F. output nt
the tube; C3 acts as both n power supply
filter condenser. and power supply R.F. byIutss; 1'4 eliminates hum when the attachment is operated on A.C. power lines. We
now have a miniature radin transmitter functioning full- blast
only remains tu utilize
the signal.
A convenient manner of utilizing the "signal" is to run lends from the primary winning P., located at the center Of the secondary
of 1.1, to the antenna and ground posts of
any radio set. .ts most bran ilea st receivers
are more sensitive at the lower end of the
wavelength range. this attachment was designed to be operated within approximately
the first one -third section of the tuning range.
Just tune the broadcast set to a "dead"
point on the scale, within this range, at
which a broadcast station cannot be heard,
and then adjust the setting of Cl on the R.P.
phonograph attachment until the phonograph
program can be heard, Finally. adjust the
volume control on the phonograph pickup for
optimum volume and maximum tone quality,
and the volume control on the radio set for
the desired output volume.
A direct ground connection to the chassis
must not he made since- In the reversed position of the line plug. the power line would
be shorted, on D.C. power circuits.

-it

The Power Supply
To secure operation on A.C. power lines a
rectifier is required to furnish the necessary
D.C. for the plate anti screen -grid of VI. A
type 25Z5 tube. V2. was selected for several
reasons. First. it has a 25 V. filament and,

RADIO -CRAFT

for

APRIL,

In conjunction with VI, a tune that has a
::0 V. filament, accounts for 55 V.. which re-

limiting resistor Ill to
"absorb" only 60 1
thus the power cord
hefts to the minimum degree. Second. although this tube is of the high -vacuum type,
it has a very low internal resistance and
therefore will deliver to the 43 much more
current than would other type tubes.
A special filter choke, designed for A.C:
O.C. sets and having n resist anee of only 100
ohms. is used as "Ch." in order to obtain
maximum voltage on L.C. power supplies.
If the chassis of the attachment is
grounded accidentally in the reversed posiof the line plug, fuses F. inside the line
t.
plug, will act as safety devices.
Almost any center-tapped R.F. broadcast
coil having a centrally -loen tell pri Inn ry may
be used.
The authors coil was made by
winding 100 T., center- tapped. of No. 28 wire
on u tube 2!_. x 1!r ins. in din., for the secondary: the primary was made by winding 25
T. of No. 32 wire over a layer of empire
cloth at the center of the secondary.
Although numerous refinements are possible
for those who wish to build a more elaborate
unit, there is no need to put such features in
a unit that is intended. as was this one. for
portable operation. Under the heading of possible refinements would he included, for example. a switch for automatirnlly disconnecting and connecting the antenna to the broadcast set (In portable use such a switch would
introduce long leads. in many instances): a
built -in electric phonograph motor and turntable (in portable operation, practically impessible due to power supplies often being of
several types - --in New York, for instance,
where the attachment was designed to be
quires the filament

used. both A.C. and D.C. power supplies will
he found. and sometimes both in the same

dwelling: another objection is the weight of
electric phonograph motors) : and, mixing
and volume controls for selecting either, or
both phonograph pickup and microphone -the
latter for making introductory remarks re-

1934

garding the phonograph program, or comments of a witty nature -Ithis idea is not so
practical for a portable design, since it would
call for more equipment, including the controls and a microphone).
The authors will be glad to assist anyone
who encounters any ditflculty in building this
little A.C.-D.C. R.I.'. phonograph attachment.

List of Parts
One specially -wound antenna coil (see

Ll;

text),

One variodenser, 500 mmf., Cl;
One Tobe Leutschmann electrolytic condenser, 20 mf.. 35 V., C2:
One Concourse high- temperature electrolytic

condenser, R mf. (or two 4 mf, units, to
save spaces, 500 V., C3;
One Concourse electrolytic condenser, 8 mf,.
500 V., C4;
One General Transformer Corp. special A.C. D.C, choke, 100 ohms, Ch.;
One Man power cord (to drop 60 V.), R1;
One I.R.C. resistor, 2,500 ohms, 2 N., 112;
One lt('-\ ltadd)tron. Sylvania or National
Union pentode, type 43. Vt;
One RCA Itndiotron. Sylvania or National

Union rectifier, typo 257.5. V2;
Two Na -Aid 6 prong sockets, for VI, V2:
One Man power switch, Sw.;
One fused power plug;
Two fuses, 1, A,. F:
Four insulated tip jacks. 31 to J4;
One Irian aluminum panel, 5% x Sr/g x 1/16 in. thick
One Rlan aluminum base, 4 x 51,E x 1 /16-in.
thick
One Blatt aluminum shield can (for coil) ;
One pair sub -panel brackets. cut to fit;
One Radio Trailing Co. carrying case, 5% x
N% x 5r/r ins, deep (inside dimensions):
;

One phonograph pickup. high- impedance type.

with volume control:
Miscellaneous supplies (wire, solder, coil.
mounting bracket. knob for Cl to fit a
short length of ya -in. rod. the other end of
which is tapped to fit in place of the adjusting screw furnished with Cl).
621

HOW TO BUILD, TEST
AND REPAIR
RADIO
SETS

Radio Construction

Library

-

sets

-

full of construction data and practical kinks for the
rperlmenter -a training course for service men.
10

I-

Daya' Free Examination

FREE

Easy Terms
McGRAW -HILL

EXAMINATION COUPON

McGRAW -HILL BOOK COMPANY. INC..
930 W. 42nd St. New York.
Gentlemen:-Send me the new RADIO CONSTRUCTION LIBRARY, all charges prepaid, for 10 dap'
Free Examination. If satisfactory I will send $1.50

in

10 days, and $2.00 a month

paid.

If

not wanted I

until

will return

Home Address

RC-4-94

BETTER
AUTO RADIO
AUTO ANTENNA

1

SYSTEMS

Do the Trick
V
V
V

cut out noise
one type for all cars
installed in a jiffy
no "ripping" out upholstery
simplify new installations
guaranteed satisfaction

y' clearer reception
Lynch broadcast and short
wave noise- reducing antennas
have proved their worth in
thousands of hornets.
Now, Lynch engineers have
applied the same principles
to the automobile.
Many
trial installations have been
put through rigid road tests.
All the "bugs' have been

eliminated.
This year's auto receivers
are better than ever. They
cannot deliver the best results without this new and
greatly improved antenna
system.

Bulletin on Request
all Lynch Jobbers. Dealers
and Dept. Stores, or sent direct.
at

LYNCH MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
51 VESEY STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Makers of Lunch "Noise Reducing" Antenna
Systems and Famous M.elallized Resistors.

C22

Itavalll, liver Madison, Galand Territory

of Alaska.
Radio District No. 15: Headquarters, 338
Customhouse, Denver, Colo. 7'erritorp: States
of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, and Montana.
except the Counties of Lincoln, Flathead. Glacier, 'Toole, l'ondera, Teton, Lake. Sanders.
Mineral, Missoula, Powell. Leweis and Clarke.
Cascade, Meagher, Broadwa ter.
Jefferson.
Granite, Itavalli, Deerlodge, Silver Bow,
Beaverhead, Madison and Gallatin.
Radio District No. 16: Headquarters, 31:1
Federal Building, St. Paul. Minn. 7'erriIor7r
States of South Dakota, North Dakota, Minnesota, the northern peninsular of Michigan.
and the State of Wisconsin. except the Counties of Crawford, Richland. Sauk. Columbia.
Dodge, Washington, Waukee. Maukesha. Jefferson, Dane, Iowa. (:rant, Lafayette. Green
Rock, Walworth, Hacino and Kenosha.
Radio District No, 17: I leadquarters, 2::1
Federal Building, Kansas City. Missouri.
7'crritorp: States of Nebraska, Kansas. Missouri and Iowa, except the Counties of \\9nneshiek, Allamakee, Fayette, ('Layton, Buchanan, Delaware, Dubuque, Linn. .tones.
Jackson, Clinton, Cedar, Johnson, Washington, :Muscatine, Scott, Louisa, Des Moines.
Henry and Lee.
Radio District No. 18: Headquarters. 2022
Engineering Building. Chicago, Ill. Territory:
States of Indiana. Illinois and the Counties
of \ \'inneshiek, Allamakee, Fayette, Clayton.
Buchanan, Delaware, Dubuque. Linn. .lines,
Jackson, Clinton, Cedar. Johnson. Washington. Musea tine. Soot
Louisa. Des Moines.
Henry and Lee of the State of Iowa anti the
Counties of (' raw tord. Richland. Sauk, Columbia, Dodge. Washington, Oztukee, Milwaukee, Waukesha, Jefferson, Dane, Iowa.
Grant, Lafayette. Green hock, Walworth.
Racine and Kenosha of the State of Wisconsin.
Radio Metric/ No. 19: Headquarters. 29119
David Stott Itinlel in g. Detroit. \Lich. Territory : State of Michigan, except the northern
peninsula and the States of Ohio, Kentucky
and West Virginia,
Radio Dist in \'o. 20 : headquarters. 514
Federal Building. ltuffale, N. Y. Territory:
State of New Yi rk. except the City of greater
New York and the t. ut n ties of Buffed k. Nassai, Westchester. Rockland. I 'ut na na. orange.
Dutrhess, Ulster. Sullivan, Delaware. Greene.
Columbia. Albany. and Rensselaer: the State
of Pennsylvania. except the City of Plhiladelhhiaa, and the Counties of Bucks. Montgomery, Philadelphia, (' better. Delaware. Lancosier. York. Adams, Cumberland. ferry. Isailphin. Lebanon. Berks. Schuylkill Lehigh,
Northampton, Carbon and Munroe,
:

Name

L

620)

t

$7.50 has been

the books.

City and State
Position
Name of Company

!Continued front paie
liroadwater, Jefferson, Granite,
lodge, Silver Bow, Beaverhead,
latin of the State of Montana,

filament windings became shorted to one another, thereby depriving the 45's of their
biasing voltage. due, of course, to the normally grounded center -tap of the former.
Since replacement of the power transformer
was out of the question, the following remedy
was tried. The detector filament winding
center -tap connection was transposed, from Its
direct ground, to the center-tap of the 45 tiltnient winding. this restoring the bias voltage to the 4:1'.s without increasing the hum
level. The radio now resumed normal operation murk to the financial satisfaction of the
customer.
JOtiN

Spilfrillc, lorca.

CROSLEY 42 -5

:

Including Television. Short -Ware Receivers and Ante
Rallies. 3 Volumes, 60-1177 papes, 561 Illustrations.
This practical Library includes: PRACTICAL RADIO
an
-The fundamental principles of radio, presented indiaIllustrated with working
understandable manner.
PRACTICAL RADIO CONSTRUCTION AND
grams.
Methods of locating trouble and reception
REPAIR
faults and making workmanlike repairs. Discusses modem Short -wave Receivers and installation of automobile
RADIO RECEIVING TURF-Principles
radios fully.
underlying the operation of all vacuum tubes and their
use in reception, remote control and precision measurements.
Helps you to understand modem type receiving

INFORMATION BUREAU

J

ACROSLEY 42 -S came into shop marked
"Poor tone. repair speaker."
At volume equal to a whisper the set sounded O.K..
but when loud enough to reproduce low notes
distinctly distortion was present. The speaker
w'as inspected for cone rattle. contact between
core and voice roll, then tried on another
set, and found O.K. I figured the trouble to
Ile 111 the . \,1'. amplifier. After replacing the
.:1 -meg, 1st . \.F. grid resistor (which didn't
help the tone any the voltage on the A.F.
tube w'ils normal. The voltage chart of set
showed normal detector voltage 11 to 17 on
grid. and 70 to 87. on plate (hie to resistance
1st audio i. An analyzer test showed 4 V.
bins.
Ali! a bias resistor "out." No. it
tested between 50.1)00 and 55.000 chins
1:,.1)(0 normal). which was not making all
the difference. I checked through the resis-

tor bank, and all were within reasonable
limits !all are enrbon resistiSrsi. I tried
substituting some resistors that I knew were
accurate. I finally obtained proper bias with

20.000 ohm resistor. which should have
made the voltage way too low for good detection in that particular set. By chance as I

a

"prettying up" the underside. shortening
resistor pigtails and touching up .older
joints. double- checking for -odd" ones. the
w'ns

lead to the detector bias bypass crake- and

the voltage went haywire again. Ily this
I WIN ready to t 10W n tinily sledge at
set, but when I checked the droll .. -mf.
Iny passing
both detector bins and 1st
Ma,.
found a leakage Let wren. sections
was eausing all the grief. Replacing the
11

1

1t

pa .5

condenser

I

l'ig.

41

11

time

that
unit
A.F.
that

dual
the original

1111

del, tor 14,15 resister resticed the tone gtml.
i a.
Two weeks later the screen -grid volt-

"went west" but the customer
finally realized, after a half -hoar discussion,
that it was In U0 way caused by the previous
age bypass
t rouble.

G.E. J -I00 AND J -125 RECEIVERS
ON SEVER.%I. nets' t:,E. .l1uo series and
.1.1 271 sets.
was driven frantic by a
1

flood of t1oabb calls

OPERATING NOTES

(Continued iron, page 0071
and to the littt lla rk wire -wound bins and
bleeder resistor. This resistor has. in sonic
ruses, been found to vary from 11.01)1) trims
It he correct va une) to as law' as 2!100 trines
with a consequent va riat i'in of plate voltages
on the I.F., IL.l'.. 1st -Det., and ose. tubes.
The usual voltage on these tubes is about 90
V. Replacing the defective unit with one of
correct value brings gratifying Vesults.

with eathide shorts In

:s's causing bad hum on all stations similar to station hum. and only uitirenhie when a .fencers wits to red Ill.
fe111111
.-01.,1

and

1

out that the section Of i1 01t't1 where calls
were originn ring has very high line voltage
Imp to 1201 in n kern 01
and early e% eating.
which caused something to "give" too much
inside the tubes. Th, Power transformers in
these sets are Won md 1n I12 V. primary. and
there was 2.7 V. on the heaters. I purchased
se yeral line voltage regnittors and installed
then on the offending sets. and their owners
are not riding my neck as often as they us,i
20.

J.

C.

11027

EDISON R-4, R -5
UNUSUAL problem wits encountered in
servicing an Edison H -4. 'flue comp la iiit
of a bad hum and distortion immediately led
me to condemn the biasing resistor in the
grid ci reuit of the push -pail A.F. stage.
However, a more thorough check -up 'wowed
that the trouble was in the power transformer. By referring to the schematic diagram, Fig. 3, one finds that this model line
three 2.5 V. windings (filament) namely.
11.F. and 1st -A.F.: Det.: and the P.P. .\.F.
filament supply. The renter -tap of the detector filament winding Is normally grounded
while the adjoining 45 A.F. filament winding
is in turn grounded through a series of resistors. In this particular case, these two

Il

rrc

i

i ESOX. .111..

Block ford .I re.,
ill.. Ind.

E

AN

Fig.

5

Grounded R. F. choke in Edison 7 -R set.
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A shorted

Fig. 6
0.5 -mf. condenser in Crosley 53 (or
54) causes trouble.

EDISON MODEL 7-R
IRECENTLY serviced an Edison 7 -R receiver that was not functioning properly.
The complaint was that signals would come
in faintly and then burst through strong and
clear. 'l'he chassis was checked and everything was found to be O.K.. except the detector plate voltage which was nil. It was
found that by tapping the It. F, choke the
Signals would come in with usual strength.
This unit is encased tshieldedi and grounded
in this model. When this unit was replaced
with a new one. reception became normal
again. The MI'. choke was grounded, thus
short- circuiting the plate supply of the det -etor to the ground.
See Fig. b.

former. The speaker is connected from the
center-tap to either side of the primary wind ing.
The later type sets use a 4 -prong USplug speaker connector. The choke is connected across the grid and plate prongs of an
old tube base, as shown in Fig. 7. while the
transformer is connected across the filament
prongs. The center -tap In this instance is
connected to the grid -prong lead where it
-loins the choke. The speaker is connected
as described in the paragraph above.
In these Crosley receivers the most common source of trouble is the volume control.
'l'he type used is an old Centruilab design
using a leather washer under the depressor
arm; this washer either wears out or turns
over. To repair this unit cut a new washer
from a thick piece of leather with n harness
punch and trim one end to fit the hole lu the
arm. Loosen both nuts on the unit so that
the arm can be pushed far enough out to
put the new slider washer in place.
-knottier common place to look for trouble
in these machines Is in the bath -tub type
tuning condenser, When the rotor gets stuck
or tight the owner generally oils it; the result
Is low volume or none at all. To remedy this
condition solder n pig -tail from the end of
the shaft to the frame. I find that it is good
practice to do this on every set that comes
in, as it ordinarily eliminates noises and increases the volume,

(levees,
Eutaw, Alabama.

NELSON E.

CROSLEY MODEL 53 (or 54)
was serviced. This
a CI.,lev

AI:.k1N.

chassis was Ile.iked and the grid biasing resistor LI:.uo olìrii of the d.r, was found
I'' be smoking. The W circuit wits checked.
and the e. -nif. candy o.er inserted between the
soh,. coil of the speaker and a terminal of
the grid biasing resistor was rotund to be der,etite. It was replaced with a new one and
the set began to function again. See Fig. lt.
.l.t>n:s L. llo.tao.
] °aG Eddy Street.

FLASH!

I

IToridcxcc,

CROSLEY

H.

I.

40S-41S- 42S-82S

le \l, these Machines. it is
often necessary to more the chassis to
shop
the
and as the .speaker is fastened in the
cabinet with screws it is desirable to avoid
taking it out. To test a machine of this

WHEN Si:L'k

JACK
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-$1.50
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CLASS D SERVICE
AUTO RADIO
$6.50
Insrallotion of set w,th running board ontenno or in
cars already equipped with antenna. Cor to be delivered
to shop and coiled for No material supplied.
CLASS E SERVICE- ANTENNA INSTALLATION
Roof antenna in automobiles
5 5.00
Unshielded antenna system for hones
5.00
Shielded broadcast antenna system for homes
10.00

...

G SERVICE -NOME RADIO
YEARLY MAINTENANCE

e

class B or C job. upon payment

tf

will

e

of $3.00

mainten-

ance of the set c for one year. Mate rial
On cross B and C service each additional job

$1.00.

will be

A radio will be supplied for your use while
your own.
set Is 000y for on . r charge of
$.50,

All Wei* Uncenditionelly

A.F.
INPUT
TRANS

GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS;

If It's About Radio Call

F. R. HARRIS
70 HOWARD
ST.

NEWARK, N. J.

IE

Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation
599 Frelinghuysea Ave., Newark, N. J.

3 -2689

Fig. 7

Send

"gadget" for

APRIL.

We reproduce aboie one Service Man's answer to
the "50c per call" racket. Fair prices on his card
do the trick for Mr. Harris.

1924

Name.

Bulletin
on Weston

testing reproducers without removing them
from the chasses.

for

You will want full data on Model 666, type lA. Return the coupon today
Weston Electrical
Instrument Corporation, 599 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.

for above, each
2.00
All wave doublet antenna system foe homes
All material supplied with above, except pales 12.50
CLASS F SERVICE- SPECIAL SERVICES
PER HOUR $1.50
Includes such work a noise elmrnatlon in auto
sets,
tracing
removing interference in home rad ins and
sat
work. No material
int
cd

MArket

RADIO -CRAFT

which banishes obsolescence.

E,"0 outlets

MEMBER PHILCO RADIO MANUFACTURERS
SERVICE

inexpensive and convenient

-

equipment, hmeg up t
and intermediates stages,
cleaning and tightening ]chows and speaker, polishing
cabinet. No material suppled.
CLASS R SERVICE-HOME OR AUTO RADIO
$2.50
Includes all of class A service,
e plus the replaceent
of any minor defective part, such as resistors or by -pass
condensers. Material included.
CLASS C SERVICE
HOME OR AUTO RADIO
$4.00
Includes all of class A.
plus the replacement
of any m for defective port, such as power tronSformers,
firer condensers, speaker cones and the like. Material

Onn an

CHOKE

-

CLASS A SERVICE
NOME RADIO
m
and
or
s
and

General

866, TYPE lA

The method of Selective Analysis, introduced by Weston, has
been further improved and simplified. Now ... only one socket
selector cord and plug is necessary
colored special adapter
combinations provide for 6, 5, 4
and large 7 -prong tubes.
Model 666 makes any analyzer
truly universal in its capacity
to analyze radio receivers. Combined with the Weston Model
665 Volt -Ohm- Milliammeter it
provides a method of analysis

STANDARD RATE CARD

(UNusep;

11111 ;

An

MODEL

1

type under operating conditions, the method
outlined below is the best that I have found.
This method is to use a dummy field coil. output transformer and a magnetic speaker. -k uy
gond filter choke will do in place of tho
field coil.
Any convenient output transformer, primary Ira ring fair notching charncteristics it he serundn0- is not used[ maybe used in the output circuit. This testing
assembly Is wired as shown in Fig. 7 und is
mounted tu a Sinn Il box with a jack for the
speaker and two sets of leads; one set terminates in a tube base. the other has phone
tips soldered to the ends of the wires.
The latter set of leads are used on the
early models having the conventional Crosley
speaker connections: that is. pin jacks
marked RIROWN. N and P. The circuit Is as
follows: the choke is tunuected across the
brow'] pin jacks. while the ends of the out
put transformer are connected to the N and
1' pin jacks. A lead connects one side of
the choke to the center -tap of the trans

Ç 1..5

Make your own "talking light beam"
transmitter and receiver, as described in detail in the forthcoming
issue of RADIO -CRAFT. The author
describes an inexpensive and ingenious system that may be built up in
a short time by anyone.

Radio Instruments.

Address

City and State
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RAISING THE OHMMETER
RANGE

HERE'S Something!
A high

tubes

-but

quality Midget Portable Public Address System for $59.50 list price.
how they can push sound out of the big eight inch dynamic speaker:

High gain -low hum -natural tone reproduction -phonograph Input-double button mike
in weight-inexpensive -everything you could ask for in a small portable.

-light

IF

YOU ARE A SOUND EQUIPMENT DEALER
Don't fail to write for the U.S.E.
Short -Cut Catalog, illustrating
a complete line of public address units, and for special circulars that will help you sell
prospective customers.
U.S.E. offers you a complete,
highly competitive line of amplifying equipment. Place yourself in a position to meet competition on sound installations
by demonstrating and selling
U.S.E. Whether it's on price or
performance, you will have the

Midget (Inside View)

,-

Front

advantage.

United Sound Engineering Company
2233

Manufacturers of Specialised Sound Equipment
UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAINT PAUL, MINN.

WANTED

lobben- -Mall

Order Houses and
in all Territories

RADIO

!

SET PRINTS

NEWSPAPER

Representatives

TWO FAST MOVERS

(Continued front page 618)
The average number of lines used at present is 100 per inch hut, with the present machines, the number can be increased up to
3(00; this maximum number of lines is practically never used, as there In nt present no

Free Edge Cone and Voice And -Field Coils for all
Dynamic Speakers
Coil Assemblies
We also Manufacture Various Types of
Magnetic Speakers
We can Supply and Remedy tour Speaker Needs.
Speaker dffirs. Since 1921
LEOTONE RADIO CO., 63 Dey St..NewYork,N.Y.

NEW
for RADIO MEN

Something

ALPHABETICALLY

!

INDEXED

SERVICE NOTES
b,habetiral arrangeprepared in
indexed, specialists' servire notes
ahieb give pertinent farts about sixty -Ove different
standard receivers. This material, cononiently arranged,
enables you to quickly select from your files, cards
which tell how to rornrt Intermittent rerept ion, hum.
distortion. usci llat ion, superheterodyne alignment. speaker
trouble. Truss nuululat loo, bu la Ile fng, power park failure s,
poor 9X reception and dozens of other common radio
RADIO

We
ment

have expertly
and carefully

a

faults.
Our Consultation Bureau gives you FREE authoritative
informat Ion of all radium service problems.
In addition,
it provides for sales promotional ideas. adsenIsingeverything to make the sers lying business profitable.
For complete details about these "Indexed Service
Notes," write today for circular RC -4.
CAPITOL RADIO RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Washington. D.C.
711 Barr Building

CATALOG
-

-

BARGAINS GALORE FOR
SERVICEMEN
AMATEURS
DEALERS

mportont News for Radio Men:
Cacti el Important
Information Regularly t1.00

128

HANDY

65

624

CORTLANOT ST.

,

Dept

NEW YORK CITY

call for such fine-quality reproduction.
Thin is simply mentioned to show how far
this art has already advanced, and whist has
actually been accomplished.

it

A recent announcement by RCA states that
Is now prepared to send telegrams in fac-

simile all over the country. In other words,
you write in longhand a telegram in which
you can incorporate sketches If you wish, and
RCA will transmit such telegrams, handwriting, sketches and all, at a low rate. RCA,
however. stresses the point that. so far as Its
service is concerned, this ultra -short wave
high-speed facsimile alpparat as is to be a
purely point -to -point proposition, open for
public use in the transmission of pictures.
messages. bank statements. etc.
In my present project. the only new thing
which I show is the use of n double stiatem
of ink -vapor jets which operate simultanemist'. one on each side of the paper sh es t.
l'se is made of n doubly -modulated wave, similar to what was used two years ago by the
l'elumbia Broitelcasting System to broadcast
both sound and sight on One wn velpngth.
This method wo0id seem perfectly feasible in
connection with the ink -vapor Jet arrangement: but some further experimenting must
No
be done to get down to the fine points.
great technical difficulties. however, are foreseen in solving this particular point.
As far as the owner of the set is concerned,
the action of the printing device is wholly
n stoma tic: all that he need do is to renew
the roll of paper once in a while, get at new
air-pressure charge in the tank, and n fresh
'l'he air- pressure tank can be
ink bottle.
taken to the nearest garage, where com-

HAVING a "direct reading" ohmmeter, we
reasoned that if we could establish the
amount of current flowing in the ohmmeter
circuit at its various "ohm readings," we
could use a voltage -multiplying resistor, external to the meter, and thereby obtain a
two -purpose meter.
Our first move toward this, was to observe
the "ohm reading" marked at CENTER of
In our particular )nst'umen t.
the settle.
powered by one 1.5 V. battery, the "ohm
reading" is 5,1100 ohms. From the above
we can determine the full -scale current of
the meter by dividing the voltage, L5, by
"ohm reading" 5,01)0 and obtain .000::. So
far, this Information bells us that our iust'unient Is entirely satisfactory for use Rs a
"high -resistance- per -volt" meter.
The computed resistance- per -volt (5,000 ohms divided
by 1.5 V.) is 3,
1/:1 ohms.
Now, to establish the meter current values
at the various "ohnt readings." We will select as example, an "ohm reading" of 10,000.
To this figure ADO 5,0111) ohms, the value of
the resister which Is placed between the meter
and the voltage supply to limit the circuit
current to full -scale current reading or "zero"
ohm reading; the total then is 15,000 ohms.
By dividing voltage. (1.5) by ohms, (15,0001
(The dial "ohm
the quotient is .0001 -A.
reading" of 10.000 tints Indicates the .0001 -A.1
For voltmeter operation, we wished the
full -scale range of our voltmeter to be 4:50.
The necessary external voltage multiplying
resistor value was computed as 1,5011,1)00
ohms, obtained by dividing desired voltage
range (450) by FULL SCALE current of the
meter, (.00(1;-A.).
The watts rating of the voltage'-multiplying resistor is obtained by squaring the fullseals' current (.0003 times .000:1) the prod art
being .00000009. This being multiplied by
the value of the voltage- multiplying resistor
( 1,500.000)
gives .1:15 as the watts rating for
the resistor. A 1,.500.01111 ohm resistor of
0.5 -W. rating or higher, would be satisfactory.
We now want to know the voltage being
read when the meter indicates "ohm reading"
10,000 when the meter current is computed
its .0001 -.1. The voltage being read is 150,
obtained by multiplying circa it resistance
11,5(0,000 ohms) by circuit current 1.11(1111 -.t.).
Each "ohm reading" of the meter scale
may be calibrated as to meter current : or,
if only one voltage range is desired, the
"ohm readings" may be calibrated as voltage
readings.
You will note in the circuit of the ohmmeter. one test prod Is directly connected to
meter terminal, say "ncantiv'e." and this prod
may be used as "negative" of voltmeter. One
end of the voltage multiplying resistor is
con nested directly to opposite terminal of
net er, which would then be "positive." 'l'he
positive test prod of the voltmeter connects
to opposite end of the resistor.

S.00O

mod

'

:¡ ;

The different illustrations which I present
are self-explanatory, and they show all the
necessary details for the interpretation of
thin new art. Several photographs of the
RCA machine which is now in use have also
been added.

_

!

OHM METER

i.e

MEG.
RANGE
MuLT1PLYING
RESISTOR

450

SOLT

VOLTAGE

--s.Nl11A".11Y--5.000 00.55

""'-- 'recto-

OHM,
SSASS

air

can he furnished; or, more likely,
Service Men of the future will call ones' It
month and take care of the renewals of paper,
ink and air bottle. Some little cleaning of
the air- brushes (for ink) and other details
will be taken care of by the Service Men who,
to- a small fee. will give a monthly routine
inspection to the set.
pressed

T. B. Taylor

Only three

UNITING
RESISTOR

CURRENT

1.5 VOLT

SATTER/

I~

o.IM TES+

----950

RANGE
VOLTAGE
LTAGCTEST
EST

Fig. 1
Details for revamping the ohmmeter.
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FACTS ABOUT

The Dynatron as a Detector

As a detector the dynatron has possibilities.
although this is something more or less in the

experimental stage at the present time.
Studies of this subject made thus far, indicate that good reception is possible with a
(Continued from page 598)
dynatron detector circuit and for those who
one has an output meter, the R.F. oscillator may desire to try it out. the circuit diagram
circuit described already can be used `as is." shown In Fig. 8 is offered.
The grid leak type of detection does not
If a modulated signal Is desired, the reader is
respectfully referred to an article on page satisfactorily apply to dynatron detector ap464 of the February, 1931 edition of RADIO - plication. rather a bins is best used in the
('u.tFT for details. The writer has a beat-fre- circuit between the grid and the cathode or
quency oscillator which primarily consists of filament, as the case may be. Commonly this
a dynatron oscillator functioning at a fixed grid bias will be found to be some value
frequency and a second dynatron oscillator within the resistance range from about 75,000
which has a variable tuning adjustment op- ohms to .7remegolan, however it varies more
erating through a narrow baud of frequencies. or less from tube to tube and no one value
It is
Cy varying the tuning condenser the two os- can be definitely assigned. offhand.
clnators are caused to produce "beat" notes pertinent to emphasize the fact that this
wide') are passed on to a detector, and through biasing resistance value, for any given tube.
nu A,F, amplifier system to a phono. pickup. is decidedly oritical. As a means of deterThis device can produce audio frequencies mining the value for a chosen tube ¡after havfrom something like :t0 cycles on up to about ing rat a test on the tube in order to deter.
10 Ice. and is an application of the dynatron mine definitely as to whether or not it is
circuit to the measurement of audio- frequency adaptable to dynatron circuit requirements)
apparatus. One use in particular to which it is suggested that a variable resistance be
used in determining the critical vain.. of the
t bis apparatus can be put -and one which is
mot frequently given a thought by the Service bias and when this bas been determined by
Man-is tho subject of loudspeaker resonance experiment- measure the resistance value and
¡this can be determined with the beat -fre- then substitute an accurate used resistance
foi the variable resistor.
quency oscillator mentioned).
Tuning of a dynatron detector circuit is
Another ,example of the utility of the dyne largely a matter of tuning the midget variIron oscillator lies in Its application to the able condenser in the aerial circuit, althougu
study of code telegraphy: a circuit for this it is important to have an Inductuflee in the
purpose was shown in Itnto- Ca.trr in Novem- plate circuit which is of a value correspondber, 1932, page 270. For the benefit of any ing to the frequency- range to be received by
who may be interested in the use of the dyna- the detector. Otherwise the experimenter may
tron as a frequency changer in the superhet- find himself listening to several stations at
erodyne circuit the reader is referred to the one time. The dynatron as a detector seems
circuit shown on page 676 of the May, 1931 to possess considerable possibilities when apedition of RADIO-CRAFT. As already men - plied to the reception of short waves. and the
tiened, there are limitations to the applica- writer suggests this as a subject for experiti,n of the dynatron principle in vacuum tube ment by those who may be interested. It
operation and this Is the reason for its not should be kept in mind that the sensitivity
having been put to more general use, com- of this circuit depends largely upon the caremercially. In order to function as a good ful manipulation of the biasing resistor, for
dynatron, a tube must have elements that are it acts as a control on regeneration.
clean and bright, as the secondary emission
The Dynatron as an R.F. Amplifier
is ordinarily at a maximum under such conof what hots been published regarding
ditions, however, with the attendant heating theMost
dynatron circuit heretofore has pertained
or the elements. Therefore, a tube which
its application as an tcoillator, although
may be an excellent dynatron tube. when new, to
references have been made to its use
may not be at all satisfactory for this purpose limited
in
detecting anti amplifying circuits. The
after it has been in use for a time. The writer
has been interested for years in practhinking and farsighted engineer engaged in tical, workable,
at the same time simple.
designing apparatus for sale to the public has B.F. amplitters. and
'therefore it was quite in
not "taken up" with the dynatron. One appli- keeping with dynatron
investigation
cation of the dynatron, however, as an oscilla- to experiment with the circuit
in mind of
tor. is in the case of one of the ultradyne cir- determining its utility asthought
an R.F. amplifier.
cuits which were developed by the late Robt. The circuit employed is that
of the ordinary
h.
IaIcault and in which the dynatron was resista nec- coupled amplifier with
a lower voltused as a superheterodyne oscillator.
age impressed upon the plate than that which
Owing to the fact that it was something of is applied to the screen -grill. It s')oild be
kept In mind at all times that the circuit
n problem, in the course of tube operation in
general. to control secondary emission. tube has a tendency- to oscillate. and resistor and
manufacturers have endeavored to get away voltage values which will permit the circuit
front the difficulty. as far as reasonably con- to fu net ion without introducing objectionable
venient, by spraying their tube elements with oscillation trust he used. The sin-nit arcarbon. For this reason. not many of the rangennent of a one -stage amplifier is shown
tubes made today are very good when used in Fig. `t.
An interesting experiment has been conin dynatron circuits. except as they may be
picked. one at a time. in the shop or labora- ducted by connecting the oscillator whose ciradaptafor
individual
cuit
is indicated in Fig. 7 to the input of a
their
tory. and tested
bility for use in circuits of the type being receiver of the T.R.F. type, precisely as if the
considered. (Any who desire some informa- tuning condensers were to be lined up. By
tion pertaining to the spraying of tube Me- adjusting the oscillator condenser so as to
w, lots with carbon are referred to the Septem- beat with the receiver when the latter is
net., 1932 edition of RADIO- CRAFT.) The indi- tuned to a given station and at the smote time
vidual Service Man or experimenter should controlling tisci lia then by the potentiometer.
have little dill-11111R. in picking out an occa- it has been found that in certain instances
sional tube for such use, considering the num- the receiver output volume has been at least
ber of tubes that pass through his hands from doubled. With such an arrangement. ton.
time to time. (Incidentally. it is proper to it has been noted that broadcast stations
note that the dynatron property of tube op- were heard which could not be heard at all
eration which gives rise to a decrease in plate without the oscillator: or at least if they
rnrrent with an increase of plate voltage is were heard, it was not possible to separate
sometimes termed "negative resistance." That them. This applies particularly to stations
portion of the characteristic curve already in the "graveyard" division of the wavelength
studied which reflects this feature of tube allocation. Thoughtful consideration of this
operation is sometimes referred to as the application of the circuit being ' .isidered
"negative resistance" portion of the curve. will make it plain that prodded oscillations
When a tube is operating under such condi- are properly controlled, we have in such a
tions it is referred to as functioning in the circuit an application of the tuned- plate. ca"dynatron region," and when making a lab- pacity- coupled amplifier. While it may he
oratory set -up for the use of a tube as a regarded as unstable. It has been found that
dynatron it is desirable to adjust the applied it can be made to work under certain condivoltages so that the tube is operating some- tions, and that very naturally helps to satisfy
where near the middle of the "dynatron re- aroused curiosity.
gion").
(Continued on page 627)
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THE TESTER SHOWS

1

SEE IT DOES

SELL ME A
NEW TUBE

THIS TUBE
IS VERY POOR

New Direct Reading Tu be
Tester Simp/iR'e: Tube Testing

NO longer need you reassure a

skeptical

customer as

to the

worth of a tube. The position of the

meter needle on the shaded 2 -color
scale, indicates to what degree a tube
is either poor or good. When you
use the Readrite 419 tester, you can
see this for yourself.
This newer and better instrument
is used by both dealers and service
men to check new and old tubes
on the counter or out in the field.
It makes tube testing so simple, so
easy, so quick
that anyone can
operate it. Selling tubes is made
easy! Has only two selector switches
-one for heater volts and the other
for the type of tube. No confusion.
No multiplicity of operations.
A push button provides two plate
current readings for determining the
conductance and worth of a tube.
The correct tube filament voltages
applied are: PA. 2, 2 %, 3.3, 5, 6.3,
(Comes in Oak
7.5, 12.6 and 25.
case.)

...

.

YOUR JOBBER
CAN SUPPLY YOU
at the dealer's net price
of $24.00. See him today.
.

Readrite
Meter Works

106 COLLEGE AVENUE

BUFFTON, OHIO
SEND COUPON FOR FACTS
READRITE METER WORKS
106 College Avenue
Buffton, Ohio
Gentlemen: Send me catalog on Read
rite Tester No. 419 and complete line of
radio servicing instruments.

-

Name

Street Address
Cit y
I.

State
J
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ItBrings
STOOD a Test:
Surprising Results

Rough going In wintry weather -through mountains
In New York State, this 6 -tube Superheterodyne
proved a mighty sturdy Auto-Radio. Hard bump.,
slippery roads, hills never interrupted reception
during a long steady drive.

Automatic

volume

lnterstation nelse
sian -New
ener tube

-but

anue
(1 /6A7

contro'.-

Pentagrld eon tube perform -

-8

uses

-

only

sit

1/41 1/75 2/78
Illuminated
1/04 tubes/
vender
airplane
dial
Power lock switch-Dynamic
speaker -Only

2

-

wires

to

connect- Ilulekly Indalled-

190 to 5511 meters -Use any
type aerial- Drains only 4
amperes -Size 11%" x 6" x

655" high-Rugged-Power-

ful-Selective. Complete in

-:oar

one
unit
one year-sold

R.C.A.

nteed
for
with genuino

tubes.

dynamic

speaker.
Complete. ready
Immediate deto operate.

liveries.
Net
nd

$,w/ A
centn -tr I 7S
Servicemen

AIR CELL
SUPER

States New Air
Cell superheterodyne consumes 20
mils "It" and .5

A." Em-

antis

-19,
-34
1-32,
-RCA licensed

ploys
I -30.

1

-1A8,

1

1

-

Distant reception

-

-Power(ui -Eco-

nominal
P or
Farm, Home or
(toot. Site 934"
wide 8" high S
%" deep. Complete chassis with

tubes.

speaker.

less batteries.

Net
to Dealers
Servicemen $19.95

Beautiful Walnut
Spark plug suppressors kit
Cabinet ...52.50
$1.50
complete
Send stamp for pamphlet showing complete line of
AC -DC and All -Was Receivers.

STATES RADIO LABS.II7

r

:k

.

HEADPHONES COMING
BACK
('on t in urd /rpm page WIG,
includes some really new and distinct features is shown in the accompanying photograph. A toggle switch for selecting either
phone or loudspeaker reception is included.
Two tip jacks are mounted is the side of this
adapter and into these the phone cord connects. This unit can be employed in either
the first audio or power stage (where single
tube power stage is employed depending upon
the amount of volume the listener desires or
can stand. It replaces the tube in either of
the aforementioned tube sockets. and the tube
itself is then plugged into the top of the
adapter where n conventional socket is
mounted.
A few words of precaution are
necessary nt this point. When selecting the
adapter. the type of tube it Is to replace
nmst be considered since the number of
prongs on this unit must conform to the
number on the tube.
There are, of course. other types of devices
which will permit headphone use -most of
them being built along the lines of wafer
sockets which Ht over the tube prongs, connections being made by eyelets through which
the prongs pass. This type will also be found
satisfactory nIthnugh the innovations described for the first adapter are not included.
Incidentally, if any intensive listening -in
with headphones is going to he done, the
listener would do well to obtain and use a
pair of lightweight phones. Unless one happens to be a commercial or amateur operator
and nceustenled to wearing phones for it considerable period of time, it Is surprising how
quickly the ears become fatigued.
I

MOD ERNIZE
Your Analyzer

Why be handicapped with an ancient analyser when la
two hours you can easily modernize it with ens of thou
kits and
pair of composite sockets! Directions and
diagrams included with all outfits

NA -ALD
907
TWIN

FEET

S

w ici p-5

,

SMALL
SEVEN

THUMB
RELEASE

LATCH

BI -COLOR RING

LOCK %r

INSTANTLY LOCATES
LARGE PRONGS

-s

LOCKING

Poo

ISSi DIA+
FITS ALL
SOCKETS

97405*

97505A
97605*
9771)5A
T prong Latch Lock Anslyxer
Cable, Plug and Socket as shown List
06.00
Latch 7 to 4 prong Adapter
Latch 7 to 5 prong Adapter
1.25
Latch T to a prong Adapter
1.25
Latch 7 to T prong large Adapter
1.25
Hers Is the set for thus who
want the lowest passible sent
Does not have means for locking
Irtnn
4t.
the adapters to the plug but is
serviceable In every way. the
wired adapters having the necessarysmall base for fitting
shielded sockets.
C. O. stud
supplied.
977P 7 -prong Plain -Type List
Analyzer Plug
0 .40
974W 7 to 4 -prong Wired

907WLCAP

!'lug.

above

Small

8 -wire

97408A
975DSA

9760ßA
9770SÁ

Adapter

975W
976W

Ask your jobber or write

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORP.
MASSACHUSETTS

UNIVERSAL

2- Button

Mandl -M

615.00

bill,

scientifically damped. Truly natural tone. No delicate parts to
be damaged.
For announcing.
transmitting or home recording.
New catalog covers twelve models
from 55 on up.

MICROPHONE

COMPANY, Ltd.
424 Warren Lane
Inglewood, Calif.
U.S.A.
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List of Parts
One Beede

1

mn. meter

with combination

One drilled and engraved bnkelite panel: 551.
x i% x 1 -in.;
One Lynch 450 ohm resistor. _ : accuracy;
One Lynch 5.000 ohm resistor. '_
accuracy;
One Lynch . 5 -meg. resistor. :2";;, accuracy;
One Lynch .5 -meg. resistor. 2 e accuracy;
One Lynch 2.500 ohm resistor;
One Electrad 1000 ohm variable resistor;
Ong Electrad 25 ohm resistor with extra clip.
10 W. type;
One type 762 D.P.D,T. switch;
Seven tip jacks.

List

Maximum volume, minimum

UNIVERSAL

position.
In the ohmmeter circuit flee diagram) the
.500 resistor is only used fis n limiting de:re and need not be accurate. The variable re,stor compensates for high or low batteries
m the discarding point of 2t.; C. to :;5_ V.
he panel was designed to fit an easily ob:Ailed card tile box- The inside dimensions
this box are 554 x 5?i x 7t5, its, high.
although the height is not important and may
nary with different file -card boxes.
The diagram is very simple. and the parts
easily obtained. '!'here 1s no reason why this
kit of parts. including the meter nid a drilled
and engraved panel should cost over $10.00.

scale;

9-P KIT

Third Dimension in Sound
If you think you have heard the ultimate
in sound realism, read about the latest
Bell Labs. system in the forthcoming issue
of RADIO -CRAFT.

Complete

.55
.55

as

92.50

List

NEW ITEMS
Analyser Cable

8 -Wire

4- 5-6 -ltule Comp. Socket

456

.55

to TA - prong

shown

range Is 20.5.ß ohms. For the 75 mit, range,
6.75 ohms is required.
To make this shunt correctly the following
is the procedure: Secure n 25 ohm resist fir
and pince the extra clip at approximately
one -fourth the distance from one end. and adjust to 6,75 ohms. Then adjust the other
end so that the resistance is 20,ß 3 ohms from
one end to the other. Do not calibrate the
_n.Aa ohm section first.
The double -pole
double -throw switch used must have an off

.55

Wired

to
to 8 -prong Wired

977WA 7
Adapter

font itied /rom

I

applying the TOBE Junior
Line Filterette to noisy
radios. A dealer in New
York City earned $150.00
extra last month showing
apartment dwellers that line Filterette
noise can be kept out of Junior
the radio. You buy Filterette Junior
for $1.35-sell it for $2.25 -and snake
a satisfied customer.

CANTON

(

5 -prong

7
7

Adapter

A KNOCKABOUT TESTER

Dealers and servicemen are
earning ten dollars a day by

WIRE CA3LE

57005

St

Would You Ring
25 Door -Bells
for ten dollars?

8

ft

0 .10
.50 ea.

k

-7A -Hole Comp. Socket .50
.50 ea.
5.7 -Hole Comp. Socket.
.50 ea.
567 5.6 -7A -Hole Comp Skt.
.50 ea.
988S 8 -prong Plug ¡see above)
4385 8 -hole Socket bee above) .35 ea.
967DSA 6 to Sm. 7 Latch
1.25 ea.
Adapter
S65PSC Spkr. - !'hones Switch2.50 ea.
ing Adapter
477
457

UX-50

7

1.00 ea.
50 -Watt Socket
UX-50 50 -Watt to UX Adap3.50 es
ter
50 -7AS Sm. 7 to 50 -Watt
3.50 ea.
Adapter

450

NEW TEST ACCESSORIES

NEW:
TIZED

SYSTEMA

A COMPLETE

LINE OF IMPROVED Tip
Connectors and Plugs. Expand.
Ing Pressure Plugs. Jacks and Connec
tors. Extension and Junction Connec50.7Aß
tors. Test Probs. Universal Terminal Sockets. etc.
New Molded Noodles In Ibrrr üles: Small Space.
Side Contait and Long ur Short r,a ing, all interExpanding
changeable with the
l'ressnre Plugs and Hlher Plated Needle I'oitlt :.
Sokoto with Unher -al Terminals fur whirring. bind Ulg, glut -lli anti tan -off connections.
tiling and
Write for nett Tr -1 .trress.wles Itullel in
Also :how, Iluit they tuay
Ili. ribing these new Items.
he u. d to hake Itp test panel, puhst -lo -point testers,
experimental and test bunches, ete.
HERE'S THE DATA YOU WANT
Send two 3r .tamps for new Booklet showing illustrated tube socket
connections of 268 different tubes.
data and diagrams on rewiring any
obsolete set analyzer or tube checker
and information on using the new
tubes in place of old types. Include catalog pages of all kinds of
sockets, speaker plugs. a mectori,
wound anti unwound roll fonts.
coil winding data. S -W receiver
references. etc.
Jacks.

rip.

35'

Servicemen's Diseount
On orders amounting to $10.00 List

NA-Ap

Dept. R -4, 715 Center St.
BROCKTON. MASS.

/

JUST OPP
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40%

ALDEN PRODUCTS CO.
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DYNATRON OPERATION
['ont in ae(l fin", paiic C1J'

Dynatron A.F. Amplification
The dynatron circuit, resistance-coupled,

will function as an A.F. amplifier with very
satisfactory results. Such a circuit was
shown on page 560 of the March, 1931 edition of RADIO-CRAFT, in an article by Mr.
C. II. W. Sason. The writer has used a similar amplifier for some time past. with a type
47 tube connected as a triode. instead of the
4 output tube suggested by Mr. Saxon, The
hook -up employed, using the 47 output tube,
is shown in Fig. 10. I'l'he substitution of
one type of tube for another offers thought
for much very interesting study. particularly
in the matter of substituting new types of
tubes for older ones, l'or a discussion pertaining to the application of the pentode as a
triode see RADIO-CRAFT. July. 1932, page 42).

Other Uses of the Dynatron Circuit
In addition to the applications of the type
of circuit under consideration in this article
there are others that are in more or less common use. Of these uses perhaps one of the
lust known. and least used. is the use of the
dynatron circuit in the various applications
of the vacuum tube voltmeter, Such a d rcuit has been considered In the following issues of RAnto- ('RAFT April. 1932. p. 614;
November, 1932, p. 255: and March, 1933,
p. 545. Another application of the circuit Is
possible in the case of a radiophone trans:

mitter, although this application has never
received very much favorable consideration on
the part of those. particularly amateurs. who
might be the ones to profit by it in the way
of gaining experience and practice in its ap-

plicat ions.
'l'he writer has constructed an experimental
substitute for the common doorbell by arranging an oscillator so that when the -pushbutton is depressed a musical note is emitted
by a single headphone connected in series
with the plate inductance. This coil by the
way, is tuned with n fixed condenser and the
audible output is somewhat musical in tone.
The circuit is essentially the same as that
shown in Mr. I'ollack's article. in Fig. 1. on
page 464 of the February. 1931 issue of
'Ludo-CRAFT. with the addition of the pushbutton which is in series with the filament beating battery.
'l'he use of the dynatron circuit in frequency meter construction has not been directly referred to heretofore in this article.
However. such an application of the circuit
is possible and convenient. The construction
of such a deice is very similar to that involved in making an oscillator for laboratory
or service vot'k. in fact the same device may
Is. used for either purpose with but slight
changes. In one case, the instrument emits
a signal at a pre -determined frequency. while
in the other it Is used to determine the frequency of a signal generated by some other
source.

Conclusions
From what is known of the dynatron circuit at the present time. it may be said that
the principle involved Is one that is readily
workable and requires a minimum of apparatus. As pointed out. the subject of secondary emission is one for study and owing to
the difficulty involved in controlling such
emission the tube manufacturers have been
treating their tube elements with carbon for
some time past. as it has been found by most
mauufacturr= of tubes to their regret, that

the negative "shielding" effect resulting from
the use of bright tube elements caused more
or less difficulty in the functioning of tubes in
the usual run of receiver circuits. From this
it may be inferred that the dynatron circuit
is not likely to find much application in commercial receivers for some time to come
This, however. need not deter the student and
experimentally inclined Service Man from investigating the merits of so simple, useful
and practical a circuit. There need be little
hesitancy on the part of the experimenter as
to the availability of an occasional tube with
which to conduct such an investigation. Most
of the type 15. 22, 24. 32. 35, 51 and 865
Ithe latter being a low power, screen -grid
transmitting tube of 121/2 W. rating', and
some 2A3 tubes, will function in dynatron
circuits very satisfactorily. It must be kept
in mind that tubes employed in dynatron circuits. because of the varying conditions surrounding the subject of secondary- emission,
will not act uniformly when one is compared
with another of similar type. Neither will a
given tube necessarily function antler n given
set of conditions throughout its normal life.
This. however, should have little bearing on
such uses as the amateur, experimenter. student or Service Man is likely to subject the
tube to. That the dynatron circuit Is possessed of much merit is without question.
That it lips Its limitations Is also true. However, the man who makes a study of it need
not feel that his time is being wasted and it
should be remembered that he may find himse If well rewarded through the acquisition of
useful information.
An investigation of the properties of the
dynatron circuit should not be regarded as
complete without reference to sonle good
works pertaining to the subject of tubes in
general, together with their applications,
Q.

T
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Dynatron,
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other good service men solve tough
problems!
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Fig. 10
dynatron A. F. amplifier.
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OF HIGH SENSITIVITY
In the forthcoming May issue of
RADIO -CRAFT will appear complete construction details of a battery set of extreme sensitivity. You
have been waiting a long time for a
good set design, using the new battery tubes-now, here it is!
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A NEW METHOD FOR

BIG DISCOUNTS
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS!
Get Our Monthly Bargain Bulletin

FREE
IT'S CHOCK -FULL OF
BARGAINS FOR YOU

You can't afford to be without
this book. It offers marvelous
buys in Radio Sets, Long and Short
Wave Apparatus, Servicemen's
Repair and Replacement Parts,
Electrical Goods, Sporting Goods
-hundreds of miscellaneous
bargains.
Ito among the first to have the pick of
great bargains. Latest issue just out.
Act quick. Send coupon and receive your
copy by return mail.

RADIO CIRCULAR CO., INC.
Street
New York, N. Y.
Dept. RC -434
Please send me free of charge and without obligation, your latest catalog.
225 Varlets
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STEWART -WARNER
FACTORY CO- OPERATION

FOR SERVICE MEN
Service meetings will be held all over the
country by special factory radio field engineers.
Complete diagram talk on new as
well as old Stewart-Warner circuits will show
you the easy way to service Stewart Warner
radio sets. Service manuals on all new Homo
and Auto Sets will be given free.
For time and place of meeting, write

Service Department

STEWART -WARNER CORP.
Diversey Parkway

)LEt

No. 1167

-

-

Chioagc

Met ers

Free Point Set Analyzer

Our Net Price $24.50
No. 1179 Perpetual Tester . $33.98
We carry the complete line. Call or
write for descriptive bulletin.

45D VESEY STREET

NEW!

New York, N. Y.

SENSATIONAL!

110 VOLTS AC FOR AUTOS
The now AUTONATOIt generates Ito Volt A.C. Cur.
rent in motor ran, aeroplanes and from all types of
engines and motors, direct from fan belt.
Costs
nothing to operate. No service -no brushes, collector
rings, commutator or wire wound armature. Ideal
for operating PORTABLE Sound Equipment, A.C.
Radio Sets, Neon Signs, Electric Lights, Searchlights. Send for complete details.

LABORATORIES. INC.
Weave Ave.
Dept. A
Chime. Ill.

AUTONATOR

6440 South
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Additional Shielding

Low- tension wires in the motor compartment, particularly the one leading to toe
(('ontin and from prtuJc an01
breaker points, should also be shielded if comfactor would certainly never be used. .Ind, pletely satisfactory results are desired. Rehere we find the ;proof of the pudding" member to ground all shielding, preferably to
since. surprising as It nay seem to n great
a heavy metal braid that is bolted to some
many. no form of suppressor device is ever portion of the
girder construction supporting
employed for eliminating ignition noise from
body of the car and which is brought
aircraft radio reception. Instead the simple the
up to the motor and secured there. This is
method of complete shielding of all high- and to insure n better motor ground,
especially
low -tension t'abls.s and shielded spark plugs desired
where the motor is mounted on rubIA employed.
And also. strange as it may ber blocks to minimize vibration.
Even
seem to auto -radio installers. this procedure
though the motor will lie found to be
works out quite sat is la et orily and is all that grounded in n ease of this sort because
of
is necessary to eliminate the interference.
the bolts which hold it down, it should be
Arnln the installer Is referred to the Buick considered
that the motor will rock when it
type of installation where no (spark plug) is running or when it Is suddenly acceler!oppressors nre necessary due to the complete ated. causing an imperfect
ground contact
seclusion and shielding of the plugs by a due to the fact that the bolts are not
"taken
metal plate that encloses them, as proof that up" tightly so that this rocking or vibration
-ill work out Just as well in could be taken care of by the rubber blocks.
this procedure will
unto radio practice.

Airplane System
In airplane work
that shown In Fig.

n shielded plug such as
A is generally employed.
There are. of course. some variations in the
design of this unit as made by various manu-

facturers. but substantially the principle of
completely enclosing or shielding the plug and
cable lending to it is incorporated in all of
them. In airplane work the shielded ignition
cables are made up complete for the various
types of motors that are generally employed
for plane use. Iluwever, the Packard Electric Corp. makes up to form of woven metal
shielding that slips over the cables of nonstandard installations. Unfortunately, there

iitonhnt i ve equipment Hanna fn etu rers
a shielded plug for automobile
use.
This is probably due to the fact that
while plug sizes are pretty well standardized
in airplane motors to a very few types. in
automobiles there are well over fifty types
and sizes. However, when, and if there is
ever a demand for an auto plug of this type.
it is safe to assume that the manufacturers
will respond by bringing such units on the
n

that supply

City

RI

care of.

ELIMINATION

nre no

Address

1826

AUTO -NOISE

formed or else there might be some interference radiated by these lines due to stray I1F,
currents that the shielding does not take

market.

A New Idea
Meanwhile a uag;asi..ii snbstit ut e, in the
form of n wrinkle, is shown in Pig. H. A
coil or tube shield of the required height is
adnptable for this purpose. If a coil can is
used, the bottom should have n hole drilled
equal in size to the diameter of the threaded
portion of the plug. The plug is then inserted into the shield with the threaded area
protruding through the opening that was
drilled for it. It can then be inserted into
its respective cylinder and liy means of a.
spark plug socket wrench screwed down
tightly so that the shoulder of the plug locks
tie shield against the cylinder head and
automatically grounds it. It 'Wahl. of course.
he good pulley to first serape the metal area
against which the shield Wnalla contact to
insure n good ground ennnectinn. The cover
of this chin must also be drilled to permit
the cable lending to the plug to go through
it. The shielded loom or braid that tits oyetthe spark plug cable must be soldered to this
coyer and should ..o'er the cable to the point
where it readies the tubing or housing ahoye
the cylinder hend. At this point all shieldeu
cable stupid be bonded and grounded. Where
the wires leave the housing and go to the
distributor head. the procedure of shielding
each individual cable should be continued. A
clearnnt'e of approximately !!. -In. must exist
between the distributor head terminals and
the shielded boron or braid, otherwise then
will be a flashover discharge caused by the
high voltage from the terminal to shield (Milo h
is equivalent to ground). and which would
prevent the motor from functioning properly.
Similarly, the high -tnsion had from the
spark coil to the center terminal of the distributor must be shielded with the same precautions, as mentioned previously, in mind.
The regular procedure of bonding and
grounding all cables, oil or gas line pipes,
or any other metal tubing which may come
through the "tireboard" (that is the wall
which separates the motor compartment from
the instrument-board space) should be per-

A NEW "LIGHT METER"

Imam' 3I1:'i'TR for measuring
"'wart'
light
intensities and making illunainatlon
surveys is announced by the Westinghouse
Electric and 3111 niifu et firing Company. Only
at
fear seconds are needed to check lighting
c-ondit ions at any point, since the dial is
marked in foot-candles with zones denoting
the minimum amount of light needed for
specific types of work.
The following are among useful applications of the ''right light" meter:
(II ('het'king intensities on dull days when
natural light fails;

121 Checking the
efficiency of artificial
lighting In sta M t Ions;
131 indicating when higher candle power
lamps are lrqu teed or when fixtures need
cleaning:
s

141 Surveying the condition of walls and
ceilings which may prevent proper reflection
of light :
(3) i)etermhhing the efficiency of lamps
what'll may he of old design or worn out and
in heed of replaeenhent :
The new foot -..pull° teeter embodies many
unusual features. It uses the new Westinghouse Mutiny cell, a recently developed copper-oxide photo -volts lc tell, which changes
light directly to eleetrit current without any
auxiliary electrical supply.

Public Address
NOW

the money-making field
The only independent

plete outfits from

manufacturer of com-

THE MICROPHONE TO THE HORN
A few of the itenhs we manufacture are as

follows:

Carbon, Condenser and Velocity Microphones; Microphone Stands; Mixers; Pre Amplifiers; Amplifiers, Hi -Gain, etc.; Portable

Outfits;

Matching Transformers; Field Coils
Transformers; Field ExUnits and Voltage Regu-

and Chokes; Power

citers; Rectifying
lators.

1.\\

"BF"
MICROPHONE
- Button.
Heavy
Duty. Chromium
Plated Microphones.
similar in appearance and Performance to Mikes listing
at 825.00.
2

Money refunded
not satisfactory.
PR CE

if

54.95

Send 3e stamp for our new 1934 Catalogue
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Popu/arSóort lrareBOOliS
errHere's money put right into your pocket -herre
lug you never gave a thought to. You get absolutely
F1tl ;E any one or more of the regular 25c and 50e short
wave books with a year's subscription to SHORT WAVE
CRAFT, the Radio Experimenter's Magazine. A one
year's subscription brings you one fifty cent book or two
twenty -five cent books; a two -year subscription brings
you two fifty cent books and any one twenty -five cent
book. Decide NOW what books are most necessary to
you -then send us your subscription by return mall
The books will be sent to you lmmediateiy.

The Copy

25¢

On All
4-Celsr Corer
In Sire
Over 200 Illustrations

Newsstands

9"

a 12"

Snotrac

HIGH- FREQUENCY
ADJUSTMENTS IN RADIO
RECEIVERS
(Continued front page 012)
5.
Set the receiver to around 1,400 kc.
using a station or oscillator signal as before
and completely readjust all trimmers just as
for items 3 and 4 above.
If no readjustment is required at either
1000 or 1,400 kc. no further attention need
be given the set as far as alignment of the
tuned stages is concerned. If considerable.
or even appreciable adjustment is necessary,
on either 1000 or 1,400 kc. further work
in
must be done as it naturally follows that readjustment at one dial setting will mean maladjustment at another. Nothing can be done
about this condition unless the condenser is
provided with "alignment leaves." These are
formed by slotting the outer rotor plates on
one or both ends of each condenser in several
places to furor fan shaped segments. This arrangement provides a means of changing the
capacity over one particular band ¡usually
100 loc.) without disturbing it at any other
band. In some receivers thumb screws are
provided to bend these leaves toward or away
from the outside stator plate. In others they
must be bent either Way by pressure of the
finger or by use of an insulating rod.
The following is the correct procedure for
bending these leaves:
1. When you find that the trimmers must
be readjusted nt 1000 and 1.500 kc, set the
main dial to around 1000 kc. and adjust the
trimmers as accurately as possible for peak
response as before.
2. Now reset the dial to 000 ke. and readNo. 1179 Free -Point Test Set
just for maximum response by bending the
leaves toward or away from the stators as
NOW you can carry a complete
necessary. At 000 ke. the plates will be
almost fully in mesh and those leaves which and compact laboratory with you and
will come out first (the largest ones) when
without
the condensers are rotated should be adjusted solve any testing problem
that to a maximum amount. If bending one having to guess what the trouble may
is insufficient. start the next smallest one,
be. This new Triplett portable laband so on until peak response is attained.
Set the tutting dial now to 1.400 kc, oratory, No. 1179, consists of three
:3.
anti bend leaves ¡those still in mesh only) units : 1150 Oscillator, 1125 Volt until correct maximum response and correct
Ohm-Milliammeter, and the 1166
alignment are attained.

TESTIIiG

age am/
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Tracking Adjustment for Superheterodyne Receivers

Na I

Na I

60e

50e
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25e

25o

popular short -wave magazine Interests the great
TRIS
d general
broadcast listeners,
army of "ha
students who are interested in experimental as
radio
well as scientific angles of short wave development and
application. In each monthly issue appears the I
and most correct short -wave station call list, and important construction ankles on receivers and transmitters, including "piclurized" diagrams easily understood
by anyone, a big feature "originated" by SHORT WAVE
CRAFT. You'll also find the latest news about shortwave physics, mtero- and ultra-short waves and other
applications of this newest branch of radio.
<

Many Short Wave Sets to Build
Many excellent short-wave nets with complete construelion details with "picture" diagrams, are found in every
lane-these sets vary from simple one- and two-tubs
was to those of more advanced design, five and eight
tubes.

Big Silver Trophy FREE!
Recently inaugurated by air. Hugo Gernsback, Editor,
To the Shortwas the "Short Wave Scout Contest."
wawe "fan" who has logged and obtained verification of
the largest number of short -wavy stations from all over
the world, during one month, will be awarded a magni9cent silver Short Wave Scout Trophy.

Mail This Coupon Today!
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. Dept. RC -434
96.98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance for
subscription to SHORT WAVE CRAFT for
[ ] One Year GA $2.50 (Canadian and foreign $3.00)
@ 95.00 (Canadian and foreign $8.00)
¡ ] Two Years
Send me FRE.F, books which are circled below.
1

7

S

4

Name

Aadren

Stau
City
(Send remittance in cheek or money order. Roelitter fei
tos If it contains easb or unused II. S. Postage StaUS..)
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In n superheterodyne, the oscillator frequency is set above the signal frequency and
must stay as nearly as possible the same
number of kilocycles above the signal frequency for every setting of the tuning dial.
The difference between the oscillator and signal frequencies. of course, is the intermediate
frequency and. for example. if the dial is set
to 1000 kc. for a receiver having an 1.F. of
175 Ice. the oscillator controlled by the same
dial must be adjusted to function at 1.175
ke, (1000 plus 175 ke'.). If the dial is set
to 1.400 kc. subsequently the oscillator must
function at 1.400 pins 175 or 1.575 kc. for
proper reception.
When the other sections of the receiver are
correctly adjusted. all tracking adjustments
are made in the oscillator grid circuit. For
this purpose there ore three applications of a
single basic circuit shown in Figs, 2A, 211

Free-Point Auxiliary Set Tester,
No. 1150 is a well designed, completely
shielded oscillator. A switch permits generating either a stabilized modulated or unmodulated signal of constant level. Extremely accurate scale divisions cover fractional frequencies from 110 to 1600 -K.C.,
on the individually hand-made chart. This
method gives an extreme accuracy that cannot be secured in any other way.
No. 1125 contains a direct reading Ohm-

meter, Output meter, A.C.-D.C. Voltmeter
and Milliammeter. Complete with 16 different scale readings. All readings are
controlled by a selector switch. It lends
itself admirably to point to point continuity
testing for set analysis and general testing.
The Free -Point Auxiliary Set Tester,
No. 1166, is universal, flexible and designed
to overcome obsolescence. Four sockets
and 2C.
Carefully note that in the oscillator grid take care of all present day tubes.
circuits shown. the main "gang" tuning con- YOUR JOBBER CAN SUPPLY YOU
denser is CI having a shunt "gang" tuning
at the dealer's net price of $34.67
condenser C2 of 1/5 to 1/S its value and an
See him today.
adjustable condenser C3 in series with the
THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL
cmnbi lia t ion. ha ring a value usually somewhat
greater than that of Cl. This value must be
INSTRUMENT CO.
So large -the amount of its variation need
Bluffton, Ohio
45 Main Street
be so small -that often it is split into a
fixed section C4 and a variable section C3 as

...

in Fig. 2C.
Adjustment of C2 and C. may be done Correctly as follows:
1. Set receiver dial at 1.400 kc. and feed
an oscillator signal or n station signal in the
input (antenna and ground posts) and adjust
condensers C2 for maximum output signal.
This way be done with an output meter. The
manner of connecting this device will vary
with the particular receiver make and model.
2.
Now set receiver dial to 600 kc. and
adjust C3 for maximum. Condenser C2 should
not be readjusted at 600 kc, because it will

1934

- Send Coupon for Facts
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.,
45 Main Street, Bluffton, Ohio

R

Gentlemen:
Send me catalog on Triplett Tester 1179.
and complete line of radio servicing instrumenta,
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Oscillator Feed -Back Adjustment
In I'ig, 2. condenser C is for the purpose
of regulating the oscillator. In some cases
the oscillator tube will grow less and less
efficient with use, finally stopping oscillation.
When a new tube Is replaced adjustment must
be made according to its particular sensitivity. To adjust this condenser proceed as fol-

res

Line

Where There's
Action-Every Day

-

Analyzer&

lows:

Resistance
Tester
Every
And a Payday
Latest
Week-You Be the Boss! Design YOURS

-

1,
Tune the receiver dial to a station
around 600 ke. and turn set screw of C
counter- clockwise until the set goes "dead."
')'urn in a clockwise direction until station
again comes in and add one or two additional
turns. If the set operates for any setting of
this capacity it should lie adjusted at a minimum position. 'l'he volume Control of the
receiver should be full-on during adjustment.

Without

Right now while hundreds are
looking for work where then
isn't any, the radio service field
can use trained men. With the
proper train ins and the necessary

Extra Cost

equipment, you ran enter this field and make a tomb r:31de
Ming. We include with our course this modern set analyzer and trouble shooter without any extra charge. This
piece of equipment has proved to be a valuable help to
our members. After a brief period of training you can
take the net analyzer out on semi, calla and really com-

with "old timers."

pete

We

show

you

haw

to

whet

d
repair all type; of
short-wave receivers-analyze
radio set s -and many other profitable jobs can be yours.
Teaching you this interesting work is our business and we
have provided ourselves with even' facility to help you
learn quickly yet thoroughly. If you possess average Intelligence and the desire to make real progress on your
own merits. you will be interested.

ACT NOW-MAIL COUPON
Start this very minute! Send for full details of our plan
and free booklet that explains how easily you ran now
Don't put it off! Write to-

t

cash in on radio quickly.
day. SEND NOW!

i

RADIO TRAINING ASSN. of AMERICA

Dept. RCR -4. 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chisaeo. III.
Gentlemen: Send Ine details of your Enrollment Pin I
and Information on how to learn to make real money
In radio quick.
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THE NEW

Model

E

TUBE TESTER

36

Read these excellent features
which give complete details
shout the new Model 36 Tube
Tester.
(I) Direct Reading.
(2) Mutual conductance test.
(3) Line voltage regulation
both Plate and Filament
on separate A.C. meter.

(It

No obsolescence
new 36 point.

due to
pole

6

rotary switch -Provisions
for new sockets.
(5) Complete short test of
all elements. Diode test(6)
17)

cathode leakage test.
Rapid and accurate.
Filament voltage rang*
for all tubes.

(8) Portable.

handsome

leatherette covered use.
DEALERS NET PRICE

trial or

Sold on 10 day

Circular

I- & L

837.30
money refunded.

on request.

ELECTRIC COMPANY
Dent.

116

MADISON AVE.

7.A

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Get

RESISTORS
SUPPRESSORS

CONDENSERS

Serviceman, e.perimenter and manufacturer alike, through
out the world, rely upon Continental for quality and service
wpassed. New catalogs 'show complete lines of resistors,
auto radio suppressors, and condensers.
Ask Your Jobber or Write

CoHrsxexz

/ C.uesON!n.jJ

a

630

Bally

superhetero-

dyne having tuning facilities must be adjusted for a definite frequency response, This
From _ to R
is the intermediate frequency.
adjustments may be necessary depending on
tin, design. Procedure for correct adjustment
follows:
1.
Connect the output of an oscillator to
the plate terminal of the 1st -detector socket

the tube being removed) and to ground. If
the oscillator output has no series capacity.
one should be used to avoid D.C. If the oscillator Is modulated either an output meter or
the speaker may be used for indicating response but if the oscillator is unmodulated
A
it 2nd- detector plate meter is advised.
tuning meter provided where A.V.C. is used
is suitable also, and If A.V.C. is used with no
tuning indicator. a plate tit llliammeter should
be used and tuned for minimum plate current.
2.
Starting with the grid circuit of the
2nd-detector. turn the adjusting strew for
maximum response. and proceed toward the
1st -detector. Both plate and grid circuit are
usually- tuned and require adjustment.

Relax
After at busy day or a long
motor trip, you crave the
comforts that The American
and The Annex afford. Good
rooms with bath, circulating
ice water, telephones and all
modern conveniences. Beds
that assure restful sleep.
Here you can really relax
when you visit St. Louis.
Rates from $1.50 single $2 double

0. :7"- A

SÒLUOOF

COMBINATION
AMPLIFIER -TUNER
rout in I, rd from page 604)
r.nid triode t0
connects the plate l': of the
the special posh -pull ín1.11 class A prime
transformer. T2.
As the tuner volume contr.!. Rl7, is provided with its own on -off switch. the phono:
microphone preamplifier and the tuner puy
be operated simultaneously or independently
from each other, permitting ndxing and lading from one type of program to another, or
awl mitt ins a radio prograul for Instance to be
used as a musical background for the Microphone program.
A tone and microphone feed -back control,
Il18. Is placed across the power amplifier and
is therefore effective on bot la the radio and
It is
the phono: microphone ampi lilt' r.
equipped with a master -11N" and "OFF"
power switch. The three controls and switches
thus constitute a very simple but complete
and efficient 1'.A. control board.
I

ADAY
lO
REMINGTON
BUYS A NEW

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER

Special 7 -Day Free Trial Offer
Think of it! You can buy a new standard Rem-

ington Portable Typewriter for but 10c a day.
Small and capital letters.
Standard keyboard.
Carrying case included free.
Beautiful finish.
Exceptional money- making opportunities. Write today. Say: Please
tell me how I can get a new
Remington Portable typewriter on your special 7 -day free
trial offer for but 10c a day.
r'Remington Rand Inc., Dept.
RC -O, Buffalo, N. Y.
-

lissa LORAIN AVE CLEVELAND. OHIO

.

I.F. Stage Alignment
Each intermediate stage in

4t

the finest

aatttttttt

have practically no effect. The same mny be
said for readjustment of Ca at 1,400 ke.
2.
If you do not obtain the correct response between 000 and 1,-100 kc. the trimming adjustment must be repeated.

yti

THE MAGAZINE OF SEX SCIENCE
SEXOLOGY, foremost educational sex magazine. is
written in simple language and can be read by
It Is instructive. enevery member of the family.
lightening -not a risque book -contains no jargon.
Devoted to Science of Health Hygiene.
Contains 25 important articles on Sex Science. de
pages. with attractive two -color cover.
Hero are
few f the more Iupsin am articles: Editorial -Truth
in Sex Literature: Chastity Belts (illustrated): Sex
"Inversion ": Superstitions About Virginity: Fro-

gurney of Sex Diseases: Double Pregnancy in Double
Womb (illustrated): Cure of Syphilis Slow: Sex
Knowledge for Children: Abnormalities of Female
Breast (illustrated); Venereal Disease Prevention
(illustrated); Continuous Menstruations: All About
Your Glands (illustrated); Giants Are Impotent: The
Menopause: The Message of the Urine (illustrated):
Sex and Pain: Questions and Answers; Seining Sex
Notes: Book Review.
Get a cops of SEXOLOGY on any newsstand. er.
If your dealer cannot supply you, send 25e In stamps
for a copy of the current Issue.

SEXOLOGY
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The Power Amplifier and Power Pack
The power amplifier consists of tour 43
tubes grouped in push -pull parallel fashion.
The relatively large bins voltage Is obtained
partially from the cathode resistor, 1t4, and
partially from the speaker Oeta current, which
has to flow through the same resistor in order
to complete its circuit. At this higher bias
the tubes are operated In class A prime circuit, and it becomes imperative to employ a
large bypass condenser 110 mt. 35 volts, C7)
in order to obtain the maximum undistorted
audio output power of 71/2 W. The resultant
tone and quality has seldom been attained
before in A.C.-1).C. receivers. and is only
equalled in performance by the very best console type.
'l'he speaker field employed bas a resistance
of 4,000 ohms. This assures a minimum
power consumption, as the current drawn is
only 20 ma. Provision is made to handle
Iwo such speaker fields. as the rectifier tubes
are being taxed only up to a part of their
combined current handling capacity of 200
ttm., D.C. or A.C. This permits the use of
low -frequency and high -frequency type loudspeakers to obtain realistic performance.
If A.C. or magnetic type speakers are em -1
ployed, no provision Is required to close up
the fields, the receiver remaining in an electrically balanced condition with n slight reduction of undistorted .\.F, output power. a
corresponding smaller load being consequently
imposed in
the rectifier tubes.
The matching output transformer should
luire an output impedance front plate to plate
of 2.000 -2,(00 ohms, or if two speakers are
employed with their individual transformers
the plate to plate impedance of each should

You'll Praise This
NEW TEN -WATTER

I

be 4,100 -4.000 ohms.
As the two 257.5 rectifier tubes

are of f'
slow- heater type. no strain is imposed upa1
tue large capacity filter condensers C!i, s'Itl.
which assures absolutely hum -free performalter.. although only half -wave reef ificat ion Is
employed on A.C. tsueli filtering would have
I.e.n absolutely prohibitive nt the high voltages commonly encountered in A.C. receivers
of saute power output). When operated on
D.C.. this filtering net ion entirely eliminates
all line noises front the receiver and amplifier.
As the power transformer nid line voltage
surges have been done away with in this sys-

tem. the resulting danger of breakdown has
The filter chokes
tot en completly eliminated.
('h.l. ('h.2, should have 500 ohms resistance
or less to prevent a voltage drop that would
leaver the voltages fur the remaining tubes.
It might he well to mention here that successful home recordings may be malle with
this systtut not only of radio programs. but
also of singing. speeches. or all other sounds
fed through a microphone. due to the inherent
high gain of the :; suage A.F. amplifier.

Write Dept. RC -4 for FREE
New General Catalog and
Vest Pocket Volume Control Guide.

(
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Official Public Address Amplifier Manual and Sound System Treatise

ici oad Edirior
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Post Paid

lust Released!
THE ONLY BOOK AVAILABLE OF ITS KIND!
Contains 64 Pages. 8" by 1015 ". Over 150 diagrams,

LOOSELEAF!

charts and illustrations.
Filled front rover to corer with seal
" -no theories that are over your
head- -but full of pradtl dal -dope- Ical
-ad...omirii Illu-rtaird, simply and
dearly explained. yvt only tell. sou WHY but shows you 110W to Lorredly na ail. te,t, operate. and maintain P.A. Syst ems. written for

Available with
a Valuable
Supplement
Beg land r, Sintrt._t
Service!
I

,
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Sound Engineers.

Victor Push'Pull 245 Amplifier

:

COAST-To-COAST- RADIO-CORP.
123 K-WEST

17T11

STREET . NEW

hy.;
11'1°'
Two Remington filter chokes. 500 ohms. 30 One R.F. choke, 8.8 mhy.. L5;
ma.. 30 hy ('h
Four ('oast -to-(bast cartridge condensers.
Ch.3 ;
mt, 200 V., C5, C16, Cis.
One Remington universal pin-u m :microphone
input transformer. type D-2329. '1'1
One Polymet dry electrolytic condenser.
nit. 25 V., CC;
One Remington class A prime push -pull inOne Polymet dry electrolytic condenser.
put transformer, type Iì -653, T2:
nit.. : , s'., C7.
Two Clarnstat .5 -meg. tapered potentiometers,
Three Polymet mica condensers, .006 mt.
1116, HIS;
C13. C14;
One Ciarostat 10,000 ohm tapered potentiometer with 1000 ohms minimum resist- One Polymet dry electrolytic, 50 mf., 150
:

for
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TUBES

Manta

.

4 gang condenser, superheterodyne type
s50 nuuf.. t '1. l'2. ('3. C4;
OLe Remington filter choke. 200 oli me. :.0 mn., One 175 kc. 1F, transformer, closely coupled,
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Microphone. Phono-Pickup
s Tuner Amplification Applications.
And Radio
Diagrams hoe use of various modern tubes. °
Instantaneous Heater Amplifier Nicol for "Call Fyn tems"I employs 1 -1111, 1-245, 1 -250: Standard Model use .
I-50, 2-145, 1 -250. Equipped with an output push -pull
transformer for 7-15 alai narre rolls, und a plea. -Input transform,
Speaker L.C. Field current to a Villi alai lilt Colt D.C.stags,.
etc.
sure Sneaker. Hach ca in rl Mike"rl,llr., mol lad. d two A l'. stapd
assure enormous velum on "mike" and phonopickup. Completely a
rnbled skit: airing diagrams fum i:hrd 110 colt A.C., 1U ryrlc.

Excellent

3

ance, It17:
One Lynch resistor. 10.000 ohms. 1 W.. R1;
One Lynch resistor. .1 -meg.. lt_. W 112;
Two Lynch resistors, 25,000 ohms, 1 W., 113,
R10:
One resistor, 200 ohms, 5 W. 114:
One Lynch resistor. 1. meg.. 1 W. R5:
One Lynch resistor. 250 ohms. 1 W.. 110;
One Lynch resistor, 10.000 ohms. !!. -W., R7;
One Lynch resistor, 25 -meg., 1 W. Its;
Two Lynch resistors, .5 -meg.. 1 W., lift, 1112:
One Lynch resistor. 3.000 ohms, 1 W., R11;
One resistor, 110 ohms, lo W.. 1115;
One resistor, 30 ohms. 3 W., R13;
One resistor, 10 ohms, 1 \V., R14;
One band -pass antenna coil and shield, LI ;
One even -gain interstage R.F. coil, 12:
One 175 ke. 1.F. transformer and oscillator
coil composite unit, with shield, i I ;

for?

PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS
BUJ D/RECTñomM,4N!/FACTURERar°SAVE 8/G MONEY,

List of Parts
One ('nest -to -Coast drilled chassis, 10

-a

Compact, wire- wound, vitreous-enameled
low -priced,
efficient, moisture -proof ten-watter that will be welcomed wherever quality with economy is a factor.
Positive, low- resistance contacts through non -oxidizing
Monet metal bands and lugs -plus pigtails for convenience. Wilt withstand high temperature, give long usage
and permanent resistance value.
Same type made in three sizes, three ratings and 67 resistance values.

C0;

One Polymet dry electrolytic, 2 x 16

mf

YORK.N.Y.

l,2-

:A
10

('8.
V.,

175

('lOa, CIOb:
One Polymet dry electrolytic, 4 mfr, 175 V.,
C11;
Two Consf -to-Coast cartridge condensers, %V..

mt.

200 V.. C12.

('22:

Four Coast -to -Coast eartridge condensers,
1 /10 -mt. 200 c.. C15, C19. C17. (4:
One Polymet mira condenser, 300 mint. ('20;
One Polymet mica condenser. 0u'2 -mf.. C21:
One triple -post connector post for mi-ro-

phone : 11P1-3;
Two twin -post connector posts for phones,

ßP4.7

;

One frequency -calibrated tuning dial and pilot

bulb:
Miscellaneous hardware, sockets. knobs. wire,
cable, 1 amp. fuse and fuse block, etc.
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RADOLEK CO., 136Canal Station. Ch,cago
I
1

1

;

am a Dealer
Serviceman
operate from Shop or Store
Home
own the following Test Equipment

My

training and experience

is.

Name
Address

City

RADOLEK

State

CHICAGO
631

RRRRR

Rte

ti

RRti

ALL -WAVE AIR SCOUT
Designed by

i

'H.

G. CISIN,
Inventor of the
Untversol A.Cr
D.C. Circuit

t

(Continued front pape 584)

in number seven is shown a portable amateur station owned and operated by Mr. I, A.
Morrow, Springfield, Ohio, and which cnn be
ou the air within fifteen minutes after reaching a location. Mr. Morrow plans to take
this portable station to Florida and other
states to make tests, but, with apologies to
Joe l'entrer, are didn't know that this was
permissible according to amateur rules and
regulations,

sea
standard

11

and also

stations

., code and ti irispolice calls, foreign
ai boitte phone conner- all.u.. P.m ered by InexMailable In K IT tone.
pensive batteries.
Patented terminal color coding feature eliminates
nerd for wiring diagram. lied is connected to
red. Mark to black, etc., and set is ready to
t

.pr rate.

tu

YOUR
SERVICE OSCILLATOR

Used by thousands of Boy Scouts. Scout

Stott of Sanford, Me., brought In England.
Volland, Germany and South America on this set.
Complete Kit with Tube, Earphone, Two Coils,
nothing else to buy except batterles.s
John

Net to Dealers and Servicemen
Assembled, wired
and
ready
to use -$5.95 postpaid.

(COW bill( tl Jrout

5s00

POSTPAID

List $7.18

Valuable data on AllWare Net sent free upon receipt of 100
to rarer handling costs.

NNE

1111

this inexpensive

Knockabout Tester
designed by JACK GRAND
A most useful instrument when
speed or rough use is essential.
The ranges are 0-5, 250 and 750
Volts, D. C.; 0 -25 and 75 Mils.
D. C.; 0- 200,000 ohms.
All parts, including
meter, drilled and engraved panel. Accurate shunt and multiCOMPLET
pliers,
.
Including BlueEprint

VOLT - OHMMETER
Without Milliamp. Range

$745

COMPLETE -INCLUDING BLUEPRINT
Deposit Required-Send Money Order -Postage Entra

SUN RADIO CO.

227 FULTON ST. (car. Greenwich St) New York City

Why PayMoreforAnyMeter?
BEEDE Precision Electrical Instruments are
Unsurpassed REGARDLESS OP PRICE!
Quality

and efficiency

an

the fiat consideration in an
hectic Meters. In the M'atsonvd type of musing coil
meters. improved design of
the moving coil assembly permits maximum simpl irlty of
construction, resulting in
ruggedness, unusually acfrom
curacy and freedom
Interference of dust and for-

eign matter. Beede meters
are perfectly balanced In all
positions and the moving
ceptionally
are
systems
Accuracy Is
well damped.
Instead of sacrificing
per cent.

guaranteed within 2
quality to lower costs, Beads meters represent Improved
¡wilily and design, which In turn result In lower product
tion costs. It,cdr briers are amazingly low.
Writs for tree descriptive simian
Buy Beale meters from your distributor or order direst
If he can not supply you.

Beede Electrical Instrument Co.
West Broadway,

NEW

Dept. RC

New York

City

- FREE!!

CATALOG
SHORT WAVE
converers, chokes, crystal

coils. condensers,
molders. antenna kits and hundreds of other standard
5. W. items that sell last. LIST PRICES quoted
throughout. Send for YOUR FREE tong today.

ot

Insuline Cor oration of America
N. Y.
-

43.25 Park Piece, Dept. CC-44 New Yak,

632

TPS7

and Ravir curve

Tp6P

1

loi SOURCES

Surest eats

oie eu rose.
appsA
(a(Ì`¡11

with reference to the service oscillator circuit shown in Fig. 1.
(1) To Align It.F, Circuits. (See "110w to
Allan Radio Sets," in this issue.)
If the tuned circuits are badly out of alignment it may be necessary to use relatively
high service oscillator output. 'The minimum
output of this service oscillator is about 2
cal order,

ALLIED ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
98 Park Plue, Dept. R.C., New York. N. Y.

YOU NEED

1111.4c

RADIO NOISES

(11) Aligning short -wave receivers;
(12) Checking A.F. circuits and apparatus:
We will discuss each of these functions,
under "average" conditions, in their numeri-

SPECIAL OFFER:

48

i

little

a

in
.t,t

HERE'S A BOOK
RADIO MEN WILL
REFER TO MANY
TIMES EACH DAY

RADIO PICTORIAL

Only Set of its Kind in tho World

microvolts, but the maximum, across the attenuator, is 50.000 microvolts. If the latter
figure is insufficient for initial alignment procedure, connection may be made to binding
posts which provide an output of about 0.5 -V.
Crystal -calibrated frequencies of 600, 1000
and 1,400 ke. are provided.
(2) To Align I.E. Circuits for either "flat
Top" or "Peak" !resonance. The A.F. modulated I.F. output of the service oscillator Is
fed to the inp(tt of the I.F. amplifier section
of the receiver (usually, the control -grid of
the tìrst- detectors. For "gal top" resonance
the service oscillator must first be set for
one of the several crystal- calibrated frequencies of 130. 175, 2262, and 456 ke. Then, set
a "10 ke." dial provided on the service oscillator off- resonance a few kr., depending upon
the number of tuned I.F. circuits and the desired degree of "lint top." After aligning
one 1.1.', circuit at this frequency. the calibrated s'10 kc." dial is moved to the next required frequency and the next 1.F. circuit
resonated for maximum output on the output
meter. And so -On until the required number
of alignments have been made.
For "peak" resonance the operation is
much more simple.
dust align the I.F. circuits for maximum output meter reading for
the exact LF. output of the service oscillator
as specified for the individual receiver. (See
"Dow to Align Radio Sets. ")
GS)
(See
'To Align Oscillator Circuits.
"How to Align Radio Sets.")
I4ì To Trim Oscillator Padding Condensers.
See "Ilow to Align Radio Sets. ")
(i To Check 'l'ube Efficiency. Apply a
serti('(' oscillator frequency to the antenna
and ground musts of the set and tune in the
signal for maximum deflection of the output
meter. NOW, by replacing any tube in the set
With n father of the saute type. the relative
efficiency of either tube will be noted by n
change in the reading of the output rooter.
Re careful to allow for differences In characteristics-especially. lint WOOR taire of the
sanie type but of different manufacture.

óa

en,ae.lagm0'nl.,t

tnleknw , O.Anaet..
OMOOlotaRa

A Yaluable4ll -round Radio Book!
is one radio book that answer. every
HERE
conceivable question on interference. It
contains 76 pages, 81x11 inches, chock full
with wiring diagram& drawings and photographs showing where interference originates

-how it is distributed. and how to eliminate
it. Thin is a wealth of information needed by
every radio listener, dealer and Service Man.
Send 50

cents in stamps or check for this book

RADIO -CRAFT MAGAZINE
96 -98

Park Place, New York, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS tie

A,1.

name, initials and il.Ir;.,
it
Cash should accompany all classified advert i seuunts
unless placed by a cognized aisertislug agency. No
less than ten words l are accepted.
Advertising for
the May, 1934, issue should be received not later
.

than March 5th.

t

A.C. GENERATORS

1

Determine Overall Receiver (lain.
It is not necessary for the SO'rcice Van to
use a calibrated output meter, if he IS accustomed to use the same instrument in his
work. to obtain n good idea of the relative
sensitivity of various receivers. The calibrated attnuator readings for various receivers, for a given deflection of the output meter.
are noted, and these readings used as a basis
for checking the sensitivity of other sets of
equivalent type.
(7) To Test A.Y.C. Circuit Operation. Con
nett the service oscillator to the input terminals of the radio set, and adjust the output.
with the receiver volume control set at maximum. for a meter deflection of about one -half
the optimum value. Now, substitute for the
(61 To

TEN Practical and inexpensive changes converting Dodge 12 -V, Ford T. A., Chevrolet Delco
6 -V generators into 100 -500 watt capacity A.C.
generators, or into 32- 110.x. D.C. motor or
Dodge is 500 -W self- excited. All in
generator.
one look illustrated with complete simplified
instructions and drawings for only $1. Auto power, 410 S. Iloyne Ave., Chicago.
MISCELLANEOUS

"ESCO"
Plant:

Granger,

Gasoline Driven Electric
volts A.C. 300 watts.

110

12,

Frederick

CAM RS, ENGLAND.

Terrace,

Generating

Urgent:-

-

WISBECII,

RADIO
DO You want-anything built for yon 7 We design or construct any radio or electrical apparatus
to your satisfaction. Equipment Builders Co.,
Dept. 3G, 945 East 163rd Street, New York City.
SONGWRITERS

SONGWRITERS!
opportunity.

melodies.
2104

Amacing
Keystone,

APRIL,

1934

Poems,

Hibbeler,

D153,

Chicago.
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tube another of equivalent type. A
reduction in the rending of the output meter
indicates that the first tube was defective,
and that the second tube is more suitable in
the A.V.C. circuit.
(S) 'l'o Mitke Stage .tnalyses. By applying
the output of the service oscillator to circuits
preceding those of the output, and noting the
response (On the output meter, receiver faults
may be readily localized. Malmo-CRAFT, December, 193::, pg. 3450 Thus, open- and
short- eirouits in the wiring or apparatus may
be located in man lmumn time.
1:11 To Check Overall Receiver Selectivity.
The "10 ke." dial makes it eonvenlent to run
a test of the overall selectivity of a given
radio set. It is best to plut on graph paper
the readings for various settings of the "10
kc." dial, on either side of resonance, with
the service oscillator output feeding the antenna and ground posts of the set. Use the
left -hand, vertical column for the meter readings. and the base line for "ke. ouf resonance."
(See '110W
(1(11 To Neutralize Receivers.
to .t lige Radio Sets."1
1111 To .t lige Short-Wave Receivers. Frequencies other than the fundamental frequencles previously mentioned are available. as
harmonies of these fundamentals, for aligning the earcults of modern short- and allwave receivers.
A sensitive receiver ordinarily is capable of receiving the 20th harntottc of the 1000 kc. fundamental of the
service oscillator: the "10 ke." dial permits
th^ fundamental to be shifted. in I he, steps,
10 kc. either side of this value.
The harmonics of the 1000 ke. frequency are conveniently 1 megacycle apart. so that it is
handy to start testing and calibrating nt, say,
5.000 kc.. on the receiver. With this point
located. the 3,009 ke. ca libration is located
from the ad harmonic of the 1000 ke. test
note. 'l'o confirm this point, the frequencyselector switch may be adjusted for 1,5011 kc.,
to determine whether the 2nd harmonic pif
this note is heard at exactly the same point
on the receiver dial. The frequency -selector
.switch is then re -set at 1(100 ke., and the
4.000 and 5.000 ke. points on the receiver
lls l located.
At 6,010 kc, the annul frequency can again be definitely established by
using but h the 1000 ka'. and 1,500 ka. servis,
nseilla tar frequencies to be certain of the
actual harmonic that is being used. Tbis
seemingly long-winded. but actually simple
procedure eliminates the possibility of mistaking "ghost" and other spurious frequencies
for those of the calibrating instrument.
(131 To Cheek :t, F. l 'Ircu its and Apparaius. Nlicrnphonic tubes, Cabinet resonance,
and other defects in the audio system of the
radio essai ver may be located by connecting
the full output of the service oscillator to
the control -grid of the audio tubes, Whereupon the 4111) cycle note of the service oscillaltor modulator tube will be heard In the
producer.
Since many of the tests described above depend for their efficiency upon the accuracy of
the service oscillator, it may be Well to point
out that the particular instrument ill list ra fed
has n frequency variation of less than 0.2 -1ec.
for n change in line voltage of PO to 150 i.'.
Electron coupling of the oscil later circuits as
used to insure further stability. The method
of coupling the oscillator and modulator circuits eliminates "frequency modulation."
Which Would cause broadness and instability
in the output (rent oncles. The R.I.'. Silt put is
prevented by a system of choke coils from
feeding vin the light lines into the receiver
A.V.C.

YOUR

Increase
SERVICING

25%

BUSINESS

If pm are overtu king servicing auto radios, then you're
mis.sog a great le:,i of business. The auto -radio budnews had its greatest boom this past summer and thousands of sets were sold. By this time many of thew
same sets require sers icing and with hundreds of them
right in your own community, you can build up
good
auto -radio servicing business. In a short time you can
easily add 25ó or more to your regular servicing bud -

,en.

,,
o

Official
.

V

f:.

'
.

;'..Auto:-Radio
r
'. Service Manual
.

.

.

..

-

>

Complete Directory

:

Automobile Ridio Receivers
1

-.
Full Installation and
Trouble Shooting Guide

I

s2-50

C

Py

Lyery man connected in any way ivPh the booming auto radio business will want a copy of this book immediately.
It 1s devoted exclusively to auto -radio service "dope" In
complete, understandable form. The OFFICIAL AUTORADIO SERVICE MANUAL contains schematic diagrams,
chassis layouts, mounting
Instructions. and
trouble shooting hints on all 1933 and many older model
auto -radio receivers. This Manual contains a "gold -

mine'

of information,

List of Sets Covered in the Manual
Atwater Rent Mfg. Co.
Autocrat Radio Company
Carter Genemotor Corp.
Chevrolet Motor company
Crossley Radio Corp.
Delco Appliance Corp.
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.
Federated Purchaser. Inc.
Fada Radio & Elec. Corp.
Ford -Majestic
Franklin Radio Corp.
Galvin Mfg. Corp.
General Electric Co.
General Motors Corp.
Grigsby- Grunow Co.

Chas. Uoodwin Company
Montgomery Ward & Co.
National Co., Inc.
Philco Radio & Tel. Corp.
PierceAiro. Inc.

Premier Electric Co.
RCA -Victor Co., inc.
Sentinel Radio Corp.
Sparks-With ington Corp.
Stewart Radio & Tel. Corp.
United Amer. Bosch Corp.
United Motors Service
U. S. Radio & Tel. Corp.
Wells -Cardner Company
Zenith Radio Corp.

Over 200 Pages
Over 500 Illustrations
9x12 Inches
Flexible, Loose -Leaf Cover

Behind thePOLYMET
radeMark

Mariy leading manufacturers, in both the radio
and electrical industries, have come to recognize
in POLYMET Products that quality, so essential

THEIR ENGINEERS DO
dependability.
NOT GUESS -THEY KNOW.
The successful service man does not guess, he
knows that the use of POLYMET Products to
replacement work is his guarantee of satisfaction.
to

Polymet
Condensers
ELECTROLYTIC
Wet and Dry Types

PAPER

Pe -Tice Tubular
1-1i-Volt in Cans
Uncased Sections
Oil Condensers (Transmitting and Industrial

MICA
All

uses)

Types- Midget

Large type for

Write for new 1934 catalog now in preparation

POLYMET

833 -R Fast 134th St.

MFG.

CORP.

New York, N. Y.

New, Improved

Radio Service Oscillator
Designed by
Kendall Clough
Clough -Brengle
Model OA

'-

ruder test.

sizes with lugs or leads.
find
' 1 uses.

TRANSFORMERS
WIRE WOUND RESISTORS

The Most Useful Service

Instrument

ice
Every
vie
n
needs this remarkable new s
instrumenserviceman
is invaluable for performing over e fifty
everyday service tests and adjustments. including r.f.
and i.1. alignment, selectivity, receiving output, A.V.C.
action, and audio system tests.
Completely operated from any A.C. or D.C. line.
Provides every r.f. output frequency needed for adjustment or intermediate, broadcast. and short -wave circuits.
No calibration curves to confuse or cause inaccuracies.
Every fundamental frequency adjusted and permanently

sealed at zero -beat against quartz crystal oscillators.
Write for descriptive literature and free frequency chart
that every serviceman needs.

Write Today for the New C-B Catalog
Contains complete description of the
off the press!
C -B Statiehecker for modernizing your set analyzer;
the C -8 Unimeters that make every voltage, current.
resistance, and output measurement. Also the new low price STATICLE AR Balanced Antenna System.

lust
new

Mail This Coupon Today!

The Clough - Brengle

RC134
GEn Nilt.ACK PI ltldlATI(INS, inc.
911-9t( ¡'ark ¡'lace, New York. N. Y.
Enclosed you will find my remittance of $2.50 for which
please send nie One Copy of the 1933 OFFICIAL AUTORADIO SERVICE MANUAL.
(Send remittance in
Register letter if it contains
cheek or money order.
rash or currency. WE PAY POSTAGE.

1134

W. Austin Ave.,

Co.

Chicago, Ill.

Send me your new 1934 Test Equipment Catalog

Name

NAME

Add-

ADDRESS

State

City

Fig. 1

CITY

STATE

Representative, modern service oscillator.
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READER'S DEPARTMENT

SERVICEMEN!

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF CGNDE'.SE6S
AND RESISTORS FOR EVERY RADIO USE
wrote for our new 10.pape Catalog mks. rice of charge

16

Brooklyn, N.

Washington Street

STUDY

good salesman appreciates the importance of
was submitted at the last meeting should be appearance. The point cannot be stressed
adopted at once. The sooner the better. and too highly,
when adopted it should be enforced rigidly.
Quack physicians are soon ostracized from
their profession; shyster attornies are like Wise considered rabble. Therefore, I believe
that the "soi disant" technician should be
eliminated from the ranks of the professional
TUBE TESTER
technician until such a time as he has served
his apprenticeship and proven to a board of
(Continuo/ from pays 602)
examiners his technical qualifications beyond
n doubt.
By eliminating the radio quack and On the panel are inscribed all the instrucshyster we will, to my belief. eliminate the tions for operation when testing only the curcut -price and cut- throat artist from our rent types of tubes.
chosen profession.
Four flexible cords, P, P, G, K (see dia.lust as physicians, surgeons and attornies gram, Fig. 1), with miniature plugs. permit
possible Inter -connection required of
every
when
colleagues
consult their superiors and
they encounter a puzzling diagnosis or legal the various tube elements. Connections are
matter the radio technician should also con- made by inserting these plugs into the jacks
sult his superiors and go into a huddle on shown: J1, .12. J3, .14, J5, JO, .17, .18.
Transformer T1 has a 5 V. primary, which
some perplexing technical problem.
energized by the OlA socket filament supOne of the most Important points in main- is
in the old tester. A rear view of the
taining the professional attitude so important ply
the mounting and wiring
to the radio servicing is to dress like gentle- panel illustrating
of
the unit is shown In Fig. C. The super men. not grease monkeys. wearing dirty
may
quickly and easily conmultidapter
be
chambray shirts, smeared full of grease as
structed by using the material specified and
seen at a recent meeting of radio technicians.
No wonder the public is against paying $1.00 by following the wiring diagram of Fig. 1.
Resistor Ill is connected In the plate circuit by
tot the service call to Service Men of this pressing
switch Sw.l.
serves to reduce
type. l'ut on canvas gloves to avoid mark- the plate current to a and
safe value. This is
ing console cabinets. spread papers under the only done when
the meter on the old tester
tool kit. brush out the chassis on ad,l itionnl goes off scale, when
testing some of the new,
paper. wipe dust off tubes, touch up scratches
high- plate-current tubes.
on cabinets, etc.
Calibration
old tester for the new
of
the
M. MICK1:I.sON.
tubes can easily he accomplished by testing
3336 16th .1 IT.. Routh.
it good, new tube (one for each type) anti
Minneapolis. Minn.
marking down Its reading for grid -shift test,
or by noting the position of the compensator,
Too rheostat. or potentiometer of other types.
Mr. Miekelson is perfectly right.
For 2.5. 3.3. 5 and 7.5V., set Sw.2 at x and
many Service Men neglect the important
point of appearance when attending to their supply from tester. in testing the tubes shown
servicing
indicates special
Radio
is,
after
all.
in Table I. The asterisk
service calls.
selling just as every other occupation is a short -wave Mbes,
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World - Famous 3 Volume. "Sound l'rojectaon."
"Servicing Projection" and "Simplified Servicing of Sound Equipment." Original Value.
915.00. Set of 3, 92.95; Individually 81.19 each.

Theatre Supply House

World's L
S.

S

O.

S.

CORPORATION

NEW YORK. N. Y.

BROADWAY

1600

ERVICE MEN

Increase Your Earnings
$30 -$50 Weekly

Up to

Our Proven, Tested Plan Tells How.
Writefor Complete Details TODAY:
AMERICA.
INSULINE CO ;

Nev.York.N.Y.
23.25Park Placee Dpt.
C -u

BACK ISSUES
OF RADIO -CRAFT
which you might need fo complete your
files, can still be had at fhe price of 25c
per copy. Send us your requirements, together with your remittance in check or
money order.

RADIO-CRAFT

New York, N. Y.

96 -98 Park Place

Another Big Boom

-it

(Continued front payo 605)

Sound Devices
THEATRE
R
T

selling job. It does not make any difference
whether you sell service, material or whether
you sell your services to a "boss" or a group
is still selling. And every
of customers

t
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PUBLIC ADDRESS INSTALLATION
It's a Money-Making Field

-it's

a book which chows
Here is a new edition to the RADIO-CRAFT Library Series
radio men how to really make extra money in a fast. growing field, allied to radio. In
public address work unlimited opportunities arise -it's practically a rejuvenation in radio.
Know the facts about public address equipment and get your share of business. Get a copy
capers
of PUBLIC ADDRESS INSTALLATION AND SERVICING, by J. T. Hensley
modern methods of servicing and installing public address equipment.

-ir

-

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE CONTENTS

-

PUBLIC ADDRESS

INSTALLATION

AND SERVICE

AUDIO AMPLIFIER FUNDAMENTALS
Introduction; Discus=-ion en types of amplification
resistance coupling. im- transformer coupling.
pedance coupling, push -pull and mi secllaneous;
New Terms and Theory -Class A amplification.
Class It amplification. Voltage amplifier; Power
amplification: Pre -amplifier. Carbon microphone.

6y

J.

7.

B,n,I.y

ACOUSTICS

-

-

6 x 9

INCHES

-

survey and analyze an auditorium for
reverberation time -with formulas, and correct
method for treatment; chart with absorption toefficients of standard treating material,
How to

PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS
Standard installation -4t,y watt amplifier.

7 watt
amplifier. 10 watt amplifier, 15 watt amplifier,
20 watt amplifier. 30 watt. amplifier. 40 watt
Special
Installaamplifier. 50 watt amplifier;
tion-Portable-6 volt operated amplifier; Mobile-um amplifier. 26 watt (Radio -Craft). ACDC- -and a volt amplifier, Pre -amplifier (1 stage.
2 stage. 3 stage).

SERVICING-FORMULAS-

Power Supply devices:
Microphones (carbon. condenser. ribbon
Sty); Formulae -decibel. meaning and
culation overall audio gain. distortion
fier: Conclusion.

Amplifiers;

-

Speakers;
or vela-me, calIn ampli-

OVER 50 ILLUSTRATIONS

rTads book ran be bought In
mddnatk with other
ries -see page 560.
fn Ihi

buI

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

INSTRUCTION

Analyzing Requirements: Best methods for Isstalling- Indoor, outdoor; Methods for minimising "howl" Or audio oscillation present after
Installing; Speaker Installation (horn type, baffle type,; General Instructions and Hints.

Condenser microphone. Ribbon or velocity microphone: Power Supply Requirements -For Class
A. For Class R.

64 PAGES

Modern Methods of
Servicing and Installing
Public Address Equipment

INSTALLATION

11,,

IiL

96-98 Park Place,

New York, N. Y.

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.. 96-98 Park Place. New York. N. Y.
Gentlemen. Enrinsed you will find 50 rents. (rampa. checks or money order accepted. for which send
SERVICING.
me postage prepaid, One Copy of the new book. PUBLIC ADDRESS INSTALLATION AND
Nam,
Address

aV
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List of Parts

Index to Advertisers

z 9 lu. super- multidapter panel.
drilled and engraved, with mounted tip -

jacks;
One leatherette -covered case, with hole

A

bushing;

Aerovox Corporation
Alden Mfg. Co.

634

626

Allied Engineering Institute
Allied Rodin Corp.

American

632
618

It del

Autonator Laboratories, Inc.

630
628

Beetle Elec. Instrument Co.
Bud Speaker Company

632
636

C
Capitol Radio Rescareh Laboratories

624
812

Central Radio Laboratories

l'larostat

5%

One

Mfg. Company

616

Classified Section
Clough- 13rengle Company
Coast -to -Coast Radio Corp.
Continental Carbon, Ines
Coyne Electrical School

632

Une knob. with Indicator;
une 4 prong 2 piece speaker plug;
I In.. 4 wire Cable. 18 ins. long;
live Na --1111 molded sockets (V1 to V5), 4,
n. 7, 7 prong- large;
One molded control -grid cap and cord;

(mc momentary S.I'.S,T. switch, Sw.l ;
Une Dependable 0 point filament selector
switch, Sw.2;
one I.11.t', resistor. 5.000 ohms, RI:
une Dependable Jack- strip. 8 Jacks, JI to J8;
Four miniature plugs, I', P, 0, K.

TABLE I

Tube
Type
I

681
Co.

616

5

'10
18
19

'2t)

G
General Transformer Company
Unalpark Company

621
688

2.5

29
e:30-S
:33

H

11

marlund 311g. C.'mp:ue
H :urisn,, Radin Company
Ilygrade- Sylvania Corp.

42
43

612
617

harm

16

627

47

4,

I

df America

t9

632, 634

53
I. k L Electric Company
Grils Radin Company

Radin Company
Lynch Mfg. Company

57
59
fie
69
70

Mc
McGraw -hill Book Company

622

78

lud )'late

National Radio Institute
579
National Union Radio Corp. ... .Inside bark cover.
.

Polymet Mfg. Company
Popular Book Corp.
Precision Resistor Company

I

Ixte

$3

1

2

-8
2-5
2-5
1

3
5
5
5
3

l -8

2

2.1)

1

63

1

2.5
5.t)

6.3

2nd )'late

629
635

SS

6.3

8!I

1;,3

90

-8

1-8

-8

2 -5
2 -5

2 -5

628
633
635
640

630
631
612
618

RCA Institutes, Inc
RCA Radiotron Co., Inc.

Iteadrite Meter Works

625
617, 630

Remington Rand, line.

s

!16

04

2nd Plate
257
8613

1.10
21.5
2.26
2A7
6.14
6A7
12A5

8
8
8
8

-

I

8

634
630

Sexology
Shallcroas Mfg. Co.
Shure Brothers Company
Silver, Inc., McMurdo
Smith S Co., Jubuson
States Radio Laboratories
Stewart- Warner Cop.
Suu Radio Pomp :Ouy
Supreme Instruments Corp

..6211

618
619
6:36

..

626
628
632
615

Triplett Electrical Ins(r. Corp.

629
624

Try-Mo Radio Corp.

United Sound Engineering Co.
Universal Microphone Company

_.. 6,24

62,;

w
Webster Company ...
ellwurth Trailing Company
Westinghouse Eke. S life. Co.
Weston Electrical I,str. Carys.
Wholesale Radio Service Company

620

....,,

639

617
sees

8223

614

(While every precaution is taken to insure accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the possibilityof an occasional change or omission in the preparaion of this index.)
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Equipment

ELECTRODYNAMIC

-

UNITS

BUTTON CARBON

MICROPHONES

d

4

6 FT.

ALL ALUMINUM TRUMPETS

3

1

3
1

3
1

8

3
2 -5

3

8

2-5

8
5

AIR COLUMN

FIELD EXCITERS

Try BUD Sound
Equipment
For Five Days
Absolutely Free!

HORNS
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HIGH

FREQUENCY UNITS FOR WIDE

RANGE THEATRE USE
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8

"D"
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3
3
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4
4

to

TYPE

1
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.25 Ohm
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Street

Try this FORMULA

RESISTANCE RANGEI

1-8
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laekson

TOLEDO, OHIO, U.S.A.

1

1-8

12.6
6.3

8
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4
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N

5

3

li:i

6D6

6E7

NEW YORK.

Dept. RC
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NET TO
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VICEMEN

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO.

45 WEST BROADWAY

DOUBLE

ï-8

$7.50

S
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6F7

beautifully etched.

with an attractive.
sturdy, leatherette ease, 7" x 9'ÿ" s 3',"
Weighs only 23 Ibs,
If your distributor cannot supply you
order direct. Write for free circulars describing all radio test equipment.

-

5.0
".5
2.0

6

6117

are necessary. Panel is
Instrument Is prosided

-

6.:3
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Super Multidapter
.tr

. -M'ra..lt.,i
1'01-It
ledr.slc
but 71.t. SuTpnehr
unhnihinue!...Lu,e
ly I'e-tmmnt
nylulol
dapter again sbbrings it up-td-tbe-minute. eliminating ui.,
nerr>sity uf wading a
I1, I
r
et r
expensive high-grade instrument.
Knock
Down Kit
Individual adapters are not required since
the Super Multidapter supplies all alanaent
snitages not mailable on pour present tat,,
tester. Provides nor testing every tube on
the market and new tubes coming later
is extremely flexible.
Completely
This remarkable new desire is extremely
Wired and
simple to use. The entire panel is self -exAssembled
Idanah,r,. No charts or direction sheet:

:1

5

2147
6137

2nd Plate

T

Model 205
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8
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5
3
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1

5

6.3
25.0

6.3
5.0

3

3

2
2 -5
2
2
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6.s

Radio & Amplifier Labs.
Radio Circular Company
Radio City Products CompanyRadio Trading Company
Radin Training Association
Radolek Company

RADIO -CRAFT

2nd

1

Cap

1

6.3

--

Connect Plugs
G to
K to

P to

2.0

633

R

S. O. S.

$2

2nd Plate

P

6.3
6.3
7.5
14.0
2.0
2.5
6.3
2.5
2.5
2.0

6

79
sO

Back cover

N

Volts

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

7

M
Midwest Radio Corp.

Filament

2.5

630
628
624
622

laot ne

Tester

I

577

E

Tube

..-,,

630

Elcetrad, Inc.

Isuline Corp.

Out -of -Date

626, 631

626

Your

une Dependable transformer. T1:

D

Fordson Radio Mfg.

and

633

Deutschmann Corp., Tobe

Modernize

Load..

Free Booklets and Price List

Precision Custom Built Wire Wound
Resistors, Mfg. by

PRECISION RESISTOR CO.
Badger
334

Ave.

Newark, N. J.
635

Blank Cartridge Pistol
REVOLVER STYLE
25c
1 50c
CAL.

!IN3t.e
SIZES
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\' e

-:

$1.00
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SILENT DEFENDER

BIG ENTERTAINER
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THE VENTRILO

little instrument, Sts in
the mouth out of sight, used
with above for Bird Calls, etc.
Anyone can use it. Never
fails. A 16 -page course on
Ventriloquism together with the
Ventrilo. All for 10c postpaid.
a

-white. pink, and crimson. The plants will do well both le and
d doors. We guarantee at least three bushes to grow from each
packet el seed. Pelee. 10e packet, 3 pits. for 25e postpaid.

.?/--

Subscribe to our Monthly Magazine

Fun, Magic and Mystery

%
1t1_

:

.

.

180 Jokessandiflddlee. 34 Magic Tricks;
54 Parlor Games. 73 Toasts. 15 Tricks
with Cards. 50 Money-making Secrets. 10
Fumy Readings. 3 Monologues. 21 Puzzles
and Problems. 5 Comic Recitations. Cutout/3 for Cheekera and Chess. Dominoes,

Fox and Geese. 9 Men Morris. Spanish
Prison Puzzle, Came of Anagrams. etc.

All for 15e postpaid.
WONDERFUL X-RAY TUBE
A wonderful little Instru:oe.
We also publish a monthly magazine of
ment producing optical
FUN, MAGIC AND MYSTERY. Each
Illusions both surprising
issue Contains a big collection of parlor
and startling. With It
you can see what Is
magic, tricks with cards, fortune -telling,
apparently the bones of
funny readings, amusing experiments, your fingersthe lead In a lead pencil, the
money -making secrets, jokes, ridd lee, interior opening
a pipe stem. and many
In
conundrums, parloramusements, puzzles. other al m liar Illusions.
PrIee l0e, 3 for 25e.
problems, science, mechanics, etc. In addition it will list all the latest novelties,
AT
tricks, puzzles, etc. Because it is really a HIT

t

card
win ett drag
magazine and catalog combined, we have Written
hoof to
fixed the subscription price at ONLY IOc RÌa, by
dharrpper.v Tellsi
7T
t4eezeout
'blwiiwljerk,
'rho
you
Jck- FoYees
readily see does
per year, or 3 years for 25c. This as
Exmpaose
the methods teed by card x,arpers and
not even cover our moiling expenaea, let alone the cost of etc.
professional gambler.. 19 Chapter.. This book contains
of
Information
and
may
save you
magazine
getting up the magazine. Try this
for one year. tro being fleeced lad

PRICE

a.¢¢

crooked

Nowand gamblers.
tafap
aulas

epaly. roo page I.

Novelty French Photo Ring THE FAN DANCE
very great novelty
Here
In Rings, that is selling in

thousands. It I. a likely
made ring. finish, d In imitation platinum. and set with

DANCE episode of
the Century of Progrena Exposition in
Chicago? Here it is
humorously,cieanly,
presented in vest
pocket form.
You flip the pages
andHOTSY TOTSY
comes to life and
whirls through her
dance ... provoking
not sly smile but
a wholesome laugh
from all. No end of
fun and amusement.
Spiey,piquantenter-

large Imitation diamond.
looks lust like an ordinary ring. but in the shank
of the ring is a small ndrroscopie picture almost invisia

It

is

magnified to an almost 'Incredible degree and with astonishing clearness. There Is quite an se.
sortment of pictures that should suit all tastes.
Some are pictures of bathing girl beauties.
pretty French Actresses, etc.. others are views
of places of Interest in France, Panama Canal and elsewhere:
others chow the lord's Prayer In type, every word of which
can be read by persons with normal eyesight. They are interesting without being in any aay objectionable. PRICE 25e, 3
Tor 65e. or 32.25 per doz. postpaid. ZIO page Catalog 10e.

Pi1Óforpd.

inches.

ssNovelty Cata

o

710

REAL LIVE PET TURTLES Fortune Telling

By Cards

Book shoes how to tell 'fortunes
with cards. dice, dominoes, crystal,
etc. Tells the meaning and ell.
nineation of every card. Severaldltferent methods explained and fully
Illustrated. Crammed full from cover to cover with complete information on fortune-telling. PRICE 10o
postpaid,
Stamps accepted,

Sent by Mail for only '-

RING
striking.

Delivery

25 Cents

PET

GoodLuck

LIVE
`-

If you want a fascinating and interesting little pet, just risk

rTe
des gm
two brilliant flashing
mutation
sparkle nut of the
eyes. Said to bring Bend
'is. k to the wearer.
and

will send you a real live PET TURTLE by mail
postpaid. Thousands sold at ChicagoWorlds Fair. No trouble at all to keep. Just give it a little lettuce or cabbage or let
it seek its own food. Extremely gentle, easily kept and live
for years and years. Need lesa attention than any other pet.
Get one or more. Study their habita. You will find them ex25e and we

fegrchve

Beeda lb:

GROUND ALMONDS
Prolific- Easily

Amazingly

from e single nut. There
n la no trouble whatever
In
Ixpected
growing anywhere and In any kindotsoll. Maybe planted
time
you trill havean ENORMOUS CROP ofthe!
DELIie.
CIOUS ALMONDS YOU EVER TASTED, Mews Me ML

.

CATALOG

DEPT. 946

RACINE, WIS.

LATEST
CATALOG
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pation by cultivating this remarkable
D ovelt,. SNda,I5tlitt/t. 3 pits. lc; 40c.
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A Vine that

PLANT BIoomsatNlsht

Flits the Atmosphere with Fragrant Aroma

One of the most rapid growing vines known. Under
able conditions th vine has been knorwwn to grow OVER
OVER 26
IN
short slams
Ìn
has climbed
covered
greet height, n
with IMMENSE FLOWERS. from 6 to 7 inches to diameter.
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Banana Musk Makye
taw, cooked. canned or preserved
Look. end ao,Ni, i,ly
W any form. Theafr
in
t.
a
color. and tastes Ilk.
luscious, rich
e`t
or
blueberry. One bomb win produce ten eh rh o i :ñeliclu avmaki
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Umbrella Palm
lit
Easily Grown From Seed Winter or Summer

The Japanese Umbrella Palm Is e semlamuSc plant
in a bowl of water or
It I. easily grown from seed eithermost
usual as well.
very damp moll. Probably the
t*he most Interesting method Is to cuitieste the plant In
two meads
or
her
fat thebet ors
Inch.. mood garden
and the plant shoots Op
bon commetwe m
high and raPdly assumes most
some two to three
m the engraving.
Q tty palm-tike appaira
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GIGANTIC OÚIEItÉA BUTTER BEANS
BENE" EDIBLE VEGETABLE WONDER

from 8 to 6feet long. and weighing n t hing from
10 told lbs. and even more. 000 Bean Ile sufficient
for efamily for several meal. Very palatable and
rich In nutritious meteriels, The de licate Butte ry
Flavor le much apprec teS The Pines are eseil
ver, prolific. and mat welcome end yen
u bble adjunct to your garden. Try them; you will
-land them be most dellelae
you have
fer
__ever tasted. Imported direct Unobminahle elseaSample parks¢e of Seeds with full
for cultivating and cooking. 25e. KNOW.

t
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Kudzu Vine

Yard Long Bean
Prop
crop

Most rapid growing
sine known. Will grow
20 feet In one week.

foe

Luxuriant foliage,
lovely purple
flowers, very fra-
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oe.
Lne flavor.
To e
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equal it
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Grows vvery

PRICE 25e Postpaid

Our complete Catalei Sam On recelpt of 10e.. or the De Lu.. Cloth Bound Edition
Bigger and better than ever. Only book or Its kind in existence. Nearly
Boo pages of all the latest tricks In magic. the newest novelties, putties, games.
I and Interesting books, curiosities In seeds
sporting goods. rubber stamps,
and plants, ate., unprocurable elsewhere. Remit Os Coin, Money Order, Check Or
anmaed U. 5.. Canadian and Foreign Stamps for ail articles listed above.

TREE OF HEAVEN
Th .p

Novelty trom
na
and should be
grown In evory
garden. Seems to
he a cram between
Celery and Coe Lettuce. Flavor is
more mild than any
other cabbage. Can be served
on the table and eaten raw Or
cooked like cabbage, spinach or
lettuce or tondo into salad.

buntpss

ADDRESS ORDERS FOR GOODS ON THIS PAGE TO
LAUST

Crown From Seed

The Ground Almond has a flavor that is MOST
EXCELLENT, resembling the cocoanut. The
Meat is mow white. covered with aehell orekin
of brown color. It ggrows close to the surface
and anything from 2W to 300 Almonds may be

HOW TO PITCH Pi°'b the
. by IeMln¢ Blg [,eegseÌ''itAhen('Ìcnrl PÌ rwtnttremely interesting. Price 25c. SPECIAL TURTLE FOOD 10cpkg. eä nn.l
dry:. ribod with fa: ni,mrre. POSTAAID 25e

JOHNSON SMITH & CO.
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rately forecast. the weather
Will
y hour. in Meaner,
grow
ground.anywhere all the year
around. An
tereetinn houe
Beare large, fragrant.
pink. Motel-fie shape flowers.
Otto 31ar 40s. Sew.. lye packet, 3 fer 40e. po.teald

á`nrem

Guaranteed
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growth. An ex.
FeilesSie rich
derk green. Forms
an d
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Hit of the Chicago Worlds Fair
Who will forget the
famous FAN

Is g

NATBR, és WEATHER PROPHET

Introduced- noted for

IG rapid

POKER

WIN

Weather Plant

Chinese Fragrant Tres Fern

Chinese Cabbage

yer

The Stowers are In three shades

thousand roses on each bush.

a

I

Used by pollee officers, de-

tectives,aherlrta,
night watchmen and others
as a means Of
M,if- protection.
Very effective.
Easily Des the
band. the an-

``urantaeIt to be so. They will bloom every
Slimmer or Winter, and when three years old the
will be amens of rases, healing from five hundred to

tively

ten we.Ns

Mows how to make
Mows

BOYS! THROW YOUR VOICE

AFASIINAIING AND INIEIESTING

Japanese Rose Bushes bloom all the year round. Jnsl
think of it. Six weeks after planting the seed. the plants will
be in full bloom. It may not seem possible, but we Posi-

py-

Sin. long $1.00. BLANK CARTRIDGES 50e per
100. HOLSTER (Cowboy type) 50e. Shipped by Express silly gers being grasped In the four holes Very
Id.t10pagecatnle(°fatherpistols, sporting goods, etc. 10e useful In an emergency. blade of aluminot
num they are Very light, weighing leas
than 2 ouncea
Handy pocket size
ulwaye ready for Instant Ilse. PRICE
Id.
25e each, 2 for 45e
Into a trunk, under the bed or
T
anywhere. Lots of fun fooling
P
teacher, policeman or friends.

blo to the naked eye, yet

The Wonder of the World

l

ta.

Pehl

Three new models now out
25e, 50e and 51.00. Well
made and effective. Modelled on pattern of latest
type of Revolver. Appearante alone enough to scarea burglar. Takes 22CaL
Blank Cartridges obtainable everywhere. Great
against burglars, [tamps, dogs- Have it
ltprotection
around without the danger attached to other
revolvers. Fine for 4th July. New Years, for stage
work, starting pistol. etc. SMALL SIZE 4 In. long
25e. MEDIUM SIZES In. long 50e. LARGE SIZE

JAPANESE ROSE BUSHES
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This

Radio's GREATEST
Servicing Book
The Most Complete Directory

of Radio Circuit Diagrams
published!

In ONE VOLUME of over 2,300 Pages
Extra Heavy Cover-Looseleaf Bound
Buy this Big Volume on nur New

DEFERRED PAYMENT PLAN
Here are two of the most surprising announcements that we have ever made to the radio trade
and we know that it is such good news that
every radio man will be greatly enthused.
FIRST -that the three editions of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS have
now been combined into one big volume of
over 2,300 pages.
SECOND-that this new single volume of consolidated radio circuit diagrams and complete
radio servicing course can be bought on a deferred payment plan -and at a big saving.
It is needless to say how valuable the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS have been
to members in every branch of the Radio Industry, and how many thousands of each edition have been sold to manufacturers, jobbers,
dealers, Service Men and experimenters. But
we must emphasize this one fact: Service Men
now realize that they are tremendously handicapped without the full set of Gernsback Manuals. So much so, that those who have purchased only one or two volumes, are NOW ORDERING THE MISSING BOOKS. They want
their files to be complete.
The complete book gives you a volume of over
2,300 pages with over 5.500 diagrams, charts
and photos. There are absolutely no pages or
illustrations or diagrams duplicated. There is
no radio book published today which is so mod-

OVER

ern, up-to-the -minute, and which contains so
much useful information as is to be found in
this single volume. It is a book that will outlast
any other radio book in print. Look carefully
at the illustration of the complete edition on
the top of page. It measures 9" wide, 12"
long, 4%" thick.
Included in this volume is a complete radio
servicing course. This course covers every step
needed to learn the servicing business
. from
starting in business
. materials needed .
and how to go about servicing receivers and repairing other radio equipment. This course in
itself, is actually worth the price of the entire

-a
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GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc..
96-98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
I ;

,

.

u

lemen:

In accordance with your Special Offer, I enclose
herewith $3.00 as first pumwnt toward the One Volume Radio Manual.
Please forward It to me
promptly Upon receipt of the bark. I shall pay
esnresa company $t.00. Thirty days later I shall
end you $3.00. and sixty days after receipt of
book. I shall send you my last payment of $:l.00
If you wont to take advantage of the Special Ill+ count of 10 %, remit only $12.60 with this coupon.

Narra
.V Idress

New York, N. Y.
AA

for

IF THE ENTIRE AMOUNT IS SENT WITH
YOUR ORDER, WE WILL ALLOW YOU A
10% DISCOUNT. THIS CAN BE DEDUCTED
FROM YOUR REMITTANCE.

Ì
2,300 Pag
5,500 Illustratesions

96 -98 Park Place
A4MA

-

You buy this book this way- Send $3.00 with order
Pay $5.00 to Express Company upon receipt of
book.
Send $3.00 thirty days after receipt of book.
Send $3.00 sixty days after receipt of book.
Total $14.00.

Mail Coupon Today!

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
AV

$14.00

book.

Our new plan now enables every radio man to
get this single volume
Complete Directory of
all Circuit Diagrams. of over 2,300 pages. on
deferred payments. You can order this book
immediately -get it in a few days, and use it
while you are doing servicing work. You can
make the first few calls pay for the entire cost
of the book.
For you to get this book is quite simple and it
is sent to you as soon as your order is received.
You pay for it in small monthly amounts which
can be taken from your earnings. If you were
to buy the three volumes separately, the total
cost would be $17.00, including the supplements.

THIS IS TILE GREATEST SINGLE
VOLUME RADIO BOOK IN PRINT TODAY
AA

Now you can get the
1931 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL.
with Supplements,
1932 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL,
with Supplements,
and the 1933 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL Complete
at a big saving.
THE SPECIAL NEW PRICE FOR ALL THREE
MANUALS. WITH SUPPLEMENTS. IN ONE
VOLUME. WITH HEAVY BINDER IS ONLY

AAA

MK%

.46WAV

t'Ity

-

State

.

...._..
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HERE IS A GROUP
OF FINE QUALITY RADIO

ALUE!

PARTS THAT "Shouts".,
Mershon Triple 10 Mfd.
Electrolytic Condenser
A gr nains.

CROSLEY POWER
TRANSFORMERS

POWERTONE SENDING KEY

Cw

Mel..

Electrolytic

1,,,n

of the

t. in

sized

I. of
struetlon
sures freedom
from heating.
Massive core
i

one.

..reisen.

',tincture

p,

-

roll provides

long trouble
free life.
it H. model supplies the following
voltages:
I%a volts for 4.226; 25
volts at 2
amps. for 1.227: 5 volts at V. amp. for
-171A; Winding for Raytheon Type
B.H. tube: 250.250 High voltage;
Primary 110 volts A.C. 60 sr I -00

-

rata:
featurs
Nit dill ingui ris

,mstant
--are the
tt

and oversized

tlesi r.

Proven

This popular lesion is widely used as a low power transmitting
rode practice
.:merl on a mahogany finished
the kkey is well -balanced and re!
table for clearance and tension. Contacts are
r designed for heavy s en.
...at.
key
de'
IC;,r diwrnsion:
in,
erelal
at
.

this condenser from others.
Positive terminal leads are brought

-,t

to bolts on top of the condenser.
cotise Is grounded to
container.
i 'rsie

n

-s Inches wide.

2

1

Price

u

-'

ri,r

1

79C

.......

cycle.

$1.25

Fast .06 -.06
Condenser

60,000 ohm

Prong Bakelite Socket

4

Ward Leonard Vitrohn
A high grad.
known heat)

at

country.

terminals are brought `ont
nertiou
the common
both la! lttve. lols tan is

gre nd''

t

tc

l'omes
e

t e l y
on

bakellte strip to
ease Installation.
Bakelite
st rip
measures 4 Inri,
In length and
Inch wide. 19 c

:

ris

l'r

I2C

r

l

mounted

i

FARRAND

choke

Is

Is

as

We bought a great guar,
thy of these sockets helot,
the price rise.
Here i
your pitance to stock nil
They will go fast at tisi
low price--send In
order
now.
bronze
contacts
nemlanenl nnne clI.
L.

l'rl

5c

e

illy shielded in
I

titt ractive black
ran.
v ni el ed
Is
ise
ins.
s.
u

,!L

;

l'arrand;
in size;

I

nut7tart

Inches wide.
choke contains

1_

stations.
not
ronfuse

model with the

similar

narious
'pes on the market
sing as Fzrrands.
F.,Ir,n.: oÌ51, for Dynamic. It,

I

R/

-

I

s

Please state power tube when enlcri

Price

,

or 11.11It,c.
Ceneroos oversized nt,p
The thick armature is accurately centered.
sturdy metal frame is lined with a special
L:dNing fabric, greatly improving acoustic tIiI
Note the corerties of this sensational speaker.
rugated surface of the cone, an exclusive featureenhances perfectional reproduction 9ualiti.siderably'; most compactly made; 9' 'n;
.;
t.-r, 4 t.. " d,.t p overall.
t

Talk Is the true
adoption to Soon Wale Radio Receivers has
proven a popular stet.
'rise mod Inaudible stations aree brought in with
ark:Ib lt cleaes
m
without the customary noise and hum of aegttlar
dvnaude speaker. lia- n
nagnets parallel to
brht.n
,rh sillier with a Iasi lira Ida, ed
thew
to facilitate mounting.
Is I.
Over :Ill !t

53.95

finished In
metal
brown gun
complete
enamel

-

r¡

with

separate terminals.

69c

foot cord.

$1.25

BALDOR
silent synchronmotor used in
Jenkins Teleisinn rea- elvers.

A
ous

the

All genuine brand
new ltaldor Motors.
SPECIFICATIONS
Type M

2C lt

M.

-1700

tar

R.,

II. P. -1/15

R.

P.

Volts -110 volts
A.C.. 60 cycle
Amp. -1.0
Ph. -1
Standard shaft :Ise

s inches.

inches long.

Overall height

$6.95

Width 19. inches.

Price

Handy
Kit of

$2.50

These models are not
to be confused with the
various types now on the
market and labeled °., G-

The

unit

built

are

all

upright.

bracket on the bottom

ease

mounting.

to

Dimen-

Our Trice
With Magnet

sions of the 12 inch model: 12 Inches high and
6% inches deep.

(12" Model)
Our Price

All

orders

are

F.

O.

13.

New York.

and

Terms: A deposit
Balevery order.
delivery. Deduct
sent with order.

DO NOT MIND FOR CATALOG
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95c
$1.25

A complete
Drove invaluably
tinned leads and
.

!

resistors which

will

ice bench.
Their long
-omit -tas penult easy insertion
'

5 c « part kit and easy to carry.
or replacement.
Odd values can be obtained by connecting two or
R.M.A. color
more value. In series or parallel.
coded for ea sy Idem lHrat Ion,
FREE -tVtlh each as.orllnent of 50 resistors a
beautiful bakellte case --a souvenir of the Chicago
.
Century of Progress Exposition. Size of !.p¡ x 1% inches.
Price

c2.95

$4.95

subject to prior sale.
of 20% is required with
ance may be paid on
2% it full amount is

1-Watt

s.

that It is furni.hr :l
lwept the magnet. Guafeliess
teed to he lu perfect noonl'an also be used lev
Hon.
replacement purposes on ens
other type speaker.

fact,.:.

with

tom. loon. ,,

speaker rhar,i

Ths

and not just i
together halthazardl.
The 12 inch unedel
have two magnets .taod-

ine

cc ,.
toe, I;..

the It
d too
This unit
is complete in even detail
C. A.

1

models

Color
Coded
Resistors

Replacement
Unit mien.

The Genuine Farrand
Inductor For The First
Time At This Low Prime

rand Inductors.

R.M.A.

MODEL

12"

iy

Television Motor

This chassis is the idea'
one used in the R.C.A. ln' 110013 Speakers which list for
NoGas
high as $35.00.
built-in output transit
which permits use M
volts without distortion.

brings in

the very weak short

de

Neatly

high; and

MAGNETIC
CHASSIS

f

mike.

i

used In
a leur
portable truistic address systems.
dress systems.

tv;.

of

and
home

a

Ing

In

use

sys-

tellls,

mills.
Iy con -

v,red and will
ver ..ne an
.d

rec-

onllne

at 60
r dI

for

home

'cd at 30 hen -

c

®

usd 'Il line
noise;
drags less current:
ansolutely
genuine

o
Ibis

Ideal

etarated.

GENUINE
rt

wave

c

1

INDUCTOR DYNAMIC
SPEAKERS - -9" MODEL

HAND MIKE
Provides true toned
reproduction of
music and voire.

s

1151,1-, -,1

15011.

c o m p

r

Contains

condensers in one can

ohms

R.C.A. VICTOR

lug
two "' chokes
ran easily

is

L

resistor. Will
sipate 2I u
coninuously. T'+
resistance is
Into

i

Prime

CROSLEY DOUBLE
CHOKE

Init

Resistor

A high grade by-pass rootlet,
made by one of the (Lr
condenser manufactu rt. r

Is,

Large

Used
replacement
In many different
t

IL-

materiai

,«denser at this
L n' price for the
tint tinte.
Contains three
hl mfd. ondens-

COMPANY
GRENPARK
New York, N.Y.
Dept. RC

245 Greenwich St.
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SALE OF ORIGINAL

REPLACEMENT PARTS

Parts Used in MAJESTIC Receivers Have
Been Known to Be of the Highest Quality

UI

FILAMENT AND PLATE TRANSFORMER
Model No. 25
Primary 115 volt 25 cycle
Secondary to :mode center tapped
Secondary 5 volt 2 amp.
Secondary 2.5 volt 7 amp.
Secondary 2.5 volt 7 amp. renter tapped
Weight 13 lbs.
Original Majestic Part No. 5833

FILAMENT AN
PLATE
TRANSFORMER

tWeight

Primary 110,

120,

Volt

150,

200,

220,

Primary 110, 120,

210

Secondary
ela
to anode renter tapped, suD-

tapped
Secondary
tapped

2.1

Volt

7

Amp.,

center

2.4

Colt

4

Amp..

center

FILAMENT

2220,

240

to anode renter tapped. supplies 380 Colt D.C. at 120 M.A.
for No. 82

Secondary 2.5 Volt 3 Amp.

rectifier

Secondary

tapped

Volt

2.1

Amp.,

13

Weight

center

lbs.

13

Original Majestic l'art No. 9478

Weight 13 lbs.
Original Majestic Part No. 9529

83.95

200,

Secondary

plles 305 V. dt D.C. at 140 M.A.
ondary 2.5 Volt 3 Amp. for No. 82

Set

rectifier

150,

Colt
Cycle 25, 100

Cycle 25, 100

Set ondary

$365

Each
UNIVERSAL POWER
TRANSFORMER

UNIVERSAL POWER
TRANSFORMER

5395

Each

PICKUP TRAN of

Primary

Model

1.

PORN
No.

Lit

30

Weight 4'í Ib..
Original Majestic Pant
No.

ái24

IOOB

l'IC'KUP INPUT

p
89e

89c Earh

Model No.

PUSH -PULL

-900

Model No. 30
Weight 3 lbs.
Original Majestic l'art

1551

r No.

1008 and Doit

original
gin tI Majestic Pert
1585

69c

Each

):..eh
7131'5

1.79 Each

Original Majstic Part No.

Model No. 3406
Original Majestic Part
No. 9013

CHOKE
ASSEMBLY
No. 7P3
Dual choke
Weight 51,2 lim.

Model No. 25 and 25B
Weight 3'4 lbs.
OrL.;in.tt Majestic l'au'

69c

69c Each

5607

Each

t

)Agin

1

Majestic Part

No.

89c

712

Esels

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE
Do Not Write for Catalog
No orders for less than $2.00 accepted. No
C. O. D.'s. All shipments will be forwarded by
express collect if not sufficient postage included
with your order.
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$1.49

ticinal )Iajestic Part No.

ofd.

C

CF:

Model

Weight
Original

9167

1

No. 3051

89c Each

DOUBLE

F01í

1N0

('IIOItE
SERIES
r

p.n-k

S.

Weight cS

Pm.
Patt

Weight

1

lb.

Original Majestic Part
No.

5792

69c Each

69c
Each
DI';

No. 50

Majestic

Model No. 35
Contains 4 -1/10 mtl.

CONDENSER .AND
TERMINAL STRII'
ASSEMBLY
Model No. 200
t lriival Majestic Part No. 6298

Each
UNIT

13Y -PASS
CONDENSER
ASSEMBLY

Each

69c
FILTER

lbs.

IIY -PASS

Model No. 390
716

3

Original Majestic Part
No. 123

BV- PASS
ASSEMBLY

$í49 Each
u\ itt \"t. it

Contains

('CON 1)1'.N SEIL

lbs.

61/2

100

Weight 3

Original Majestic Part No. 468

CONI ENNSF:R
(SANK

DANK
l'

Model No.

89c
Each

(' ONDENSER

No. 3053

Weight

t

153

89c

CONDENSER BANK No.

CONDENSER
ASSEMBLY

l'I('KUI' INPUT
TRANSFORMER

Original Majestic l'art No. 5578

OUT PUT
T RANSFORM ER

Weight 41í lbs.
Original Majestic l'art
No.

Each

Each

PUSH- PUL.l.
1N l'UT
TRANSFORMER
Model No.

131 -132433

TRANSFORMER

Each

n

PLATE TRANSFORMER

115 Volt 60 Cycle

89c
'rlt. N

6111

$229 Earls

$345

Model No. 105
Weight 3 lbs.

l'I-IN1lP1-l'1'l'-I.

Original Majestic Part No.

130A- Chassis

Each

5532

center tapped

Colt 2 Amp.
Colt 3'S Amp.
Weight 4 lbs.

'3.5

Seondary to anode center tapped
Secondary Ti. Volt 2 Amp.
Secondary ^_..i Volt 7 Amp.
Secondary 2.5 Volt 3 Atop., center tapped
\\-eight 16,4 lb.
Original Majestic Part No. 801

ult'il:It

Original Majestic Part No.

to anode

mdary -

Ser,nulap'

Each

AND

3IOdet No.

No. 10 Converter
Ilm Colt 50 -00 Cycle

mdary

lb:.

20

.

Model

Primar'

Original Majestic Part No. 2156

$345

it

i

No. 23A
Primary 115 Colt 60 Cycle
SeeondarY to anode renter tapped
Secondary 5. Volt 2 amp.
secondary
Volt 7 Atop.
Secondary 2.5 Volt 3 Amp. center tapped

NI) l'L.tTI
NSFORMER

tsl l.T'r

111.

Model

Original

Majestic

Part

No. 281

$1.19

SI NG LE
FOR 70
71's

('IIOKE
SERIES

power pack

Weigh 5 N..
Original Majestic Part
No.

89c

Each

'440

Each

WEI.Lq'OItT11 TR.1131NG CO.,
115' 484
Lake St, Chicago, III.
Enclosed find $
for which ship to address below
the following MAJESTIC parts'
111 W.

Neune

Address
City

State
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YOUR DOLLAR IS WORTH MORE
When You Bug From Us

I

S the dollar inflated? These days everyone is speaking of inflation. But who cares? Whether it is or not, your dollar is worth more
when you buy from us. The prices on this page are so radically low that no one can possibly undersell us. Every month we list on
this page few STAR ( *) items which are not listed in our regular catalog. These are all special items of which the small quantity

-

on hand does not permit us to catalog them. ONCE SOLD OUT, NO MORE CAN BE HAD AT ANY PRICE. ORDER TODAY
NOW. Order direct from this page and save money. 100% satisfaction guaranteed on every transaction. Take advantage of these epe-

eist offers while they are still available. STOP SHOPPING -WE SHOP FOR YOU AND GIVE YOU THE LOWEST PRICES.

Greatest Buy in America I
Pilot Six-Tube TwoVolt
*
Battery Receiver

COLONIAL REMOTE CONTROL ATTACHMENT
Complete . . Nothing Else to Buy

*

Imagine the Moenof Just sitting
back in an easy chair
or lying In bed and
merely by pressing a
buttons,
of
series
starting the radio located in a far off
room or hidden away
In the basement. Not
only that, but selecting one of ten atationt
from a remote point.
If this la the machine
age, It Is also the age Of convenience.
The remote control Is a machine designed to tune your radio automatically. Why not take advantage of It,
especially when it is priced more than
3001- below its original list value.
This remote control outfit was used
on one of the Colonial remote Control
reenters which sold tor more than $300.00: yet you or anyone a all handy with tools can
attach It to your mot radio. You can then hide the radio either n the closet, basement. or
some other out-of- the-way place and extend wires to any number of speakers, .trategically
located in various pans of your apartment. Imagine the surprise of your friends or guests
st dinner or at ,pet tat gatherings, when. by merely pressing a bu ton the room Is gradually
flooded with beautiful music or other entertaining programs. by the hidden speakers.
nose( idea it is also a very practical one.
Aside from being
RADIO SERVICE MAN and CUSTOM SET BUILDER -Hen I. Your Opportunity!
You need but mention the words "remote control" to your customer and immediately you
command his entire interest and attention. You are able to do this because the Idea to
ulmo
him. Is new and became it immediately implies expenshe
you Inform him that you can construit or ADAPT HIS RECEIVER FOR REMOTE
CONTROL OPERATION for only a few dollars more. his Interest will most certainly
YOU
on
this
autsier:
order.
We
need
not
any
more
talking
give
points
materialize into an
because you probably can muster up more than we.
EXTREMELY SIMPLE TO OPERATE
The outfit comprises two small motors (one Inc turning the tuning condenser and the
other for turning the volume control). s 10- position commutator switch for selecting lo
different stations. a step -down transformer for energizing the motors and a 13 button control board (10 buttons for the 10 stations. two button. for inrrea.ing or decreasing the
volume and one button for silent tuning). A pilot light In this control hoard indicate,
when the receiver is operating.
If the shafts of the tuning condenser and volume control of your present receiver can he
extended so that the commutator switch section and one of the motor gears can be Alive
over the tuning condenser shaft and the other motor gear on the volume control abaft then
you can easily adapt this outfit to your reeetser DIRECTLY without any further changes.
With some sets it may he necessary to ce,nove lite volume control entirely from the
chassis and mount It directly on the gear of the volume control motor. Custom set bullde-need have no headarhes about this remote control, inasmuch as they can design the pleat,
layouts of their sets to conform with this equipment. The illustration dearly shows al.
component parts of this rmiplete remote control system. Shipping weight 18 Ili
No. 1789 Colonial Complete Remote Control Outfit
YOUR PRICE, Only

COMPLETE, NOTHING ELSE TO BUY
Them are ONLY 20 of these battery re.
eefven available. ACT FAST If you desire to have one at this lose price. Every
one it familiar with the One quality and
performance of Pilot receivers. Their preengineering and elaborate design has
made them famous throughout the world.
A fortunate buy permit. us to sell these
G tubo 2 -volt receivers at
price which U

fence

ei

almost 300%, below list.

This receiver may be operated from
storage battery as well, without any addltional changes.
Uses 2.30's. 2.319 and
2 -329.
These tubes are arranged In
highly sensitive tuned radio frequency circuit which assures stability throughout the
entire life of the set.
Every component
part. Including the tuning condenser, are thoroughly eh a ded to present drays gnats
from entering the circuit. A large 8" magnetic speak r, specially designed to work
from push pull tubes, reproduces the programs with a cla Ity which compares favorably
two toned
with the original renditions. Both chassis and speake are mounted In
cabinet of special columnaire design. The four control. on the front panel are respectitely volume control. station selector. "on off" switch nd tone control. The cabinet
measures 18" high by 16" wide by 9" deep. Shipping weight 30 lbs.

No. P-200 -Pilot 6 Tube 2 -Voit Battery Reoelver, Lets Tubas.
YOUR PRICE
Complete set of tubes for this receiver

Don't Junk Tour Old Tube Checker!
With This )lfiiltidapter

/

Modernize it

Multldapter into the four prong ee -ket of your
present tube checker and you are all equipped to test
every tube that was eser placed on the market. The
legends of more than GO of the new tubes are lithographed directly on the front panel of the Sluilidapter.
Furthermore. the unit Is so flexibly constructed that
the operator hae amen to every single element of any
In other word., aside from being able to make
tube.
standard tau. every conceivable other test desired by
any lentreman or experimenter can be readily made
through the manipulation of four plugs and the orbs
of plug jacks, »metrically arranged on the front panel.
perpetual instrument.
This feature makes the unit
Shipping weight 5 lbs.
Multidepter
No.
new

I

*

$4 82

Contrary to popular belief the advent of the seven prong and other new tubes has
Why throw away an expensive tuna
not rendered your tube Checker obsolete.
checker when it can be easily. without any Internal
changes, brought up to date? You merely plug this

e
87.52

205-

.

Servicemen's Wire Wound Fixed
Resister Kit

8/3.52

5.96

YOUR PRICE

A REAL MICROPHONE
at the Price of a Toy

art
w,-swr
w.s.,mu

Here
L the I
value ever offered in

:/

micro-

o lare,
unusually
unumicrophone,
phone!l
button
two -button
resigned constructed and
for
especial,
u
designed
ieee
broadcast purp30
30 te croc
'.000
adequate for
5.000
all speech anti musli reproduction. EXCELLENT

soc r

.yen-

resistor of
Too hay. probably never seen or used
it Is new, it Is radically different from
Mils type.
other musters, both in construction. accuracy and mainThese resistor. are "ARtenance of calibration.
A
MOIth1D" In the strictest sense of the word.
heavy steel covering around fine wire element protects
it indefinitely and prolongs its life. A RESISTOR OF

FOR PUBLIC ADDRESS WORK. stretched
cushioned diaphragm of durallum with pure gold
center contacts on buttons and diaphragm. Standard 200 ohms per button. Finished In beauting
polkhed chrome. Net weight 1% Ibs. Shipping
weight 2% lbs.
No. "F" 2 Button M ke.

THIS TYPE MAY BE USED OVER AND OVER
AGAIN, FROM SET TO SET. WITHOUT LOSING
ITS CALIBRATION OR WEARING OUT.

YOUR

of which sr.
duplicated. In other words there are more than 20 different values. If these units nere bought individually
Stanufarturers and
they would cost more than $6.50.
custom set builders are rapidly becoming aware of the
fart that these resistors defy adserse conditions. They
tonsidereble overload without breaking
will stand
It Is quality merchandise of this kind which
down.
serviceman
build. up the business and reputation of
or custom set builder because "chop thing. are expensive in the IoCONTENTS
The

kit eendsts et

24 resistors, only 4

OF KIT
The kit contains one earls of the following
ohms C.T., 40 C.T., 60 C.T., 50 ohms. 100,
300, 400. 600. 1250, 1500, 2000. 2500. and
two each of the following 200 ohms, 500, 750

Shipping weight
No.
'MU- KIT

"3

lbs.

Servlee
Fixed Resistor Kit.
YOUR PRICE

Men'.

Wire

This tub, may

150. 550,

Wound

srder-rrtinod shock-U.

meter

transmitters.

Filament

large

S

It

2;

RADIO AND

norr
Cumes

off the

pros

is an event.

It contains more
Mrs red live "meet" -than
chandise.

volts. fila-

No. ZRF-High Emission 201 -A Tube
YOUR PRICE
80.22
each

S. Stamps.

-

This completely revised and nlarged 1934 edition
contains 108 solid pages of useful radio Information. diagrants. illustrations. radio kinks and real live radio mer-

%

Radio Trading Company
640

Over I00 Hook Ups
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the characteristics of the lacer. In
other words It is a 201 -A tube. which,
due to its "M" shape filament has
very high electronic emission. This
means high plate eurnnt. These charanteristles make It exceptionally suit able for use as an oscillator In trans mitten or In receiver.. May be used
to advantage as oscillators in 5 and 10

3000: and
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between
71 -A and the 201 -A. It has
the M type filament of the former and

values: 20
and 1000.

$496
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* High Emission 201 -A Tube

valuable radio informationon the subject.

many textbooks

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
Chanter Two of "Fundamental Principles of Radin for the IleFundamental
Tubes, Their Uses, and
ginner"-The
with Publlic Address Systems.
Circuits- How to Make
Row to Build the "ILT." Beginner's Transmitter-Hue to Build
the Famous Twlnpler Short Wave Receiver How to Construct an
Amateur Radio Transmitter-A Most Modem and Complete Tube
Chart. Including Socket Connections for all Tubes-Numerous
Free Offers. etc.
Enclose 4. for postage.

Treatise sent by return mall.

You will Rnd special pric`o from time to
time. In this mpatine. Get our hip FREE
catalog for the gretent Radio Bargains.
Should you with goods shipped by parce? post, be aura to Include sufficient extra remittance
for same. Any excess will be refunded.
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